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It is now 15 years since the Woodland Heritage
Charity was established, so I thought it would be
useful to reflect on what motivated our founder

members, what we wanted to achieve and to take
stock of what progress has been made to date.

Group of cabinet makers
Well, we were started by a group of cabinet

making companies which, using wood to make
their furniture, thought they ought to do
something to ensure future generations would be
able to use fine timbers too. In short, we all
wanted ‘to put something back’. Everyone talks
about sustainability now – but not back then.
There were existing organisations which purchased

woodlands to protect them, but none believed the
best way to protect woodlands in the long-term was
to make them productive and give them “economic
value”. Woodland Heritage believed that leaving
woodlands to become overgrown and moribund
was not the best way forward.
Many of our Members, as you will read in this

year’s Journal, use their skills to live off productive
woodlands and create beautiful pieces. With the
right management, wood is a renewable natural
resource and it seemed only right for us to support
the concept of continuous cover forestry (CCF), or
unevenly aged silviculture, if you prefer. We have
never said that CCF was a panacea, simply that it
should be considered on appropriate sites.

Well, what have we achieved?

Certainly many more people talk about and
practice continuous cover forestry now than when
we started out. So we’ve certainly made some
progress as far as the “battle for hearts and minds”
is concerned. To win this battle we knew that we
would need to educate – and that included learning
from others too. To this end, we have helped scores
of students and experienced foresters to travel the
world in search of forestry best practice. In return,
the recipients of our Garthwaite Bursaries write up
their findings and share their knowledge far and
wide through these pages. We believe that we
certainly have increased the sum of knowledge.

Yes, we’ve planted trees, but more importantly we
have beneficially influenced the way others plant
and care for trees.
We’ve always talked about the need to bring the

wood user closer to the tree grower – but the Holy
Grail is to get consumers to think about where and
how their wooden product began its life. Our latest
training initiative is true to this philosophy of
joining up and educating the supply chain. Our
three day training course will embrace it all.

FromWoodland toWorkshop

We have been most fortunate to have gained the
support of some truly knowledgeable
experts; ‘hands on’ forestry people
who have helped us develop our
course to address all aspects of
the wood chain. Our first
course will take place in May
in Herefordshire (see page 51),
the results of which will be
reported on during our
Field Weekend
in June (also in
Herefordshire
and not to be
missed !).

Inspiration

I sincerely hope that Woodland Heritage will
continue to inspire, encourage and help individuals
and companies to have a concern for our British
woodlands and to put something back for future
generations
Over the past 15 years we have put many

hundreds of people in touch with each other. We
do not have all the answers, but the Woodland
Heritage network is now so extensive, that we can
nearly always find someone who does. It’s a
personal service, maybe old fashioned, but so much
appreciated in an age when we are usually asked to
“Press 1 – Press 2 …please hold because your call
is important to us!” S

Lewis J Scott

Taking stock
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Trustees
Peter Goodwin (Chairman of Trustees and Co-Founder)

Susan Bell Nick Goodwin Dr Gabriel Hemery
David Rice Roger Richardson Dr Peter Savill Roger Venables

Lewis J. Scott – Director (voluntary) and Co-Founder

Our 2008 Field Weekend

HEREFORDSHIRE
Friday 13th, Saturday 14th & Sunday 15th June

On the Friday we will be visiting the Aconbury Woodlands by kind permission of The
Duchy of Cornwall, which regards it as the “jewel in their crown”.

Their head forester, Geraint Richards, will lead us around this 300 acre woodland which
was purchased by The Duchy in May 2000. It contains a large variety of hardwood and
coniferous species. Estate staff will demonstrate coppicing, cleaving and showing many
woodland bi-products. There will be a demonstration of heavy horse logging by Doug
Joiner. We will picnic at the site of an ancient hill fort (a Scheduled Ancient Monument)
with extensive views over the Herefordshire countryside.

On the Saturday we will visit the Whitfield Estate by kind permission of Edward Clive.
Graham Taylor of Pryor & Rickett Silviculture will lead our tour for the day.
This is a traditional lowland estate with 1,300 acres of woodland. We will see the

restoration of an old Beech avenue, magnificent Redwoods, a stand of superb mature
Oak and an historic parkland. During the day we will witness the extraction of a massive
wind-blown Oak containing 670 cubic feet of timber !

On Sunday morning we have been invited to the fasctinating sawmill and joinery
workshops of Will Bullough at Whitney on Wye. This is the site where our first
“Woodland to Workshop” course will be held in May.

It has been decided to leave the Sunday afternoon free for members to enjoy the nearby
Moccas Park, run by English Nature, and famous for its spectacular veteran trees in a
wonderful landscape.
You might also wish to visit Mike Abbott in BrookhouseWood, see page 30, but please
kindly contact him first to make arrangements – thank you.

Members as well as their guests will be very welcome
To book, please contact Belinda at the Woodland Heritage office 01428 652159

Woodland Heritage does not, as a body, hold itself responsible for statements made or opinions expressed in this Journal; nor does the editorial necessarily
express the official opinion of Woodland Heritage.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording or any other information storage and retrieval system, without prior written permission from Woodland Heritage.

Woodland Heritage is a Registered Charity (No. 1041611)
A non-profit making organisation (Company Limited by Guarantee)

Printed by Alphaprint (Colchester) Ltd on Managed Forest Paper
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The Prize
Each year Woodland Heritage awards a cash prize to

recognise the contribution of an individual who has
significantly benefitted British forestry.

Criteria
The contribution to forestry made by the selected

individual must be in sympathy with the objectives

of Woodland Heritage, and in one of the following
areas of forestry: silviculture; research; marketing;
wood processing; education.
Normally the prize will focus on a contribution to

one of the above areas with an emphasis on Britain,
broadleaves and lowland forestry, although not
exclusively so.

The Peter Savill Award
for a Significant Contribution to the British Forest Industry

Andy was born and brought up in south west Hampshire. He went
to the local grammar school and then read Economics at Trinity
Hall, Cambridge. A love of the outdoors lead to him working as a

warden for the National Trust in Snowdonia; he was later trained as a
forestry worker on the Erddig Estate, near Wrexham. In 1983 he went
back to college, taking a one-year postgraduate course in Environmental
Forestry at University College of North Wales, Bangor.
On leaving Bangor, he went to work as Working Head Forester for the

Parnham Trust, a charity linked to John Makepeace’s furniture making
School in West Dorset. This developed into a part-time post and in the
aftermath of the 1987 storm he worked with Savills on the emergency
harvesting of the large areas of windblow on their south east England
estates. In 1988 he took over the management of woodland on two large
Dorset estates and his career as an independent forest manager and
consultant began. He is now involved with 8500 acres of woodland in
Dorset, Wiltshire, Somerset and Mid Wales plus 2500 acres of parkland.
The 1990 storm in south west England had a major impact on his career, opening the way to work on

the planning and restoration of designed landscapes and historic parks and also stimulating the search
for an alternative approach to forest management which would be more profitable and more suited to
the multi-faceted management objectives which he was required to deliver on a Lowland English estate.
A member of the Discussion Group in Uneven Aged Silviculture set up by Rodney Helliwell and Morley

Penistan from 1986, he was a founder member of the Continuous Cover Forestry Group (CCFG) in 1991
and a Committee Member since 1992. In 1998 he was Chairman of the Working Group that produced the
CCFG’s ‘Principles of Continuous Cover Management’. Through the CCFG he has been an active participant
in Pro Silva, the European organisation promoting Continuous Cover management. Andy has been
applying and developing CCF management in the UK across a range of species and site-types for over
15 years.
In 2001 he set up “SelectFor Ltd” with three other independent managers in England and Wales to

provide consultancy services in Continuous Cover Forestry and to provide a framework for joint working.
This has led to a series of research projects, often in partnership with Forest Research and often supported
by Woodland Heritage, designed to generate mensurational data about more developed structures and
how to apply CCF management to broadleaves; particularly strong links have been made with academics
and managers in France and Ireland.
An interest in landscape history was developed in the 1990s in his work on historic park restoration.

More recently he has been involved with research into the link between land use history and woodlands
of high nature conservation value, a number of large examples of which are within his management.
This is now being linked to wider work involving the applied landscape history ofWessex.

S

The 2008 winner – Andy Poore

Andy in action at our Field Day.
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The first winner of The Peter Savill Award
Susan Bell reports

To my astonishment and delight I became
the first proud recipient of the Peter Savill
Award in 2007.

This meant not only the warm glow of success but
the gift of a beautifully turned wassail cup and also a
generous cash prize to be spent on a ‘tree mission’ of
my choice.
With such an array of possibilities it could have

been really difficult to home in on just what to do.
However, it did not take long to decide as there
was something I had always longed to do. With all
this ‘leisure’ time that retirement promised (huh !)
combined with the funds, I could fulfil my desir e to
get to gr ips with oil-painting. And what better
subject than tr ees ?
If the first rule of painting is to look, look and look

again, then I would surely learn even more about
these ever-fascinating subjects. Each tree is different,
each has its own character and each individual tree or
woodland frames and often determines the landscape
in which it is sited. They are also notoriously difficult
to ‘get right’ !
Undaunted I set off for a four day course atWest

Dean College in Sussex to be a student of
impressionist oil painting. This beautiful college is

surrounded by
an inspiring
landscape and
even has its
own specialist
Arboretum.
They also work
their students
very hard. Four
days of
excellent
tutoring and
practice with
different subjects and media left me with a strong
dose of reality – I have a very long way to go – but
also a determination to try to get there. Fortunately,
my house near Hay on Wye is surrounded by trees in
a crazy mix of species, colours and sizes so I will
never be short of subjects.
I am just so grateful to have been enabled and

encouraged by Woodland Heritage’s generosity with
the Peter Savill Award to don my artist’s smock, study
even more intently the trees around me and try to
capture at least part of their magic on canvas.

S

In the 1920’s Axel Erlandson, an AmericanArboursculptor inspired by the natural
grafting forms of two Sycamores began

creating designs on paper to plant, prune,
graft and bend trees in specific patterns as
a hobby.
Erlandson was self taught and considered

his methods a “trade secret”. When asked
how he got his trees to grow like this, he would
answer, “I talk to them”. Using intricate grafting
techniques, he spent some forty years shaping trees
and by controlling the rates of growth, slowing it
down or speeding it up he was able to blend his
designs to perfection.
In 1945 following a trip to Santa Cruz, California,

his wife and daughter mentioned people would pay
to see Axel’s trees if they were on a tourist route and
in 1947 his ‘Tree Circus’ opened.
When Erlandson sold his property in 1963 due to

poor health, some 74 of his sculptures remained. He
died the following year. Subsequent owners went in
and out of business and the trees suffered from
neglect. Through the efforts of Mark Primack, a Santa

Cruz architect, many of the trees were saved and his
campaign attracted the attention of Michael Bonfante.
Bonfante was a nurseryman and owner of Nob Hill

Foods who had a passion for trees. In 1984 he
purchased the collection of 25 ‘Circus Trees’ and
carefully hand dug and boxed them, trimmed their
roots, watered and fertilised them. In November 1985
they were carefully moved 50 miles to their final
home a horticulturally based theme park called
Bonfante Gardens, Gilroy.
The legacy of Erlandson’s amazing trees, created

by unique grafting techniques is extraordinary
and lives on. S

www.bonfantegardens.com/circus.html

ARBOURSCULPTURE
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Making things out of wood was always
a source of pleasure for me, and when
I went back to college at the age of 30,

I chose Hooke Park in Dorset, set in 350
stunning acres of native woodland to study
Forestry, as well as Manufacturing and Design.
Here, my interest in the living trees from which
the wood came from was kindled, and still
burns, particularly where Oak is concerned.
At Gaze Burvill our aim is to make the finest

outdoor furniture through an honest commitment
to design integrity, comfort and craftsmanship.
Our designs are distinguished by the simplicity
of their aesthetics, soft curves and their high
degree of comfort and practicality. In our work,
we have an acute awareness of the environment
and how we impact upon it. We have always
been committed to environmentally-friendly good
practice, and Oak was an essential choice for
achieving this standard.

So, why Oak?

This precious resource, favoured by craftsmen, has
many unique characteristics, such as:
• Oak is strong yet can be bent into solid curves

using steam – a fundamental element of Gaze
Burvill designs. Steam bending allows continuous
grain to follow around curves giving maximum
strength and comfort. Tropical woods do not have
this property.

• Oak is naturally durable – Tudor buildings, old
ships, churches, gates – the fabric of our country
is testimony to this fact.

• Oak timber is available in wide girths and good
quality from relatively local managed, sustainable
supplies which benefit from its use in the
premium sector.

• Oak is beautiful, tactile and ages well outdoors to
an attractive silvery grey where its grain and
famous medullar rays continue to catch the eye
and give it a uniquely appealing feel.
All our Oak comes from certified (PEFC or FSC)

forests and the majority of it comes from managed
Oak forests in France. When we first started we tried
to use only British Oak, but we had very mixed
results, and this was a key reason why we became a
founder member ofWoodland Heritage.
Current statistics from the British Forestry

Commission and its French equivalent demonstrate
that the French have more forested Oak than we
have forested trees on our island. Napoleon saw

Oak as a critical national resource in the arms
race against ‘Perfide Albion’, i.e. we Brits! Faced
with such an awesome enemy (us again), France
has seen no alternative but to support an expert,
unbroken forestry management system since
those times.
But I look forward to the day when we will be

able to get sufficient supplies of this great timber,
in the required grade quality, from sustainable
sources in Great Britain.
For me, trees are the kings of the plant kingdom:

wise, noble old souls whose longevity and majesty
never fail to lift the spirit.

The Long Seat - A Special Commission for
the Glasshouse at RHS Wisley

Handmade in Gaze Burvill’s Hampshire
workshop from the finest European Oak, the new
Long Seat for the remodelled Fruit Mount has the
best view of RHS Wisley’s new Glasshouse.
Positioned on high ground above freshly planted
Piet Oudolf borders the Long Seat overlooks the
lake and the landscaping around the structure
itself. Possibly the longest single Oak seat in the
world, it was made in nine sections, with
hundreds of steam-bent components, fumed
according to a traditional skill, this twelve-metre
seat took craftsmen two and a half months to
build.
Jim Gardiner, curator at Wisley, in consultation

with Tom Stuart Smith, selected Gaze Burvill to
design and make the seating for the Glasshouse
project: The Long Seat itself, the sculptural seating
to go in Tom’s new landscape surrounding it, and
some seating to go inside the structure.
All the seats are being generously sponsored

by donors. S

Gaze Burvill –Why Oak ?
by Simon Burvill
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NEW LEAF FURNITURE

New Leaf
Furniture
Makers are

a dynamic team of
three female
furniture designer-
makers who are
united by a strong
underlying
friendship, and a
shared passion for
wood.
Based in London,

but working for
clients across the
UK, they produce
contemporary,
bespoke hardwood
furniture that is
stylish, unique and
beautifully hand-
crafted. Steering clear from fashion-led, ‘disposable’,
un-ecological furniture, their pieces are made to
endure for generations, in terms of both design and
construction.
The trio met several years ago at London

Metropolitan University on an advanced-level
furniture making course, and while there started the
process of putting together the dream that is New

Leaf. The three
come from
different
backgrounds -
both Troo Heath-
Crew and Sue
Hyslop are from
the UK, whereas
Tiffany Massing
is an American –
and each of
them has left a
previous career
(in journalism,
advertising,
and art,
respectively) in
order to devote
themselves to
furniture making.
They now

share a

workshop in
Tottenham, North
London, creating
striking streamlined,
modern pieces for all
around the home,
always built to last
and using traditional
techniques. In line
with their
commitment to
conservation
and their
determination to
‘give back‘ to the
environment, they
work exclusively
with timber from
sustainable forests,
locally sourced
whenever possible,

and arrange for the planting of a young
hardwood tree on behalf of each of their clients
for every piece of furniture they make.
New Leaf Furniture Makers’ well-considered designs

and green ideals have stood them in good stead, and
the threesome has
enjoyed
considerable
exposure both in
the local and
national press.
Demand for their
bespoke furniture-
making services is
high, especially in
London, where
small homes and
awkward spaces
make it more
difficult to find
suitable furniture
off-the-peg. They
also make some
one-off and

The team of three furniture designer-makers, from left to right:
Sue Hyslop, Troo Heath-Crew and Tiffany Massing, with Harley

the dog centre-stage ! Picture by Jennifer Crawley.

This beautiful side table is
handcrafted from solid European
Oak, topped with glass and is
evocative of ecclesiastical arches.

Inspired by fabulous British actor Ray Winstone, this
tall, handsome cabinet is handcrafted from solid

Pippy Oak with Brown Oak leg frames and a Burr
Oak door. Adjustable glass shelves and a striking red

leather back make the piece perfect as a drinks
cabinet.

New corporate members of Woodland Heritage
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limited-edition pieces for sale and display in galleries
and specialised retail outlets.
About their service, clients have almost

unreservedly positive things to report, a significant
proportion of them returning for further commissions.
Singled out for praise are New Leaf’s creativity of
design, depth of knowledge about wood technology,
quality of craftsmanship, and unfaltering customer
service during the collaborative design phase, the
making of the piece, and right through to delivery.
Their enthusiasm for what they do shines through in
every aspect of their work. S
New Leaf Furniture Makers, 7 Constable
Crescent, LONDON N15 4QZ. Tel: 020 8808 1006
email: designs@newleaffurniture.co.uk
website: www.newleaffurniture.co.uk

Large elegant sideboard in American Black Walnut
with an elongated 'floating' top designed to offset the

visual weight of this majestic piece.

New Leaf’s tree-planting scheme is part of a private initiative set up by conservationists

Ann and Derek Ashley who to date have planted over 6,000 saplings in a stunning area

of protected land in Herefordshire. Ann and Derek are commissioned to personally plant

and tend each hardwood tree in New Leaf Grove, which is beginning to make its leafy

mark on the landscape! For each tree planted New Leaf produces a personalised

certificate for the client, confirming the date of planting and the species of tree.

Market Leaders in
Plant Care Solutions

MADE IN THE UK... FOR THE UK...
for the best value, quality and range of twin-walled

tree and shrub shelters call us now on

01685 888000
Tubex Limited, Aberaman Park, Aberdare CF44 6DA

Tel: 01685 888000 Fax: 01685 888001
Email: plantcare@tubex.com

www.tubex.com

MAX COOPER
Maker & Designer of Fine Decorative Furniture

in Traditional & Contemporary Form

A Master Craftsman for 30 Years

Showroom visits by appointment only

Moss Workshops Yarnfield Stone Staffordshire ST15 ONF
Tel - +44(0)1785 760768

Commissioned work also undertaken
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Stephen Owen, Furniture Maker and Designer in
Residence at Cranleigh School in Surrey is
currently nearing completion of a 168 square

metre new furniture studio within the grounds of the
school.The building is constructed using a mix of
wood in its most natural form and the very latest in
new technology, which uses recycled timber.This
unique concept is a subtle mix of some very old
simple woodworking techniques and the latest in
timber frame technology.

As Project Manager and Builder of this new studio,
Stephen has used 130 forty-five year old locally sourced
Chestnut trees, which came from a neglected coppice
and were consequently very tall. These have been used
to make a series of ‘A’ frames and connecting poles
which constitute the framework of the building to make
in effect a row of giant, saw horses.
The design requirement was for eight inches under

the bark at the small end and to be straight – this
was quite a find and produced some fantastic logs.
Each one was hand peeled with a scraper (above)
and used “in the round”. These “natural trees” will

be visible on the inside of the building, and act as a
visual teaching aid to demonstrate how wood comes
from trees and its use and application following
construction principles.
The walls, floor and roof are constructed using the

TJI truss joists system, this is a wooden “I Beam”,
which uses recycled wood in its manufacture. The
building is insulated with material which is made
from recycled newsprint and phone directories. This
is the first time that this insulation has been used at
Cranleigh School.
The final outside cladding surface is Douglas Fir,

which like the Chestnut, came from within a twenty-
mile radius of the project site. Stephen considered
that locally sourced building materials were an
essential element of this project.
The inside of the building will be heated with a

state of the art wood pellet boiler using pellets which
are also produced locally in Surrey. Rainwater will be
collected and re-used for the maintenance of the
school grounds. Even some of the soil, which was
removed for the pad foundations, is being reused to
form a shallow amphitheatre around the open front
deck area which will act as a stage.

This project at Cranleigh is the first school in the
country to bring together all these different elements
in such a way and it will serve as an exemplar to
other schools’ development programmes and new
buildings. It will encourage growers, landowners,
architects and the wider public to think in future
about the use of timber for construction.
Stephen is particularly keen to see projects using

wood “in the round”. He points out that large
trees are not necessary. By designing structures in
such a way that small core wood can be used
opens up a whole new area of use. It is surprising

Woodland Studio
The sustainable building that uses green building principles

Stephen’s original concept model.
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how far your money will go! He hopes that other
projects will complement his and act as a catalyst as
the demand for greener building concepts continues
to grow.
His dedication and enthusiasm for both the

management and building of this new studio has
already caught the attention of the architectural
timber building world:
“The building seems physically to express Owen’s

enthusiasm: for timber and for the contribution
timber buildings can make to a sustainable future.
Cranleigh School is unlikely to beget a new
generation of tree-huggers but, if the 600 pupils meet

Stephen Owen only halfway, the building will make
a worthy contribution to local appreciation of
sustainable design.” Timber Building Magazine.
Stephen hopes the Woodland Workshop will be in

full use after Easter 2008 and fellow Woodland
Heritage Members will be very welcome to visit
by appointment. S

Please contact Stephen Owen
Tel: 01483 278309

Email: Stephen@stephenowen.com

For your bespoke Furniture and Marquetry requirements

John and Louise Cropper
Furniture designers and makers

The Workshop, Warrenhill Farm, Nuffield Lane, Near Wallingford, Oxfordshire OX10 6QN. Tel: 01491 642196.

www.jlcropper.co.uk
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Helping hands at Hulls Mill Farm
Woodland Heritage has been working closely with

the Gagen family at Hulls Mill Farm near Halstead in
Essex since 1994, when the family took the monumental

decision to abandon their pasture and arable fields and to plant
three blocks of new woodlands totalling 12 hectares.
The family were originally advised to plant at 3m x 3m spacing,

but soon realised that this was too wide to encourage the young
trees to grow upwards and produce the quality timber which they
were aiming for.

Woodland Heritage stepped in with
advice and finance to allow the
Gagen family to inter-plant using top
quality Woodland Heritage young
Oaks to aid the original Oak, Ash,
Holly, Hornbeam, Maple and Cherry.
We have been in regular contact

over the years to ensure that the
woodlands are progressing well.

We are also cooperating with the Gagen family with two trials of Walnut planting. The first is a group of
Black Walnuts grown from Nova Scotian seed (see page 43) whilst the second is a larger block designed by
WH trustee, Gabriel Hemery, who is studying the growth rates of French hybrid Walnuts interplanted with
Eleagnus, Hazel and European Alder to fix nitrogen in the soil – as well as providing the essential side
shelter. A report of this trial will be published in our next journal. S

Woodland Heritage trustees with Peter Gagen (left) and Laurence
Gagen (right) in 1994.

Sally Goodwin hands over the Woodland Heritage young Oaks for the Gagens to begin the inter-planting in 1995.
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Laurence Gagen reports as follows:

With our woodlands here at Hulls Mill Farm
growing apace, it was decided in November 2007,
after a visit fromWoodland Heritage, that some
assistance was needed to keep up with the high
level pruning.“These trees will get away from you
if you’re not careful,” said Peter Goodwin, for there
were many branches, particularly on the Oaks,
with a diameter greater than 5cm, which is as big
as they need to be so that scarring from the
pruning will not leave an internal knot in the
mature timber.
Woodland Heritage arranged for a party of

students fromWrittle College, Chelmsford, to help
out. They arrived on a bright January day under
the watchful eye of their lecturer, John Spencer.
After an introduction on the history of our

young woodland, we explained why pruning was
needed and how to cut the limbs correctly.The 13
eager helpers set to work with enthusiasm and
gusto, using pruning saws and pole saws lent to us
byWoodland Heritage and Silky Fox Saws.
After a busy day concentrating mainly on the

Oak trees, which were the most urgent, I would
estimate that about 31/2 - 4 acres had been covered.
This was a win-win situation for all concerned.The

college students gained practical experience for their
Estate Management course.Woodland Heritage –
who helped fund the day – gained promotion for
their aims and charitable status by becoming known
to the students atWrittle College – and we got ahead
with some of our pruning!
Thank you everyone. S

“The student visit to Hulls Mill farm gave the National Diploma, Countryside Management, class an excellent
opportunity to reinforce their classroom work. They experienced formative / high pruning, which complemented
their practical experience requirements. Their tree identification skills were enhanced and they also observed
and learned about the many various ways in which farmers diversify their enterprise. The relationship between
Mr Gagen, Woodland Heritage and Writtle College is one that I hope will be on-going with many more visits in
the future.” John Spencer – Environmental Conservation Lecturer at Writtle College

“The Gagen’s Farm work was a valuable and successful event for all parties concerned. Mr Gagen benefitted
from many hands to keep his timber enterprise on track, while the Writtle students gained from both Mr
Gagen’s and his son’s knowledge of formative pruning, and of the countryside in general.” Rob Haworth

“The work we did in the woods was enjoyable and very different to anything I have ever done before in
woodlands. It was a great experience to see how planted woodlands work and to see how important pruning is
to a tree and its wood for timber value.” Jake Hinkley
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The Quercus Quirk
by Keith Rawling

In 1985 I wrote an article for the Royal
Forestry Society Journal on the swellings I had
noticed on Oak trees. Since then I have

continued to come across the same phenomena
over a wide area. As there has been no precise
explanation given for these protuberances, it is
hoped that someone may have the answer to
what is a strange, but interesting subject.
Initially I thought they were the result of grafting or

perhaps occurred where winch ropes had cut into the
bark at the time of some previous extraction of felled
timber. However these were scanty
conclusions, without any real substance
(see fig. 1 opposite).
I was becoming increasingly curious as

my observations widened. Trees with
swellings were to be found in
woodlands, shelterbelts, parks and at
roadsides, on hilltops, valley bottoms,
old quarry areas, and old woodland
sites, but no regular pattern of
distribution could be traced. There
seemed to be no local explanation (e.g.
effect caused by industrial emission) or
contamination in the soil. So extreme
were my thoughts that I even wondered
whether I had stumbled across some
long forgotten practice for making trees
seed more heavily (having seen the results of iron
bands around walnut trees).
I then decided on a more analytical approach by

trying to find some common factors in all the trees
affected. My observations were as follows:
1. Both Quercus robur and Quercus petraea are

affected. So far I have not seen any swellings on
Quercus cerris, rubra or ilex.

2. Trees from 20 years of age and upwards are
affected.

3. Most of the swellings occur in the first seven metres
of stem.

4. No swellings have been observed on branches
irrespective of size or age.

5. All types of sites and soil conditions have affected
trees on them.

6. Altitude and aspect have no bearing on distribution.
7. The size of the swellings is not related to the

dimensions of the tree stem, in fact trees of 38-45
cm diam. had large swellings.

8. None of the trees examined had any signs of
epicormic shoots or dormant buds on the swollen
area.

9. None of the trees examined appeared to show any

signs of ill-health, die-back or staghead, all were in
good vigour.

10. There appears to be two main types of swellings.
On the one hand there is the very smooth surface
with the gently curved edges, the depth of these vary
from tree to tree, and even on the same tree,
ranging in size from 15cm to 60cm in depth. On
the other hand there is the narrow band type with
a ruptured centre. These seldom exceed 15cm in
depth, but nearly always project further out that the
first mentioned type.

11. No other species of tree has been
found to be affected with this disorder.
(See figs. 2 and 3)

In both types, the swellings either
encircle the whole of the stem or just a
section, and both can be found on the
same stem.
To see if there was any inward

pathological cause by either bacteria or
virus, I have carefully checked at various
times for any sign of rot, or exudation of
sap or fluid, but not once has any form
of deterioration been observed.
It was decided to fell an affected tree

and cut through the length of stem in
order to examine the structure and
condition of the timber.

As the photograph (see fig. 4) shows, there is
nothing but sound healthy tissue all the way to the
central pith; but notice how the incremental rings of
later years have become distorted, compared with the
straight growth during the early years. What then has
happened to trigger this distortion?
How does this affect the value of the timber ––

will it be less because of the outward appearance,
or more on account of the decorative and unusual
grain pattern?
There are other avenues of investigation which I

have not explored, such as the genetic, physiological
and hereditary factors. Doubtless they may bring
much to light and make clear this phenomena but at
the moment it is like viewing through a glass darkly.
To date I have inspected some 50 trees with my

colleagues. How many there are in total remains
unknown but I felt that it was time to put my
findings on paper by way of a general appraisal,
hoping that it will stimulate either an answer or
discussion.
The current questions exercising my thoughts are: is

it something just to be ignored? Are the affected trees
to be removed? Does it spread and how? Can it be
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prevented? I hope that I have not missed something
so blatantly obvious that it is not apparent. I shall be
pleased to hear from anyone who can in any way
clear up this sylvan oddity.

S

Figure 2. Smooth clean edged swellings

Figure 1.

Figure 3. Narrow ruptured band type projection. Figure 4. Typifical the interior of the sawn through
areas of swollen stem.
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Quercus Quirks – the debate continues

From Bede Howell
In Wyre Forest this is quite common and known

locally as “cable disease” because it looks like a callus
formed after a cable has been put across or round a
tree – but we know it’s not from that cause.
Like Keith Rawling I have also cut open pieces of

Oak showing this phenomenon (it’s my contention
that any serious forester should have served some
time in cordwood cutting so that he can learn about
the inward effects of outward signs on trees) and like
Keith I have observed the earlier straight grain
followed by later distortions.
I have been informed that it has resulted from

short-term local distortion of cells in the young tree,
e.g. under an exceptional wind gust, or when a

neighbouring tree was falling and pushed a young
one over, beyond its natural bending angle but not
sufficiently to break the tissues.
I have not done any serious check on this and I

question whether there is any correlation with the
extent of (stiffer) heartwood formation within a
young tree whose main bulk is of sappy white
sapwood. Although Oaks at the age at which you buy
them have usually 20-25 sapwood rings outside the
heartwood, development of heartwood in younger
trees definitely starts earlier, especially, I think, in
trees growing off stools.

From Esmond Harris
I think that Keith has allowed himself to be

misled into looking for too complex an explanation.
There is no doubt in my mind that the phenomenon
that caught his attention was merely the result of
fencing wire that had been attached to the trees. I
have seen this many times, not just on Oak, though
most commonly so, but also on Ash and occasionally
Sycamore. Oak trees are of course very common
hedgerow trees where fences are likely to be
erected when it is very tempting to fix the wire
to trees. Keith refers only to complete circles in his
note where wire must have been looped right
round the tree but I have also seen these growths
on one side only where fence wire will have been
stapled.
Keith apparently only cut up one tree and on that

the wire must have been removed, but I have often
seen broken off ends of wire sticking out of trees.
Sometimes there is more than one swelling as you
would expect from a fence and indeed in one of
Keith’s photographs there are four swellings.
Keith does not refer to field boundaries specifically

where one would expect to find evidence of fences
but one also sees derelict fencing within woodlands
where farmers in the past have allowed stock to
enter them. We found many such examples here in
Cornwall and there was some wire still in the stems
of some of the Oak trees we felled two years ago.
Keith was looking for some anatomical

abnormality caused by infection or genetic
inheritance but could not find any, only distortion
of the rings after an earlier period of normal growth.
So this is no more than a physical restriction
distorting the rings where the wire will have been.
It is also significant that he notes that these growths
are only on the lower part of the stems – “below
seven metres”. If the phenomenon was something
other than fence wire, it would not be confined to
this low level.
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Bede Howell responds
I regret that I cannot agree with Esmond – the

damage to which Keith Rawling referred, and with
which I am also familiar, is quite different, larger,
more long-lasting and usually more tree-girdling than
is the case with wire.
Lots of wire-damaged trees can be seen – usually in

hedgerows, also damage caused by wires attached
around trees by looking at trees near former loading
bays. Sawmillers must be all too familiar with the
signs of wire in trees – or the absence of such signs
when you have inadvertently started to cut a tree
with wire still embedded.
I have no definitive knowledge that my “cell

buckling when young” comment is correct – it’s
something which I have heard about and which
seems reasonable. As usual – “further research is
needed to elucidate this problem, to monitor existing
examples and to formulate both theories and
remedies, if practical. EU funding is envisaged....”

Esmond Harris responds
The cross section in Keith Rawling’s figure 4 does

not show any internal anatomical abnormality as
would occur if the effect was caused by some inherent
growth characteristic or by the effect of wind sway. If
it was the latter, the effect would not be confined to
the lower part of the stem. Bede apparently suggests
that they have reacted to wind when young but the
older rings nearer the centre of the tree are normal so
that this idea does not stand up.
I am not suggesting that the wire is necessarily still

there, but that wire has restricted the growth in a
very limited area or a few areas in the past. Some
mention pheasant pens and that would explain some
of the growths above fence height that Keith records.
I think one should also recall the effect of

wartime felling. I have seldom been in a wood in
the country which is old enough to have been
harvested during the war, when there is not
evidence of this. Wire ropes temporarily attached to
trees or wrapped round them as guide posts was
very common in the haste under which the
Canadian and Newfoundlanders worked. They had
large equipment. They did not take all the trees,
only those that met the required specification at the
time and they usually left the small ones. It is these
that we can see today and they are also the ones
they are likely to have been used for the wire rope
attachments.
The marks in Keith’s photos and with which we

are both familiar are the trees’ reaction to external
pressure. They are not anatomical as one can see
from the ring characteristics in Keith’s figure 4. The
metal need not be in them now but it sometimes is.
Going back to the fence lines, one will have seen, as
I have, cattle temporarily fenced well within
woodlands but that does not mean that the wire is
necessarily still present – it was often re-used. S

Editor: This is an enigma! Further thoughts from
readers will be gratefully accepted for inclusion in
the next journal.
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Richard Bates – A Life in the Woods

Following a desire to have a land based, self
reliant lifestyle, I booked a weekend course at
Prickly NutWood to learn how woodsman Ben

Law makes a living based on a permacultural
approach to woodland management.
The weekend was very informative and inspiring. It

confirmed my feeling that living and working within a
woodland could fulfil many of my long term needs
and my ambitions of building a house and living
lightly on the planet. So when Ben mentioned that he
still needed a second apprentice for the coming
winter the decision to take on this opportunity was
fairly easy. I handed in my notice at Chelmsford
Environment Partnership and come mid November I
headed down to West Sussex to begin my first winter
coppicing.

I hadn’t realised how much woodland there is in
West Sussex, it just seems to go on and on.With much
of it presently un-managed, this is a huge resource
going to waste. While I appreciate that the market for
coppiced products is a tiny fraction of what it once
was, there is a growing number of people who want
to live and work on the land, build their own low
impact home and strive to towards self reliance.
Coupled with the present housing shortage, declining
rural economies and a drive for a low carbon
economy and sustainable building practices, there
seems to be the potential to revive the coppice
industry in Sussex. Not only could this provide
quality poles for round timber frame houses from
coppiced Sweet Chestnut, it could revive traditional
building practices and coppice products, boost rural
economies, and reconnect people with the land.
Before we started coppicing, there was a small

matter of finishing the doors to Ben’s Larch cruck
framed workshop. Thus we had to move some large
Oak butts to the Lumber Mate sawmill which we had
set up not far away in the yard. This was done using

a 4x4, rope and a logging chain, some Chestnut
rollers and cant hooks which proved to be quite an
entertaining procedure of recycling the rollers to
the front of the butt whilst guiding/persuading the
butt to stay on course using cant hooks, and trying
not to get forced off the track by the butt into the
ditch of death!
We milled up a load of boards for the doors and

milled some other gnarled up Oak butts which
produced some lovely timber which was put in stick
to air dry (for up to 12 years), providing future
income once converted into tables.
This is where the concept of adding value was

introduced to me, every additional stage of
processing the timber is adding to its value.This is
taken all the way up the line to the finished product.
To make a viable income from small sustainably
managed woodland, it seems to me that you need to
be processing the timber yourself and adding value
where possible, ideally taking it to the finished
product.
With quite a few orders for yurt poles coming in,

Ben had decided to cut an area of the coppiced
stools that had five years growth on them. At the
beginning of the winter neither Simon Shields (fellow
apprentice) nor myself had our chainsaw ticket. Thus
Ben felled the Chestnut, laying it in drifts facing the
same direction. Then began the task of snedding! This
was done using bill hooks, and involved taking off all
the side branches working up the pole to the tip.
Once snedded, the poles were then sorted and cut to
the required product length and bundled up ready to
be collected.
The main products we were looking for were roof

My home for the winter.

Milling an
interesting
Oak butt.
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and trellis poles for yurts. Other products included
hedging stakes, straw bale spikes and tree supports.
The brash (side branches/growth) was burnt as we
went, providing much needed warmth at times and
heat to boil a kettle, bake a potato or warm up soup
etc. As you can imagine this is repetitive work, but
once into a rhythm, and the sun shining, it can be
quite therapeutic and rewarding. Alas the sun didn’t
shine very often, and the rain was relentless, thus
testing our determination.
Following weeks of snedding in the rain, at times it

seemed as if we were close to losing our marbles.
During these low points, the phrase ‘sned head’ was
often muttered to express our rain induced sned
blues! However, the rain would eventually blow over
and we got through it, and it was great feeling to
look back over the freshly cut stools and piles of
bundled products.And it was even better to think
that come spring the stools would be bursting with
new growth.
Whilst the bulk of the work was coppicing and

snedding, other jobs came in and needed to be done
which broke up the snedding. These included further
milling, building rustic round wood structures such as
rose arbours and gazebos and preparing and sorting
other orders for coppiced poles. There was also the
felling of some larger coppiced Chestnut and some
large Larch trees to be done to provide timber for
some building work.
Simon and I were keen to get some felling

experience under our belts that winter, so we
booked onto a local chainsaw course with John Ryder
of the Woodcraft School. After a week of intensive
training and tickets in hand, Ben let us loose on the
task of the remaining felling. This proved to be
satisfying work and after a few days the last of the
season’s coppicing was done and we now had a
good selection of larger poles which were sorted into
piles for timber framing, post and rail fencing and
charcoal production.
There was quite a bit of standing dead poles

(literally dead wood still attached to coppice stool),
which provided some much-needed dry wood for the
wood burners and kitchen fire! We also cut an area of
cob nut Hazel coppice which sat at the bottom of a
local resident’s garden. This was on its second
rotation following a restoration cut 14 years ago by
Ben. Thus the quality wasn’t great, however there
was a decent amount of reasonable poles for hurdles
and a range of larger poles which mostly went into
other forms of woven fencing. We set up a couple of
cleaving breaks on site and cleaved the suitable Hazel
and bundled it up. These were then taken a couple
of hundred metres down the road where we made up
some Chestnut framed Hazel hurdle panels. It was
nice that the Hazel was used locally and it was great
to have taken it through to the finished product.
With spring now in full swing and the coppicing

finished, I had to work out what to do next! For a
long time now I have had a vision of making chairs
to provide an income when I am too old and
crooked to do anything else! Whilst at Prickly Nut
Wood I was introduced to Mike Abbott’s book ‘Living
Wood’, and had also learnt that previous apprentices
had either gone on to work with Mike over the
summer, or had come to Ben’s after Mike’s. I was
already feeling a bit old and crooked from the winter,
so I thought it an opportune time to learn how to
make chairs.
I contacted Mike to see if there was any chance of

helping that summer. He suggested coming to meet
him and working on one of the development weeks,
where volunteers help set up and develop the
workshop and camp. Mike has a great set up and
workshop based at Brookhouse wood, a couple of
miles outside Bromyard in Herefordshire. The week
went well and Mike offered me the position of
assistant during August and September 2007.
However I was lucky enough to take a spare place
on a course in May allowing me to go through the
process of making a chair before being thrown in at
the deep end helping out as ‘the assistant’. The only
snag was that I had to leave the chair I made in
exchange for the course fee.
This was an exchange that Mike liked to go through

Hazel hurdle panel with Sweet Chestnut frame.

Bundles of Hazel.
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with each of his assistants, so that he had a range of
sample chairs that people can take inspiration from
and replicate if desired. Determined to take a chair
home, Mike threw down the challenge (I perhaps
stupidly took on the task) of making two chairs at the
same time. I wouldn’t recommend this for your first
attempt, especially if you would like to relax at all
from dusk till dawn! However, I did just about
manage to squeeze two chairs together.
It was a couple of months later, when I returned to

start my assistantship, and although I had made two
chairs, I was feeling a little bit under experienced to
be assisting. Although I couldn’t advise on some of
the more technical questions, I could help get people
under way cleaving and shaving Ash for chair legs,
rungs and seat rails, and of course preparing lashings
of tea!
As each week passed, and I had gone through the

different stages of chair making a few times, my
knowledge and confidence was growing. Mike would
make sure that I was present if anything unusual had
happened, or something new was happening. Mike’s
general approach to teaching on the courses is via
what he likes to call ‘experiential learning’. In other
words, learning from your own and other’s mistakes,
as well as from the successes. So when anything did
go particularly well or disastrously wrong, everyone
was called together to admire the handy work, or to
see what could go wrong, and why so. Mike always
seemed to have a way around a problem. And when
the chair was put together, the mistakes or scars that
at the time seemed disastrous, just blended into the
overall beauty of the chair. Mike often reassured
everyone that over the years he had made nearly
every mistake that there was going, and to regard
mistakes, not as scars or errors, but as features and
learning opportunities.
I would like to thank both Ben and Mike for

inviting me into their lives for a little while, and
Woodland Heritage for its support. It has been a

great year for me and I have learnt lots of new skills,
and have felt at home living and working within the
woods. I am looking forward to using my new found
skills and building up my knowledge and experience.
I feel confident that I can make a livelihood some
where within this woody world. I will strive to make
it a positive one. If anyone has any woodland they
would like to part with, rent or exchange use of
it for labour, I am seeking to set up a woodland
enterprise. Please contact Rich on 07717 667649
or e-mail ricadolg15@hotmail.com. S
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Acommon theme in this Journal is the
importance of “continuity of management” in
forestry to ensure that objectives are met, over

a hundred year cycle and beyond ……
Walter Start MBE became Head Forester on the

Froyle Estate in 1953. In 2003, half a century later,
Woodland Heritage teamed up with him to create
‘Walter’s Wood’. It had to be Oak of course,Walter’s
favourite tree.

The decision was made to trial various
provenances, including local stock from Hampshire,
as well as that from Suffolk, Shropshire and Holland.
A few weeks ago Belinda and I visited Walter to see

how the trees were doing five years on. At the
outset, Woodland Heritage decided to invest in deer
and rabbit proof fencing and as Walter unlocked the
gate, we could see this was still in immaculate
condition and doing its job. It soon became apparent

that the local Hampshire
provenance (left) was
performing the best,
both in terms of growth
rate and form. I asked
Walter to say which
stock he thought was

performing best in a ‘league table’. We were not
surprised that the order ran Hampshire, Suffolk and
Shropshire, with Holland bringing up the rear. This
year’s growth was impressive on the Hampshire trees,
as Walter is indicating in the picture.
Walter, now 83 years of age still works, albeit

part time. He says he intends to begin selecting his
final crop trees and begin formative pruning in two
years time. We hope to be there with him to continue
the story.
The Froyle Estate has benefited from over half a

century of continuity of management underWalter
and it shows. He possesses an immense knowledge of
Woodland Management and has received more
awards for Forestry Excellence than you can shake a
stick at.
His stamp reminded me of our late Patron, Peter

Garthwaite OBE, another man who combined
enormous knowledge and wisdom, with humility.
It is a humbling experience to meet such characters

in life, but always a very real pleasure. S
Lewis Scott
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The Importance of Having a Good Start
WALTER’S WOOD

HAMPSHIRE

Walter shows Lewis the astonishing growth of the
leading shoot in 2007. What a growing year !
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Alladale Wilderness Reserve
by Hugh Fullerton-Smith, Reserve & Projects Manager

Alladale Wilderness Reserve was
a traditional 9250 hectare
Highland sporting estate that is

now devoted to implementing a suite of
environmental activities all of which are
compatible with biodiversity conservation
and the restoration of the native ecosystem.
Conservation management and ecosystem restoration

on the Reserve is to be based on sound scientific
evidence in order to establish how best to design the
conservation actions and put them into practice. The
overall priority of the programme is to undertake
research that provides evidence to underpin biological
conservation in the Highlands, including the
management and restoration of natural communities,
using the Alladale Reserve as a test bed for innovation
and best practice.
Oxford University’s

“WildCRU” research
division is conducting a
three-year experiment in
a purpose-built 175
hectare enclosure using a
small population of
radio-collared wild boar
to measure their impact
on dense bracken and
heather to encourage
natural regeneration and
to monitor tick
populations. The project is sponsored by European
Nature Trust, founded by Paul Lister. Pivotal to Paul’s
vision, is to restore the balance of nature in a
wilderness area of the Scottish Highlands while
bringing prosperity to the region and its community
through investing in conservation and education. The
long-term goal is to create Europe’s largest enclosed
wilderness reserve of some 20,000 hectares.

In addition to the arrival of the wild boar,
two ten-month old European elk have
been imported from Sweden by air and
released into the trial enclosure. They
have settled in remarkably well and

surprisingly, are consuming large amounts of
young heather as part of their daily, high-fibre diet.
Alladale does not support the general
“reintroduction” of lost species per se, only a carefully
orchestrated and controlled release into a secure
enclosure where the priority is to ensure safety for
both animals and visitors and to demonstrate
exemplary standards of animal welfare.
The Reserve lies at the headwaters of the River

Carron in south west Sutherland along the border
with Ross-shire. Much of the Reserve lies at altitudes

above 610 metres (2000
feet) where montane
habitats predominate.
There are two river
valleys that both contain
remnant ancient Birch
and some of the
northern-most ancient
Pine woods in Britain.
Considerable resources

are being invested in
efforts to restore a large
area of native woodland.
Scottish Natural Heritage’s

monitoring of 20-year old enclosures reveals that the
natural regeneration of tree seedlings has been
disappointing due largely to the height and density of
the heather, the depth of moss and in some areas, the
remoteness of an adequate seed source. Fresh policy
is to screef with the Reserve wild boar herd and then
to plant in a manner to re-create a woodland that
appears natural in the landscape.
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The deer population has
been halved by intensive
culling over the last ten
years, a policy that will
continue until the Deer
Commission and SNH’s
deer density
recommendations in the
best interests of natural
regeneration have been
reached. In 2006, 60,000
cell-grown native Pines
and broadleaves were
planted.As soon as the
Forestry Commission has drafted its new round of
grant schemes, the Reserve will continue to invest in
extending the native woodland year on year.
The most exciting woodland initiative that has

evolved on the Reserve is a joint initiative between
Alladale and the Kyle of Sutherland Rivers Trust. The
project has been seed funded by European Nature
Trust. A funding initiative has been created to promote
planting native species trees in some of the upper
tributary habitat within the Kyle of Sutherland
catchment area, not solely on the Alladale Wilderness
Reserve. By improving upper tributary woodlands, the
health of rivers and the species dependent upon them
increase in their vitality very rapidly. Native species
woodlands improve shelter, shade, feed supply, wood
and leaf debris and mitigation of flood water run-off;
consequently contributing to better survival of juvenile

populations (all species)
and to improved socio-
economic circumstances
within the local
community.
The scheme has been

greatly enriched by the
efforts of Pete Campbell
and Iain McMyn of the
Kyle Trust and the
commitment by other
estates and river
proprietor groups that
will result in a minimum

of 25 miles of double bank river plantings being
undertaken by the autumn of 2010. S

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF WOODLAND HERITAGE

Your home from 
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Interview with a Bodger

At the Pole Lathe Turners’ 2007 annual
gathering, David Saltmarsh from Dorset
won the Woodland Heritage Trophy

(below) for Best in Show with his stunning double
bow back Windsor. Wade Muggleton asked him
about green woodworking and life in Dorset:

How long have you been green woodworking
and how did you first get into it ? I built my
first pole lathe about eight years ago. I had a few
friends doing green woodwork and I just had a go
and got the buzz. I made my first chair with the great
Mike Abbott.
Where did you first come across the APT ? A

friend of mine, from whom I buy Ash, told me about
the Bodger’s Ball. He is a member of the APT.
Who inspired you to start making chairs ?

My father was a carpenter/joiner, so I would always
fiddle about with wood as a boy. He has been a big
inspiration to me. I liked working in his workshop
but I never fully connected with using dry wood and
power tools. It was seeing a piece of clean Ash split
easily in half that really got me hooked. I love trees
and the feel of the wood.
Where do you source your materials, i.e. do

you work a wood yourself or get it from
others ? Dorset, Devon and Somerset. I have been
buying my Ash from my friend who introduced me
to the APT. He keeps some lovely woodland. I buy
my Oak from a little place that makes cleft fencing. I
hunt around for seat planks. I bought some off a
farmer who had some Elm stashed in his barn from
the 1960s. We’ve planted 2,000 trees here at Five
Penny Farm, so hopefully in 15 years or so, I’ll have
my own supply.
Any preferences re: favoured timbers to use or

work with ? I work primarily in Ash or Oak, but I

will fool around with anything that comes my way.
But, I reckon you can’t beat good Ash and Elm, if
you can get it.
How or where do you sell your wares ? Any

tips on marketing or selling ? I am happy, if I can
sell ten chairs a year. It’s a part time thing, evenings
and Sundays. I thought about getting a website,
then I got four commissions, so for now I won’t be
getting technical. Just last year, I started doing shows.
I sold a few chairs and got some orders. I am no
businessman, even if they didn't sell, I’d make
them anyway.
I believe you live on a smallholding. Anything

you’d like to tell us about the life of a 21st
century small holder ? I love it ! Having access to
land and a few resources is fantastic. I am very lucky.
To be able to put your dreams into a reality is a real
honour, I am still pretty new to this vegetable
growing lark. Wood doesn't need weeding or feeding
and it doesn’t die if you leave it locked in your shed
for a few days. We keep a few pigs, sheep, chickens
and cows and sell our produce to local shops,
restaurants and weekly at Bridport market. The site
was just grass with hedgerows when we got here four
years ago, so there has been a lot of infrastructure
work, house building and fencing. We’ve just built a
timber frame barn for processing dairy, meat, jams,
etc. Getting planning permission was another whole
story. The work is very varied, never boring, and
sometimes overwhelming. But, luckily I’ve got a
lovely hard working wife, four beautiful daughters,
some top neighbours and we just get on with it.
What advice would you give to anyone new to

green woodworking ? Don’t get downhearted when
the skew digs in. Keep at it. As Roy Castle said,
“Dedication’s what you need”. If the grain tears up,
turn round and come at it another way. The wood
tells you how it wants to be worked. And if you’re
not using power tools, you will be able to hear it.

Throw away your TV and whittle away those
valuable hours.

AWetWeekend inWallington

As the Association of Pole Lathe Turners (APT)
approaches its 18th birthday next year it has

grown from a small band of enthusiasts determined to
keep the ancient craft of the pole lathe alive into an
organisation of over 500 members today.

When it came to the 2007 annual gathering we
descended upon Wallington Hall in the beautiful if
often overlooked county of Northumberland. We
were very nearly undone by the vagaries of the
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English weather.
130 tickets had
been sold with
members coming
from as far away as
Dorset, East Sussex
and Kent and
even France and
Denmark.

There was a good
array of workshops,
demonstrations and
displays of items in
the various craft
competitions. One
new feature that
seemed to work
extremely well
was the carving
and whittling circle. Rob and Nicola Wood led a very
interesting workshop on carving spoons and other
items. It was good to see many new faces this year,
justifying the decision to go further north than we
had ever been before for an AGM and so allowing
our Scottish and Northern membership to have to
travel a little less far.

As it happened, on the Sunday whilst the southern
half of the country got a torrential soaking, at

Wallington the day
was largely dry, so
we counted
ourselves lucky and
all the outdoor
activities were able
to take place as
planned. One of the
great features of the
APT has always
been its friendliness
and the generosity
and willingness of
members to share
skills, practices and
experiences.
This year the

AGM rolls into
Oxfordshire for a

slightly different format, it will be much more of
a membership event held on a large field venue
with a modern hall, but no public, so get the date
of May 9th, 10th and 11th in your 2008 diaries
and we’ll look forward to seeing as many of you
there as possible.

S
Wade Muggleton

www.bodgers.org.uk
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For further details contact:
Diana Rowsell, 01243 811464
courses@wealddown.co.uk
Weald & Downland Open Air
Museum, Singleton, Chichester,
PO18 0EU
www.wealddown.co.uk

● pole lathe turning
● hedge laying
● continuous and woven hurdle fencing
● gate hanging
● fencing techniques for smallholders
● horse logging
● timber framing
● lath making
● strength grading of oak
● willow workshops
● coracle making
● bentwood chair making
● stick making
● rustic table making
● introduction to coppice management

Courses are set in 50 acres of unspoilt South
Downs countryside. The Weald & Downland
Open Air Museum has education at the heart of
its work, and is a centre of excellence in the
teaching of heritage craft skills.

harry stebb ing
eeyore’s house
great hockham

norfolk ip24 1pe

01953 498 766
www.harrystebbing.com

english oak from managed woodlands
and for every piece of furniture we sell

woodland heritage plant another oak tree

specialist in
english oak
furniture
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Coniferous forests prevent climate change

Growing coniferous trees release fine
particles, or aerosols to atmosphere.
These reflect sunlight back to space and

thus help prevent climate change.
The production of fine particles by coniferous trees

– as all vegetation – is being observed in the SMEAR
(Station for Measuring Forest Ecosystem –
Atmosphere Relations) research programme, led by
the University of Helsinki. The emissions of fine
particles, or aerosols, from coniferous trees are being
measured at three research stations in Finland: in
Helsinki, in Juupajoki in Central Finland and in
Savukoski in north-eastern Finland.

Coniferous trees produce compounds called aerosols,
which not only reflect the sunlight back to space but
also create clouds, which increase the reflection.
The research project is led by Professor, Mr.

Markku Kulmala from the Division of
Atmospheric Sciences at the University of
Helsinki. According to Kulmala, the aerosols are
produced mainly by coniferous trees, and this
happens only when these trees are growing. The
aerosols are hydrocarbons and terpenes, and they are
created in connection with photosynthesis. Their
lifetime is not very long: they descend to the surface
of the Earth in rainfall within one or two weeks.

Growing forests create most aerosols
But how much aerosol is produced by the forests?

Has the amount any significance in comparison with
other mechanisms, which have the opposite effect of
accelerating the greenhouse effect?

“Yes, they are a significant phenomenon. In Finland,
for example, the effect of the aerosols is the equivalent
of one quarter of all fossil fuel emissions,” says Kulmala.

In Finland, statements have been seen that the aerosol
production of forests means that logging should be
limited in the name of controlling climate change.
According to Kulmala, this is not a correct conclusion.
“Growing forests with a highly active photosynthesis

processes are those which create the aerosols.The
correct answer is found if we keep in mind that the
more photosynthesis there is, the more aerosols there
are,” says Kulmala. ”It is of course evident that an
area which has just been clearcut does not create
aerosols. But the sooner the forest starts its growth, the
more it creates aerosols,” says Kulmala.

In Finland one of the targets of forestry is to get the
forest growing again as soon as possible after
regeneration felling. Growth is strongest – as is the
photosynthesis and aerosol production – in young
forest stands. When the forest gets older, its growth
and aerosol production decrease.

Still much to be researched in aerosols
During the growing season, which in Finland is

about 80 days, the aerosols create a shield over the
forests, which prevents some of the sunlight reaching
the Earth. Especially near the ground, the terpenes
produce the fresh odour typical of coniferous forests.

The particles produced by the forests are very
small, with a diameter of one millimetre divided by
ten million. In comparison, only a tenth part of a
millimetre is visible to humans. Because the aerosols
are created in connection with photosynthesis, they
are not produced during winter. On the other hand,
their production actually starts some days before the
growing season starts, and the production is most
active in spring. During the day the flow of aerosols
starts at noon and continues until midnight.

Aerosols are not produced every day, but only
every third day on average. Why so is not known.
Some say that the production of aerosols could be

a new way to use forests. If the aerosol production
could be taken into account in forestry guidelines,
forests could provide society with a new kind of
ecosystem service.

For the time being, however, not enough is known
about the aerosol production in order to do this in a
reliable manner. S
By Hannes Mäntyranta (from http://www.forest.fi)

Makers of beautiful church furniture
Sanctuary, seating, entrance & vestry

commissions undertaken
Pictured: Altar table St Andrew’s, Corbridge

Treske,The Old Maltings, StationWorks
Thirsk, NorthYorkshireYO7 4NY

Tel: 01845 522770 E-mail: info@treske.co.uk
www.treske.co.uk
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BIHIP
Tree improvement and genetic diversity of British and

Irish broadleaved trees: dispelling misconceptions
David Boshier, Department of Plant Sciences, University of Oxford

Over the next 10 to 20 years the scale of
broadleaved tree establishment will increase,
in large part due to the continued planting of

agricultural land in Great Britain and Ireland, and
reconversion of significant areas of conifer plantations
to broadleaved woodland in Britain. Forest policies
within Europe favour use of local stock for the
establishment of native species, and there is a
common perception that using genetically selected1

planting stock is bad both for genetic diversity and
the conservation of native gene pools.

This briefing paper aims to dispel these
misconceptions. When establishing woods the source
of the plants can have a large impact on the
productivity and gene pool of native trees. The paper
summarises scientific evidence related to the use of
planting stock of native tree species selected for high
quality timber and its impact on;

• genetic diversity
• biodiversity and fulfilling other benefits
• local adaptation
• adaptive capacity.

Tree improvement and genetic diversity
Genetic diversity is the basis for adaptability and is

essential for long term stability and short term
productivity of trees, whether planted or naturally
regenerated. The misconception exists, however, that
tree improvement inevitably leads to reduced genetic
diversity. While trees share their biology with other
plants, certain distinct features influence their genetic
conservation. Trees are long-lived and reach sexual
maturity at a relatively late age. They are generally
out-crossed, maintaining high levels of genetic
diversity, but are susceptible to inbreeding depression
(e.g. reduced vigour, fertility) through inbreeding or
reduced population size. For forest trees, breeding
genetically narrow populations is dangerous as, (a)
each plantation endures varied environments, and (b)
breeding cycles are long, forcing greater time for
incorporation of new material.

Levels of genetic diversity in breeding and
production populations reflect the number and
geographic spread of selected trees. Seed collection in
native populations for reforestation is usually restricted
to a relatively small area, whereas selection of plus

trees for breeding is from a wider geographic area.
Selection of plus trees typically involves more trees

(>50 per provenance region) such that the gene pool
sampled is far wider and more diverse than in
commercial collections (often <10 trees from a single
stand). Comparisons of seed from tree breeding
programmes and corresponding natural populations
show very similar, high levels of genetic diversity.
Hence, the reductions in genetic diversity seen in
agricultural crop breeding programmes are not seen
in trees.

1 The term ‘genetically selected’ refers to traditional selection or breeding, and not to genetically modified trees.

A superior Sweet Chestnut tree, growing in the Forest
of Dean
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What about biodiversity?
Questions are raised as to whether selection for high

quality timber reduces the capacity of native trees to
benefit biodiversity. Biodiversity levels primarily reflect
silvicultural practice (e.g. mixed continuous cover
woodland vs. monospecific short rotation plantation).
Plantations of native trees on deforested land will
usually have positive effects by improving habitats for
plants and animals along with other benefits (e.g.
improvement of soil and water quality/quantity).
Whilst natural regeneration may, with reason, be
viewed as desirable for woodland restoration, the low
density of remnant native trees, poor seed years and
animal damage make this impractical in many cases,
except with expensive fencing. Use of selected seed
improves the economics and increases the area suited
to restoration with native broadleaves.

How local is local?
The paradigm of local adaptation is widely invoked

in habitat restoration and more general seed sourcing
for planting. Local genotypes are assumed to be
better adapted to local conditions as natural selection
increases the frequency of genes for fitness. The scale
over which species show adaptation to their
environment depends on the variability of the habitat
characteristics that affect them. Local adaptation,
which is widespread in herbaceous plants, is not an
inevitable outcome. Key differences between
herbaceous plants and trees suggest that many
widespread native broadleaved trees may fail to show
local adaptation at a narrow geographic scale. It may
be hindered by extensive pollen/seed dispersal and
opposed by selection due to environmental variation
over time. Long life spans mean a site no longer
necessarily experiences the same environment under
which the trees originally evolved. Yearly variation in
frosts, rainfall, etc., is likely to have a stabilising effect
rather than the directional selection that leads to
highly localised adaptation.

Performance differences between provenances are
seen in many native broadleaved trees but these are
not caused by greater fitness of the local seed source.
Trials suggest extensive scales of adaptation with
British and Irish material showing adaptation to their
respective islands, whereas seed from continental
Europe suffers from late spring frosts typical of Britain
and Ireland. Adaptive differences are most likely to
be found at the geographic and altitudinal extremes
of species’ ranges e.g. north and south extremes of
Britain and Ireland, and the northwest and other
regions where climates are more oceanic. Indeed
material from maritime mainland Europe adapts better
than more inland continental European sources.

Adaptation and climate change
Temporal variation in the environment is

particularly significant for trees, not only with respect

to past adaptation but also for climate change where
a narrow view of the scale of the local seed source
may cause problems. Will trees that are adapted to
current conditions flourish under conditions 25 to 75
years or more hence? Current models suggest that
local adaptation will not be an issue in predicting
responses of temperate lowland tree species to
climate change. While material from Eastern Europe
may be poorly adapted and compromise local British
and Irish gene pools, it is unlikely that material from
maritime France matching future climate predictions
will face such problems, nor lead to outbreeding
depression on mixing with British or Irish material.

Outbreeding depression can occur when mixing of
introduced and native populations breaks up adapted
gene complexes or reduces the proportion of locally
adapted genes leading to reduced vigour. Evidence
for outbreeding depression comes from herbaceous
plants; there is little to no evidence for its occurrence
in trees at distances of less than several hundreds of
kilometres.

Conclusions
Planting of native broadleaves in Britain and Ireland

continues apace and demand for source certified seed
increases. It has been argued that given a lack of
extensive field trials of adaptive variation in native
trees the “precautionary principle” should be adopted
in sourcing germplasm. This is expressed as the use
of local seed, irrespective of quality, with views of
what constitutes the local population varying from a
particular wood to, for example, a Forestry
Commission native seed zone. However, given the
evidence; i.e. clear dangers from inbreeding and loss
of genetic diversity, with extensive gene flow and
adaptation at a broad scale equivalent to the British
or Irish provenance regions, it is more logical to
apply the precautionary principle in terms of ensuring
the use of genetically diverse material with the
capacity to adapt to current and future conditions.

There is good evidence to suggest that a very
restricted view of what is ‘local’ will not ensure
optimally adapted tree populations and is more likely
to lead to the use of stock of limited genetic diversity
which will in turn impose future limitations. Threats
to the maintenance of genetic diversity come mainly
from poor practices in seed collection. An emphasis
on restricting the area of collection or poor
instruction of collectors can limit the number of trees
and hence genetic diversity sampled. Well managed
tree improvement programmes not only help maintain
the genetic diversity of native tree populations, but
also increase the economic viability of woodlands and
so promote their establishment.

Details of the theoretical and empirical evidence
summarised here are given in a background paper
of the same title as this policy brief
(see www.bihip.org).

S
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SMALL FARM WOODLAND BLOCKS:
CONSERVATION AREAS OR GROUPS?

Often when we are asked to visit farm
woodlands areas, this is the question with
which we are beset.

Usually these areas are a haven for local flora and
fauna to perpetuate themselves in peace. Often they
are coups (“COUP, COWP”, kowp (scot) – To overturn.
A rubbish tip). These often contain rusty rolls or
pignet, barbed wire, and broken stakes, together with
the detritus from years of stone-picking and assorted
household rubbish.

It is sometimes possible to determine up to four
generations of pushchair design from these areas,
along with old pails, wrecked greenhouses, burnt
saucepans and other ruined household utensils.

“You’ll always find a single, laceless, left foot
leather boot, (Flanders & Swan. R.I.P.)

You can track the perpetrators when the moon is at
its full, by the alternating print of boot and sock”
It is time to view these areas in a more

environmentally friendly fashion.
The perimeter trees of small farm woodlands have

often been treated with high disregard. That old
gnarled burry Oak at the corner of the wood may
well have been worth £500 had it not been polluted
with wire and staples some 50 years ago.

At the very least, old hardwood areas are capable
of producing a useful supply of domestic firewood,
either for sale or for home use. Firewood now
commands a price in the area of £25 per tonne
delivered.

Low grade whitewood (Sycamore, Beech, Ash,
Lime, Maple) is worth app. £14 - £16 per cubic metre
standing, and low grade fencing Oak in excess of
£45 standing.

As long as the wood is not a natural habitat for
badgers, bats or beavers, hawks, harriers or herons –
or indeed the rare European Yeti – then a Forestry
Grant should be available for improvement.

(At the time or writing there is a report of a
European Yeti sighted near Glastonbury. We feel
however that either drink or some mind-bending
substance may have been involved.)

Grants are available for the enhancement of most
forest areas, for general good conservation and for
improving public access.

If you are not sure how to go about setting a
prescription for your woodlands, then find someone
who knows. There is plenty of good advice available,
a lot of it free. S

Gavin Munro

ASH GRAFTS FROM BOWHILL, SELKIRK

We wanted to pay a tribute to the Duke of
Buccleuch in appreciation of his support
and co-operation given to Woodland

Heritage and BIHIP in the past. Unfortunately the
Duke passed away during 2007 before we could
carry out our wishes.

In January 2007 I took some scions from an
ancient Ash at Bowhill. The Ash is reputed to be in
the region of 800 years old. All that remains of the
original stem is a ring of live wood around a rotten
core app. three metres wide. This ring, however
supports some very strong suckers of some 25 – 30
cms. breast height showing good vigour.

The scions were sent to Kinsealy Research Centre
near Dublin and were grafted onto rootstocks by Dr.
Gerry Douglas and John Macnamara and their team.
Both Gerry and John are members of the BIHIP
Sycamore group.

Grafting was successful and this summer Gerry
brought me two grafts.

I presented one to Andy Wiseman, head forester of
Bowhill Estate (pictured right) who intends to plant
the graft on a site adjacent to the original parent.

I still have one in my possession and intend to
present this to Jim Colchester at Drumlanrig Castle
where it can be sited. Drumlanrig is the spiritual
home of the Buccleuchs.
Gavin Munro S
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The Rise of Continuous Cover
in Thetford Forest

2007 was the year that “Climate Change “reached
the top of the national and international
political agenda. It also marked the realisation

of what foresters have known for a long time, that,
“forests have a pivotal role to play
in climate change mitigation”.Wise
foresters also know that as well as
helping in the mitigation of climate
change, our woods and forests will
also have to adapt to the effects of
climate change.

Thetford Forest on the Norfolk-
Suffolk border has long been
considered a bastion of the clearfell
and replant system.

Based originally on Scots Pine and
then later on Corsican Pine, initially
a timber producing factory for East
Anglia’s sawmills and processors, but
bolstered in recent times by the
recognition of its importance in the
Habitat Action Plans for Nightjars
and Woodlarks the clearfell system
has dominated forest management
at Thetford.

Management by continuous cover is increasingly
recognised as an important tool in helping forests to
adapt to the impacts of climate change. Perhaps due
in part to an increasing awareness of the implications
of climate change, the increasing use and value of the
forest for recreation, and the potentially devastating
effects of Red Band Needle Blight (possibly the first
major disease of trees in the UK resulting from
climate change) the Forestry Commission managers at
Thetford have taken the decision to manage a
significant proportion of the estate under a
continuous cover management system. One of the
areas they have designated for management by
continuous cover is Snake Wood.
Snake Wood is remarkable block of woodland. It took

a dreadful hammering in the hurricane of 1987 but
differs from other adjoining forest areas (which were
cleared up and replanted) because it has been treated
with “Masterly Inactivity”. Nature has taken its course
and we are now reaping those results – as the party
from the East Anglian Division of The Royal Forestry
Society enthused at their meeting there in June 2007.
At that meeting, Mike Seville, a past chairman of the

Continuous Cover Forestry Group, played a leading
part – so much so, that Giles Brockman, the District
Forester and host for the day, invited Mike to come
back and demonstrate his ideas as to how his FC

foresters could begin to convert Snake Wood into
“proper” CCF management by helping to mark the
first of the transformation thinnings. Tom Cook, a
highly respected Norfolk woodland owner and keen

forester, joined us on an overcast day
in November.
Bearing in mind that Snake Wood

was first planted in 1932 on what was
virtually bare heath land - with the
odd clump of Scots Pine - it is a very
comforting experience to walk deep
into a wood with such a mixture of
species growing on pure sand. Massive
Douglas Fir and Grand Fir, stretching
up more than 120 feet, seem to boast
how they survived winds of more than
100 mph. The younger trees, pre-1987
wind, have played their part too as
they contribute to the next “layer”.
Then we have to admire the seedling
trees which have grown up in the
following years – mercifully spared
the violent browsing of deer. In
between, Sycamore, Birch, Oak and

Sweet Chestnut give hope for the future – even if the
soils are not suited to their needs – because their leaf
litter is so invaluable for enriching the forest floor.
Of course, the secret of Snake Wood lies in that vital

component of all good forestry – SHELTER. Not
surprisingly, trees like to grow in woods and here is a
perfect micro-climate which produces exceptional
growth rates for all the trees. But the wood now needs
some gentle management in order for it to prosper and
maintain the elusive Continuous Cover in order for its
timber to reach the optimum markets without
degrading.

Tom Cook makes his point !

Mike Seville
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Mike Seville began by giving us an overview of his
methods, based on his considerable success at
Sandringham Estate where he is the forestry
consultant. He emphasised that his reasons for
promoting CCF were, that whilst he accepted that
plantations represented the best endeavours of
foresters establishing first generation woodland, for
the second generation we could do much better. CCF
delivered a more attractive, robust and ecologically
diverse forest but importantly he believed that the
economics of a forest managed by CCF were better
than one managed under a clearfell system.

Having travelled extensively in many European
countries studying forestry
systems, Mike has a reputation for
explaining CCF simply and clearly
to British foresters (who tend to
be either confused or overawed
by it). Mike encouraged us to
forget the clearfell and replant
methods taught at forestry
colleges and practised by F.C.
staff, and to “try to think how
I’m thinking”. He gave us some
marvellous quotes regularly used
by CCF practitioners in Europe,
such as:
“Hurry up slowly” and “There

is more going on in the forest
than we understand” and on
the question of thinning “The
worst comes first and the best
remains”. Mike urged us to
“Think of the forest as an eco-
system, not a factory, but to
maximise what it gives you”. He wanted us to
forget about “damage” caused to surrounding trees by
felling and extraction and to welcome it instead as
“an opportunity” because natural regeneration will
come when the big trees are taken out. That is where
the value lies.

Mike recognised that Grand Fir still does not
command high prices in the timber markets, but as a
species it is useful in demonstrating CCF “It gets you
going on CCF because it seeds so freely and
quickly shows the change in stand structure”.
But everyone agreed that whatever species is
produced, provided it is of high quality, then the
markets in future will have adjusted to make it
attractive to grow. Current market weakness should
not deter us.

Giles Brockman then produced a graph showing
the size distribution of trees in Snake Wood, based on
diameter at breast height and stems per hectare. Mike
noted that the picture showed him that there were
plenty of big trees but “not enough young stuff”. He
challenged us not to be driven by what a computer
shows, but to deal with the individual trees on the

ground. This in his view was one of the main
differences between the Forestry Commission’s
current approach and the one they needed to adopt
to change successfully to a CCF management regime.
Mensuration should be used to record and monitor
what you had done, but not to dictate what you
need to do. With that, he handed us red and green
marking paint and set off to mark his first thinning,
urging us to challenge his decisions and to bear in
mind that “The man (or woman) who marks the
tree, makes the forest”.

In complete contrast to marking a thinning in what
is to be a clearfell stand – where the aim is to

produce a uniform stand of the largest
trees often to the detriment of species
diversity – in this area Mike was
actively trying to increase the size
diversity, improve the quality of the
remaining trees and maintain the
species diversity.

Coming to an area where
hardwoods were more in evidence,
Mike explained that he favoured
forest conditions where the species
mix was approximately 30%
broadleaves and 70% conifer. From
his observations on the continent this
mix seemed to produce the most
robust forest, the best micro-climate,
the best quality of both hardwoods
and softwoods and because of the
varying “rotation lengths of the
different species eg: Douglas Fir 70
years, Oak 150 plus years, the
capacity and flexibility to harvest

different species to suit the market.
Spotting an isolated Beech, Mike said that in Europe

this was called “The Mother of The Forest” and was
prized for its leaf litter which greatly improves the
soil. We were told to try to retain rare species
wherever possible regardless of their quality as these
add greatly to the ecological value of the forest and
not every tree is grown for its timber.

Much discussion followed and on a few occasions
Mike was persuaded to change from Red paint (to
fell) and to go for Green (to retain) instead. We were
encouraged to keep an open mind and to be
prepared to come back and change decisions if
necessary. The important thing to remember was not
to become fixated with the regeneration, the value
was in the big trees “If you get the marking and
the stand structure right, and control the deer,
then the regeneration should follow”

The day ended with an invitation for Woodland
Heritage to return next winter, when the Forestry
Commission staff will have finished the marking,
to see the felling and extraction work. S

Peter Goodwin

The group admiring the multi-
layered natural regeneration.
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Tradition meets the 21st Century
Innovation at Brookhouse Wood, Herefordshire

Coppicing involves cutting down an old tree,
which results in a burst of vigorous young
shoots. In much the same vein, after ten

years at Clissett Wood I realised that I was
starting to stagnate, so in 2004 I decided that it
was time to start all over again.

Thanks to a fortunate chain of events, I found a
suitable farm about four miles along the valley from
our home. It is owned by Jamie Hamilton who had
bought the 300-acre farm about twenty years earlier.
It already contained a couple of small patches of
woodland, which he felled and replanted under a
Forestry Commission grant. Since then he has planted
about another twenty acres of new woodland and
was enthusiastic to explore innovative woodland
ventures.

So in the spring of 2005 I assembled a group of
hardy volunteers and, with the help of a Rural
Enterprise Scheme grant from Defra, we set about
establishing a brand new green wood workshop. In
April and early May we laid 500 metres of track with
a car park, built a workshop, a wood-fired oven
(which also acted as a small scale kiln) and a timber
framed compost toilet. While clearing the way for the
track, we had to fell a hedgerow Oak which we
realised would make a useful frame for one end of
the toilet structure.

One of our gang had use of a chainsaw mill to
slice the tree to shape, and then Jamie carried it to
the site with his tractor. After a couple of week’s
construction, the structure was raised creating one
of the smallest cruck barns ever. The following
year we returned to the trunk of the Oak, which
we converted, into shingles to complete the toilet
roof. 2008 will see us using the composted produce
of the first two years of use to fertilise a new
woodland garden.

For the first year of courses at Brookhouse Wood,
we used much the same workshop structure as on
my previous three workshops in Devon, Avon and at
Clissett Wood. This proved to be rather dark and we
had problems with rainwater drainage so for 2006 I
decided to explore a new design to support a
translucent tarpaulin. We made use of redundant hop-
poles from the local hop farms together with treated
softwood beams from the local timber yard. These
were held together by turbo coach screws, which
were driven in by a powerful cordless drill. After six
days we had a structure measuring 24 by 7 metres
with a workshop at one end and a cooking/dining
area at the other.
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The major project for 2007 was a new washroom.
This consisted of a long wiggling Oak from the
woodland plus some Oak left over from the toilet
construction. The roof was made from shingles cleft
from a Larch, which had blown over during the
winter. This was all wrapped around the original
washroom, which had been made by Rich and Franz
(my two assistants in 2005) using a coppiced Ash
stool. We made the entrance out of a living woven
Willow wall, cut down from our home, transplanted to
the woods and irrigated by waste water from the wash
bowl. We also resurrected the cabin that Rich had
built as his own accommodation during 2005 giving it
a new wall of wattle-and-daub and a roof of sawn
western Red Cedar.

As well as playing with new structures, we have also
continued exploring new techniques in the
chairmaking workshop. Having come to terms with
cordless drills in the woodland workshop, I have now
come around to accepting the use of the Canadian
manufactured Veritas tenon cutter. Based on a
traditional design working very much like a pencil
sharpener, it had been developed about fifty years ago
by Fred Lambert, one of the pioneers of modern
green woodwork. Since then it has been
manufactured by Peter Hindle of Ashem Crafts and
used to great effect at woodworking shows around
the country by another green wood pioneer Jack Hill.

Veritas have now amended the design so that it can
be fitted into an electric drill and it is a delight to use.
After cleaving a fresh Ash log and shaving it to the
desired shape, the most cack-handed of course
students can turn their tenons to an exact 5/8” without
having to struggle with the finer nuances of a sizing
tool on the pole-lathe. These chair components are
then placed in the wood-fired kiln for 36 hours ready

to emerge, shrunken, slightly oval and bone dry to be
squeezed without glue into a number of carefully
drilled 9/16” holes in the chair legs. Hey presto – a
handmade chair to last a lifetime.

We have also recently played about with methods of
chair seating. For about 15 years I have been using
the inner bark from Wych Elm trees with the outer
bark carefully sliced away and then cut into 1" strips
while on the fallen tree. Rich Pirie, a former student
now full-time green woodworker, suggested removing
the bark in one piece. I discovered that Le Creuset
flexible spatulas are perfect for the job, enabling the
bark to be removed in one sheet and rolled up and
then cut into strips back in the workshop. This has the
added benefit of leaving the Elm logs without the 1"
scars which open up just like the crackling on a joint
of pork, so the logs are much more suitable for
making chair components.

Over recent years, woodland crafts and green
woodwork have been making their presence felt in
the media. Adam Hart Davies recently gave a lucid
description of the pole-lathe on Radio 4. Ben Law
keeps popping up on the TV with his stunning
woodland house in Sussex and my courses were
given a ten minute slot on Country Lives on ITV last
September. Beyond radio and TV, You Tube now has
a rapidly expanding audience and, along with Robin
Wood and Stuart King, we have just uploaded a short
film entitled Greenwood Workshop. There is also
talk of a brand new woody/woodland magazine
appearing at newsagents this summer.

The University of the Great Outdoors is planning
a showcase of outdoor activities at Eastnor Castle near
the Malverns on May bank holiday where visitors will
be able to sample the pole-lathe and the tenon cutter
in action.
Woodland Heritage have kindly agreed to fund the

2008 BrookhouseWood assistant, Tom Ball, and I have
some promising candidates to work alongside him. So
all is well and looking good for the year ahead. I hope
some of you will take the chance to visit Brookhouse
Wood and get a feel of it all for yourselves. S

Mike Abbott
Living Wood

Tel: 01531 640005
email: abbott@living-wood.co.uk

www.living-wood.co.uk

Editor:
If any of our Members would like to visit Mike at
BrookhouseWood on Friday evening 13th June, or
at any other time, please would they kindly
contact him first – thank you.
The wood is situated two miles south of the
market town of Bromyard.
Ordnance Survey Reference – Landranger Map
149 GR 658519.
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The Wood Award to Ilchester Estates
Abbey Barn, Abbotsbury – renewal of roof coverings, roof structure repairs and high level

stonework conservation – a project overview

The Abbey Barn at Abbotsbury is one of the
largest barns in England (272ft long), dates
from the 15th century and is grade 1 listed

and a scheduled ancient monument. Only half
remains roofed and thatched but the remaining
structure is still immensely impressive.

The building is in use in conjunction with a
children’s farm providing areas of softplay and
educational facilities.

A condition report in May 2004 identified significant
decay in the roof structure together with loose
stonework at high level internally and externally
which posed a health and safety risk. Protective
scaffold was installed and Ilchester Estates agreed a
major programme of repairs to the roof and high
level masonry with English Heritage and substantial
grant aid was offered by DEFRA. The overriding
philosophy of the project was to retain as much of
the historic fabric as possible and to use traditional
materials to effect the repairs.
It was agreed from the outset that as much as

possible of the material required would be obtained
from the Estate, including water reed from the
Abbotsbury reed beds, stone from a quarry on the
other side of the hill behind the barn, and Oak from
Melbury (part of Ilchester Estates – below).

Traditional, large scale carpentry repair and
thatching techniques were combined with delicate
masonry conservation.

The works have been executed broadly in line with
the original specification with one significant
exception. During the recording of the thatch layers
following erection of scaffolding it was discovered
that some of the lower coats of thatch on the roof
were older and of more significance than had been
previously anticipated. Although scheduled
monument consent had been granted for the
complete stripping of the thatch, the works were
modified (with encouragement from English Heritage
and DEFRA) in order to retain areas of the historic
thatch where this was feasible even though this
added significantly to the cost and work defined in
the schedule.

Specialist advice on the consolidation of the historic
thatch was provided by a consultant. Due to the
fragility of this material reed mats were placed over it
and were secured through the historic thatch down to
the roof structure. The intention was to compress the
historic thatch sufficiently with the mats to provide a
firm base for the thatch covering. The new top coat
was fixed through the mats into the structure below
using screws and wire ties. The barn was rethatched
using 11,000 bundles of Abbotsbury water reed using
2 ½ years output of the local reed beds. This meant
that the thatching had to be phased and a scaffold
temporary roof was designed to be rolled to enable
work to be undertaken in sections.

The bearings of many of the trusses were severely
decayed and in some instances the decay extended
well up the Elm principal rafters. Repairs involved
the cutting away of severely decayed sections and
scarfing in new timber. Timbers were repaired and
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strengthened
wherever
possible but
some individual
replacements
were required,
particularly of
the bearing
timbers. In all
cases the
maximum
amount of
historic fabric
was retained in
situ. Existing
bearing timbers
and short struts
from the bearing

timbers up to the principal rafters were in both Oak
and Elm.
Oak was obtained from Ilchester Estates. The

sourcing of the Elm proved a challenge but both
large sections and long lengths were obtained from
two suppliers from sources in England.

Where replacement timbers were necessary for the
Elm bearing the replacement sections were formed in
Oak due to its greater resistance to decay where in
contact with damp masonry. Principal rafters were of
Elm and repairs were undertaken using new lengths
of Elm. Diagonal stainless steel ties were introduced
to provide bracing in the plane of the roof due to the
racking of the roof structure. Bolt connections, flitch
plates etc were in stainless steel, grade 316.

On the internal face of the walls fractured stones
were pinned and pointed to reduce the risk of these
sections coming away. Intensive repair work was
undertaken to the vault of the south porch where
stonework had delaminated horizontally and where
there were many voids between stones. Laminations
were carefully pinned with stainless steel pins set in
resin and all joints and laminations packed with
mortar.

The consolidation of the internal stonework was
particularly important as the building’s use as a
children’s play area makes the risk that a stone could
delaminate or fall unacceptable. Externally the
minimum amount of pointing necessary was
undertaken to voids and open joints whilst retaining
sound lime mortar, concentrating on areas of masonry
above eaves level. Stonework which had been lifted
and displaced by ivy growth was dismantled, the ivy
removed/poisoned and the masonry reset.

The barn was officially re-opened in March 2006 by
the local MP with a local choir and theatre group
performing to
the community
and local
councillors and
a ten day
Heritage Fair
was held in
conjunction
with this. Since
then 30,000
visitors have
enjoyed visiting
the barn and it
has received a
lot of very
positive media
attention.

Major conservation achievements:
� The retention and in situ repair of fragile historic

fabric.
� The sourcing and use of local, traditional materials

ensuring sustainability.
� The conservation of the medieval porch roof

structure.
� Protection of the building for many years to come.
� The recording of the historic thatch coats and the

research that this entailed into historic thatching
methods and the development of the Abbotsbury
reed beds. Finding a method of retaining
degraded historic thatch in situ whilst ensuring a
satisfactory new roof.

� The recording of previously inaccessible areas of
the building contributing to the understanding of
its historic development.

� Use of apprentice carpenters by Layzells and
trainees by PHA which contributes positively to the
construction industry & the skills shortage crisis.

� The repair has meant that the building can
continue to be used by Ilchester Estates as a soft
play and educational area which means that it can
safely be enjoyed by the public and be kept in
viable economic use.

S
Andy Poore



Continuous Cover Forestry Group
visit to Craigvinean Forest

Part of Forestry Commission’s Tay Forest District, Dunkeld, Perthshire

Report by Martin Johnston & Jon Iles (East of England Region)

TThe CCFG Annual event in Scotland had an
excellent turnout of 39 participants. The tour
was led by Charlie Taylor, local Forest District

Manager, ably assisted by his local field staff and
members of Forest Research team.

The weather throughout the day was excellent
allowing participants to appreciate the panoramic
view from Craigvinean, north and south along the Tay
river valley and the forest’s high scenic value.
The authors were attending thanks to sponsorship

fromWoodland Heritage in order to brush-up on
their knowledge of CCF practices which have been
carried out for several years now in their home
forest of East Anglia FD South Beat and is soon to be
introduced in North Beat.

The tour started with Charlie Taylor giving us an
introduction to the history of Craigvinean Forest,
which is one of Scotland’s oldest managed forests. The
Duke of Atholl created the first plantations in 1759
with European Larch seed brought over from the Alps.
The Forestry Commission acquired Craigvinean (Gaelic
for “crag of the goats”) in the 1940s and planted
Norway Spruce on the lower slopes.

To demonstrate the increasing area of Craigvinean
Forest under CCF, Charlie showed the audience
several consecutive Forest Design plans starting from
the 1990-91 plan. One of the first hurdles
encountered by the local FC staff was to persuade
the GBFC Board to switch areas of the forest to CCF
as they were concerned about the Revenue

Foregone implications of this plan of action. The
case was obviously well put as it was given the go
ahead. By the time of the 1999 FDP, and the further
increase in area under CCF, Revenue Foregone was
not an issue due to more enlightened times and the
more widescale use of CCF within the national FC
estate. On the 2007 FDP, the area under CCF
dominates the lower slopes of Craigvinean and now
over 25% of the Forest District is being converted to
a Continuous Cover system.

Bill Rayner of Forest Research, Soil Surveys,
showed the assembled group a map of the
underlying soil types in Craigvinean and stressed the
soil’s importance in the success of natural
regeneration and ultimately CCF.

A question was asked about the marketing of the
larger diameter sawlog material produced from CCF
sites. Apparently most of the local sawmillers have
invested in extra saw lines to cope with larger tree
sizes but it does mean that the FC have to hunt out
niche markets for some of this material.

The tour then walked down the boundary
between National Trust for Scotland and FC land,
close to the Hermitage.
A discussion ensued over thinning and it was

pointed out that where there was a good legacy of
plenty of thinning, mixed species tended to come in.
Often in the most scenic areas, they have traditionally
been underthinned.Due to a backlog of first and
second thinning, it was sometimes necessary to
horsetrade clearfell parcels with thinnings to catch up.

The tour then made a stop at a 41/2 Ha.site, which
was clearfelled in 1992-93. 100 Norway Spruce seed
trees were left standing with the aim of encouraging
natural regeneration but unfortunately these only
stood for six months. Following experience gained,
the practice now is to do a heavy thin and leave
more stems rather than seed trees. Subsequently this
area had 1000 Douglas Fir trees planted randomly
over the area. Seen today, the site has five conifer
species and four broadleaved, giving an excellent
overall stocking.

Respacing to favour the best stems has taken place
and the intention is to repeat this twice over the
next 40 years to create a mainly conifer crop.

Continuing up the hill and crossing the forest road,
we visited a compartment of 1968 Douglas
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Martin Johnston on the right & Jon Iles on the left.

Another Woodland Heritage
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Fir/Norway Spruce which had had a recent motor
manual sub-dominant thinning.

Colin Edwards of Forest Research then discussed
the five requirements for successful natural
regeneration, these being:
• suitable seed source nearby
• suitable seed bed to enable germination
• adequate light and microclimate for seedling

growth
• freedom from vegetation competition
• freedom from browsing

Checking the amount of light reaching the forest
floor for successful regeneration was discussed. A
light meter or hemispherical photography are two
options. Hemispherical photography assesses both
canopy transmittance and openness using a fisheye
lens looking up into the canopy. The user analyses
the resulting photo using specialist software to
determine sky and canopy. There is a loose
relationship between stand basal area and average
light transmittance through the canopy, with
transmitted light decreasing as basal area increases.

Forest Research have come up with values for the
threshold basal areas for different species, which will
allow seedling growth. On this DF site, the threshold
basal area needs to be 35m2/hectare (with a
homogenous canopy) when in fact it has been
measured as 50m2/hectare. This was borne out by
the seedlings on site, which had long lateral
extensions and short terminal growth indicating that
more light was required.

Monitoring the success of CCF is essential and
throughout the Craigvinean CCF blocks, 200 Fenno
markers have been installed. These two foot metal
rods with anchors and a yellow top are hammered
into the ground in the centre of the plot and can be
re-located using either GPS or a metal detector. The
markers cost £10 each and the student carrying out
the work has achieved 10 plots a day. Each plot is
0.02 Ha in size and within it the basal area and
height of the largest tree are measured, together with
the number of saplings over 1.3m high and number
of seedlings less than 1.3m high.

The importance of archiving plot information in
three places so that it is available for future reference
was emphasised.

Fixed point photography can also be used to
monitor plots.

Charlie Taylor pointed out that when transforming
a stand to CCF you will get a few surprises and need
to have an objective you are aspiring to:
• Start thinning as early as possible but do not over
thin, otherwise you will have problems with grass
competition.

• Stocking densities will be lower than that expected
for a uniform shelterwood system (2,500 stems/Ha)
and for Larch and Douglas Fir may be as low as
1,500 stems/Ha.

• If you do not plant you will incur pruning and
cleaning costs which after discussions with the
group, appear to be in the order of £450-£500 /Ha.
This may involve pruning final crop trees to six
metres high.
In the afternoon it was explained that for any CCF

conversion to be successful, it is essential to have 80-
100 frame trees per hectare, which were compared to
the skeleton and should be stable trees and provide
the future seed source for the area.

We were tasked as an exercise to select frame trees
from 145 numbered trees spread throughout a
Norway Spruce crop. Important factors to consider in
this crop were soil conditions, crop stability and
evidence of seedlings and regeneration.

The answer in this crop was not straightforward as
the first job was to survey for evidence of red
squirrel dreys, take out the twisted trees and those
with rock. The frame trees do not need to be final
crop trees but they should confer stability on the
developing CCF stand

At the final stop we looked at a P50 Larch crop
which had last had an opportunistic thinning to open
up the clumps and allow in lateral light. The
extracting forwarder had been fitted with band tracks
in order to cause more ground disturbance to aid
regeneration. Thinning some areas of this crop too
heavily had let in too much light resulting in a heavy
grass sward which is difficult for regeneration to
grow through. Deer damage on Larch regeneration
was evident and the group discussed the importance
of good deer control. Orientation of the group fell
should be from north to south so that the maximum
amount of light reaches the forest floor.
Tay Forest District are to be congratulated on

putting on a very informative, well organised day
which did not only concentrate on the successes of
converting crops to CCF but also on some of the
lessons learnt along the way. Adaptability and the
importance of monitoring regeneration over a
long time scale are crucial factors. S

Charlie Taylor, FDM of Tay F.D. addresses the audience.

Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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Meteorological records show that wet
weather in June is more the rule than the
exception, and the exceptional weather

of Woodland Heritage’s last two Annual Field
Trips sadly could not be repeated for this year’s
excursion, which coincided with the Glastonbury
Festival and was just as damp if not so muddy.
But who cared for the rain ?

Day 1 Melbury Estate
We gathered in the leafy car park of the Melbury

Estate on the first morning, and enthusiastically
whipped in by Peter Goodwin, our leader and
organiser, set off through the first of many showers
into the 373 hectares of estate woodlands.
Here we were lead by polymath Andy Poore,

Woodland Manager. Melbury, now the home of The
Hon Mrs Townshend, has been in the ownership of
the same family for over five hundred years, and
Andy’s unique grasp of both the history of the estate,
the family and its context in the history of England
was truly impressive.
Less shattering was some of the Norway Spruce

which had been introduced onto former hardwood
sites in the 1960s, in an effort to soup up
performance, but we soon moved on into young

mixed broadleaves, and enjoyed the first of several
instructions and demonstrations of how to select and
prune young hardwoods (above) that we were to
enjoy over the next two days. Unlikely though this

may seem, the debate became quite sparky, so we
tied a yellow ribbon round the young Oak tree and
headed off into Oak of an earlier era, planted in
about 1820, with a Scots Pine nurse crop, of which
only one rather fine specimen remains.
The challenge is to control light reaching the

forest floor to allow Oak regeneration, a process
both helped and hindered by Hazel coppice, and
menaced by rampart growth of bramble. We were
introduced to the concept of basal area; we
sought out Oak seedlings in the lush undergrowth;
we checked out a Wild Service tree and we headed
back to the cars for lunch. Your correspondent, still
dazed from confronting the world's most expensive
breakfast, contrived to force down a crumb or two
while enjoying the wide ranging and entertaining
conversations which Woodland Heritage’s very mixed
but learned membership provides in spades.

The historic deer park
After lunch, the day improved and brollies were

furled as we toured the fascinating Deer Park dating
from 1547, and embracing 100 hectares of open
grassland with 65 hectares of very varied open
woodland, home to some 700 red, sika and fallow
deer which tantalisingly flitted about through the trees
but clearly took exception to Peter’s mobile tannoy
system and soon vanished into the deeper recesses of
the park.
Needless to say there are some magnificent and

venerable veteran Oaks, but the park also contained a

A party of some eighty members, guests and visitors spent an idyllic two days inWessex, looking at
two of the finest and most fascinating estates anywhere in the UK. David Taylor joined them …

OUR FIELD WEEKEND

Bede Howell wields his Silky pruning saw.

The rolling landscape of the Melbury Deer Park.
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pinetum with some esoteric conifers of huge size.
This exotic planting left the major part of the park as
a picturesque Designed Landscape of National
Importance, home to rare lichens and a good deal
else. We visited the Triangle, three vast Oaks planted
to celebrate the Restoration of the Monarchy, and
then Richard, the deer manager, spoke of the
problems of controlling deer not so much within the
park but in the estate woods in general, His very
evident professionalism, and an annual cull of over
six hundred deer of all species, clearly had matters
well under control.
The big red tractors and trailers full of members

took us from the Deer Park, with its super veterans
and its impressive Wingnut trees, past the estate’s
resident firewood contractors (sadly we were not to
meet this husband and wife team, where Momma
wielded a giant splitting axe, but perhaps on
reflection this was just as well), down to some very
nice 200 year old Oaks. It will come as no surprise
that Bede Howell’s girthing tape was soon pressed
into action (below): more surprisingly it wasn’t up to
the job on trees of these dimensions.

Melbury House Gardens
We walked over the ha-ha into the gardens of

Melbury House, an enchanted land of fine specimen
trees, wonderfully maintained lawns, a lily covered
lake and the mellow stone of the house itself, with its
little church; Andy our leader full of fascinating
information on its evolution over the centuries.
Thank yous were said, and our first day ended in
mellow evening sunshine, for a bit, then it rained like
billy-oh.

Day 2 Stourhead Estate
It rained the next morning, too. We met at the

Stourton portion of Stourhead Estate, which has been
owned by the Hoare family since 1717. Successive
members of the family have shared an almost genetic
interest in forestry, with the result that the 652
hectares of woods in the Western Estate are full of
history, interest and magnificence.
Introductions were

made by the present
incumbent, Nick
Hoare (right), very
much a hands-on
owner, Andy Poore,
moving seamlessly from
Dorset to Wiltshire, and
manager David
Pengelly, introduced
us to the woods under
the inadequate shelter
of a huge and hairy
110 year old Douglas
Fir, from which,
inexplicably, a glass
bottle hung suspended
by baler twine,
(perhaps to trap earwigs, do you think. But what
for ?) And what an introduction.
The woods, dominated by Douglas Fir, Larch,

Western Red Cedar and Western Hemlock, are
adopting Continuous Cover Forestry principles, in
which permanently irregular structures are being
developed. This gave rise to a continuing debate on
almost everything, including stems of negative
characteristics, the regenerative properties of various
conifers, basal areas per hectare, prices of tending per
cubic metre harvested, tactical and strategic
interventions and much, much more. Your
correspondent noted on a rainsoaked pad that it
seems that no-one loves WH. Not, of course,
Woodland Heritage, but Western Hemlock !
So large, and so impressive is Alfred’s Tower, a vast

brick structure built as a viewpoint over several
counties in 1772, that we expected the Wizard
Gandalf to appear white robed and bearded, at the
top at any moment. Thunder continued to rumble in
expectation as Andy Poore took us through the
history of the estate from the times of the Ancient
British, where the Welsh speaking Alfred rallied his
troops in 550 AD. His appearance was greeted with
“joy and acclamation” by his demoralised people,
who then sallied forth successfully against the

- THE WEST COUNTRY
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threatening Saxons. Hence through waves of Danes
and Normans to the state of things when the Hoare
family, whose banking successes in the City enabled
them to buy their own country estate, took over in
1720. It was, someone sagely remarked, ever thus.
So far, we had only appetising glimpses of the

Douglas Fir stands for which Stourton is justly
famous, and we were further tantalised by the next
stop where we considered some vigorous but rather
uninspiring young hardwoods on former agricultural
fields. But the clouds rolled away and I was able to
scrounge a good lunch from the hospitable Sally
while Peter debated the chronology of the afternoon.
It was, it seemed, “no good coming the twenty to two
restart” with him. We had an AGM, and some other
business to do and WH would take its own time.
(This would all have been less fun had he
remembered to turn off the PA system first ! ) But no
worries, as the Australians would say, the fastest AGM
in the history of the world was soon over, and the
remarkable Susan Bell, former Director of the
National Forest, was presented with the first Peter
Savill Woodland Heritage Award for her contribution
to forestry over past years.
At this point, the heavens opened and we set off,

licketty spit through the woods and into the Douglas
Fir. And what Douglas ! Under a lowering sky, with
the rain tipping down, we stood under quite
wonderful fifty and sixty year old stands of the very
highest quality, and talked of regeneration, and the
price of big Douglas Fir and the market, in these days
of mass production, for big softwood logs. The rate

of growth of big Douglas continues to impress; why
fell trees that put on between 5 and 8 % in value
every year ? But most of all we talked of natural
regeneration, which is, perhaps, the major driver of
the management system now being adopted.
Most of us could happily have spent a long time in

these wonderfully impressive stands, but the clock
moved on and so did we, to watch Nick Hoare
demonstrate his Lucas Mill portable sawbench

(above), which he did with some élan. Then, all too
soon, it was time for thanks and presentations. Des
Needham got a bottle of bubbly for coming all the
way from County Durham, and Nick, David and Andy
all received a traditional wassail bowl, turned by the
incomparable Richard Chapman.

Sadly, another super trip had come to an end.This
year, we were once again given a closer look than
anyone could have expected at our woodland
heritage by the kindness of our two hosts, the
Honourable Mrs Townshend and Nick Hoare.A truly
memorable experience for us all. Our thanks are also
due to Lewis Scott and Belinda, whose admin was
faultless, and to Peter Goodwin, whose unerring
choice of very special places to take his disciples once
again hit the spot.

David Pengelly receives his wassail bowl.

A magnificent stand of Douglas Fir.
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Day 3 Stourhead Garden
Approx 20 stalwart members, led by Peter and Sally

Goodwin and Tony Spencer remained to spend a
fascinating final morning on the third day of the 2007
WH field trip in Wessex, with Alan Power, the Head
Gardener of
Stourhead
(right). Alan is
also one of the
National Trust’s
National Garden
Advisers.
Stourhead is of

particular interest
to foresters,
because it is the
Palladian
parkland
landscape par
excellence. Here
are all the famous
principles of
historic natural
landscapes laid out under our eyes. It is being
continuously restored in a sensitive and clever way, for
350,000 visitors per annum to enjoy. What a feast it is !
“It is tiresome for the foot to have to travel where
the eye has already been” said an 18th century visitor
returning from Versailles with its formal, mathematical
and open vistas. Alexander Pope, Kent, Burlington
and Fritwell planned their landscapes for the 18th
century grand houses with the opposite in mind.

Conceal,Variety and Surprise
Their aim was, as our title says, to use light and

shade, contours and new openings to amaze and
delight the eye with surprises which becomes for them
both a combination of poetry and landscape painting.

As one descends
into the valley and
the lake below,
one meets the
Pantheon, the
various follies, a
grotto and a
marvellous small
Palladian bridge,
ending with an
up-lifting vista to a
self-standing
mediaeval cross
and the parish
church hidden in
the fold of the
valley.

Alan, an expert arborist who does much of the
treework himself, constantly returns to these
principles, which he is always studying in the original
18th Century Landscape plans. Alan is always thinking
about his trees and their dynamics within the whole
landscape. He says the chainsaw is his “Tippex” and
the trees his backdrop. His trees which are always
closing the landscape in, even as they extend, require
sensitive removals and crown releases.

The combination of soil and microclimates are
delivering growth rates and outstanding yield classes
in all of the many species. The first thuya plicata, one
of the five original specimens of Loeb from 1852,
several 18th century tulip trees, early Katsuras, and
many others all skillfully blend into a feeling of
“naturalness”. As a nurseryman I was tempted to snip
off a piece of a fagus sylvatica tricolor whose three
toned delicate leaves were amazing and to add them
to our arboretum range at Woodland Improvement.
Foresters never stop learning and theseWoodland
Heritage field trips are learning experiences par
excellence.

S
John Davis
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Field Day
Oh boy, was it wet ! Bu

Robin Carver

Alan Power beside the
Stourhead rockery, and
left, discussing the crown
of an ancient Sweet
Chestnut

Peter Goodwin and Andy Poore with our trusty PA system

A Stourhead stand of Douglas Fir

Left and right, members
Melbury, the 800 year old “Bil
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Snapshots
ut they still kept smiling...

Susan Bell

Edward Clifton-Brown showing no signsof life !

Nick Hoare and
David Pengelly

Melbury House
surround the oldest tree at

lly Wilkins” (named after one
ddle of the 17th century)

Andy Poore describes the Melbury Park landscape to
our party from their vantage point on one of the trailers

he full
photo
furled

rellas
last!

ft, presents Lewis Scott
on in support of WH
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Dear Sirs,
I thoroughly enjoyed the Field Weekend. It was a
pleasure to see such well-run estates in the company
of so many eminent foresters. I felt I learnt a lot
about continuous cover forestry.
Towards the end of the second day, however, while

we were looking at some very impressive Douglas
Firs, I heard some foresters say that they contained
high-quality timber; they even made reference to
timber grown in North America as if there was
some similarity.
Here lies the problem, as a carpenter and joiner

there is no similarity between the timber from
Douglas Fir grown in North America which currently
sells for about £700 per cubic metre (Timbmet’s
price) and is often used, in this country, for high-
quality joinery, and the timber from home-grown
Douglas which is of comparatively low value and
low quality, and generally thought to be unsuitable
for joinery or even carcassing and is normally used
for fencing, farm buildings and coarse structural
purposes where size, rather than quality, is required.
This difference of opinion between what foresters

and what carpenters and joiners think is good
quality has led to the growing of large amounts of
low quality softwood in this country. This has led to
poor returns for many growers even when the
economy is booming and the demand for softwood,
very strong. Meanwhile, carpenters and joiners have
continued to buy most of their timber from abroad.

The (high value) construction industry accounts for
the greater part of the sawn softwood market, yet in
a survey carried out by TRADA in 1997 it was found
that only 2% of home-grown sawn softwood went
directly into the construction industry; more than
half was used for (low value) pallets and packaging
with most of the rest used for fencing.
Most of our joinery quality timber comes from

northern Europe (mostly Pinus Sylvestris from, very
often, unspectacular small diameter trees) some from
North America (Pseudotsuga Menziesii, Pinus
Strobus and others) with a growing amount, coming
in as pre-finished joinery from fast-growing
plantations in the southern hemisphere and Central
America (Pinus Radiata and others). Carcassing
quality also mainly comes from northern Europe
(mostly Picea Abies).
In short, we have a situation where foresters

grow what they think is good quality while
carpenters and joiners buy their timber from
abroad. If Woodland Heritage could encourage
foresters to find out from carpenters and joiners
what good quality softwood is, and if those
foresters could find a way of growing it here, they
would be doing British forestry a great service. I for
my part am more than happy to help any foresters
who ask about any British grown timber.
Yours
S J Bedford, South Molton, Devon

It is a well known fact that the relatively mild and
equable climate here in the UK is great for trees but
not necessarily for the production of fine quality
timber when it comes to many softwood species.To
take the example of Douglas Fir, when it is grown in
natural forest conditions on the Pacific NorthWest
coast of North America, the trees grow to
magnificent dimensions, and in this environment,
certainly in their old growth setting, grown
extremely slowly yielding good volumes of clear
timber.They simply do not grow the same way in the
UK forest.Timber is fast grown and has inherently
more defects. In fact BS5268 discriminates against
British grown Douglas Fir for structural purposes
just for this reason (in no way incorrectly).
Therefore it is not a question of foresters growing

the wrong trees or not managing the forests
sufficiently well to produce high quality softwood.
The growing conditions in the UK do not favour
growth of high quality softwood fibre. Other

arguments are simply economic: you cannot afford
to move low quality timber very long distances,
most of the pallet and packaging industries wood
supplies are produced locally anywhere in the
world; certainly we know that 30-40% of a North
American hardwood sawmill’s production goes into
these low grade markets.
In defence of the home grown British timber

production, both volume and quality have
improved greatly over the last 20 years and British
grown timber competes well with imported stocks
with regard to carcassing.
Where I would agree with the writer is that there

should certainly be a greater understanding
between the foresters and production professionals
to understand what constitutes good quality in
softwood timber and to understand global
differences. Having said that, we can only grow the
timber that our distinctive climate and forestry
conditions will allow. S

Reflections on our Field Weekend...

Response from Nick Goodwin of NHG Timber
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American Black Walnut Trees in England
Three remarkable Juglans Nigra growing in Norfolk

– planted by the Packe family, who brought seed from
Nova Scotia in about 1820.

Tree No. 1
Measured in March 1991:
Butt length 10 feet.
Quarter girth 36 inches =
90.0 cubic feet.

Remeasured January 2008:
Quarter girth 40.5 inches =
113.9 cubic feet.

(An increase of 26.5% over
17 years)

Tree No. 3
Measured in March 1991:
Butt length 13 feet. Quarter girth
24 inches = 52.0 cubic feet.

Remeasured January 2008:
Quarter girth 26.25 inches =
62.2 cubic feet.

(An increase of 20% over 17
years)

These trees are remarkably healthy and resilient – although No. 3
is suffering from severe encroachment from an ancient yew – as a
consequence it is showing less increment than the other two.
Fortunately a Tree Preservation Order has now been issued to

protect them.Woodland Heritage are allowed to gather seed from
theseWalnuts and raise the young trees in their polytunnel every
two years.
Members may request specimens (at no charge) whenever they

are available. S

Tree No. 2
Measured in March 1991:
Butt length 18 feet. Quarter
girth 30 inches = 112.5 cubic
feet.

Remeasured January 2008:
Quarter girth 34.75 inches =
150.9 cubic feet.

(An increase of 34% over 17
years)
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Wood Culture
by Clive Adams, Director atThe Centre for Contemporary Art & the NaturalWorld (CCANW)

The Centre for Contemporary Art and the Natural
World is an innovative educational charity which
uses the arts to explore new understandings of

our place within nature.
In 2006, it opened a Project Space in Haldon Forest

Park, the first phase of an exciting long-term
partnership with the Forestry Commission. The
Haldon Forest lies on a ridge south of Exeter and
covers an area of 3500 acres (1400 hectares) mostly
planted with coniferous woodland but with 20 miles
of new activity trails.
In May 2007, with the benefit of special grants from

Arts Council England and South West Woodland
Renaissance, it launched Wood Culture, an ambitious
year-long festival celebrating the beauty, usefulness
and sustainability of wood in contemporary
architecture and design. The programme consists of a
series of exhibitions, events and activities designed to
be engaging to everyone, from those with a
professional interest to the youngest visitor.
The first exhibition in the series, ‘Wood Wisdom’,

focused on the rich history of timber construction,
from Neolithic trackways and medieval buildings to
ship and aeroplane building. It also showed how
timber growing, new technologies – such as glulam
and computer-aided design – and the use of wood in
construction and as fuel, can provide considerable
environmental benefits, particularly in helping to
reduce global warming.

The second, ‘Inspiring Futures’, was CCANW’s
selection of twelve of the most inspiring examples of
contemporary European timber architecture. These
projects were selected by a panel of architecture,
engineering and forestry experts from a survey of
recent European timber architecture. Unsurprisingly,

many of the projects came from the most densely
forested areas of Europe – Austria, Germany, Finland,
Norway, Switzerland and Russia – where building in
wood and the local sourcing of timber is integral to
design practice. They provided a useful benchmark for
the UK where this is yet to become commonplace.
In September 2007, both exhibitions were shown at

a major conference Building with Wood at the
University of Exeter, organised by South West Forest,
CCANW and other partners, supported by the Forestry
Commission. The conference, which attracted 250
delegates, brought together national and international
speakers from the world of architecture and design as
well as Directors and Chief Executives from
organisations such as TRADA, BRE and Wood for
Good.
CCANW’s Wood Culture programme resumes in

January 2008 with an exhibition ‘Wood Works’ which
continues to March 30, featuring 19 buildings made
over the past 13 years by students from the Wood
Studio of the Department of Architecture at Helsinki
University of Technology. Under the leadership of
Pekka Heikkinen – a speaker at the Exeter conference
– an English language Wood Programme was
launched in 2001, an international version of the
Wood Studio.
‘Wood Works’ is followed by exhibitions featuring

inspiring timber buildings in the South West and
another on the use of wood in other forms of
contemporary design.
All the exhibitions referred to are available for

showing in other places and the exhibition catalogue
of ‘Inspiring Futures’ can be ordered, price £5 plus
postage.
Further information from Clive Adams, Director,

CCANW, Haldon Forest Park, Exeter EX6 7XR.
email: info@ccanw.co.uk and www.ccanw.co.uk S

CCANW’s exhibition Inspiring Futures: European
Timber Architecture for the 21st Century, 7 July-16

September 07. Picture by Chris Lewis.

'Lookout Tower, Korkeasaari
Zoo, Helsinki. Architect:
Ville Hara/HUT.
Image: HUT
Department of
Architecture
Photolab
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This magnificent Regency period
Walnut, Rosewood veneered, Satinwood

crossbanded and parcel gilt side table (circa
1810), was sold by the Edinburgh auctioneers

Lyon & Turnbull for the astonishing sum of £130,000.

Jeremy Hall was approached by a client in June 2007. The client
had a large space in a hallway for a truly stunning piece of
furniture. After some discussion over breakfronted sideboards
and dressers, our client presented Jeremy with the picture
(above). The project began earnestly, starting with Jeremy
drawing the pier table into Cadsoft. His design brief was the pier
table with a “modern twist”.

The Peter Hall breakfronted pier table was made in
European Cherry with Birds Eye Maple panels. The top is
crossbanded with Birds Eye Maple and bordered with a
1.5mm Rosewood line. The centre section of the breakfront is
fitted with a drawer. LED lighting is fitted to the underside of
the centre section to illuminate the shelf below.
The construction of the table involved all seven members of

the cabinet-making department and was made with the usual
love and dedication that goes into every piece of furniture
from our workshops.

When Jeremy visited our client in
November to photograph the table in situ,
he commented: “It looks as though it has
always been there and is absolutely right
for the space”, to which the client
responded that he could not be more
delighted.

Another fantastic piece of furniture and
a highly satisfied client – perfect!

Danes Road
Staveley
Kendal
Cumbria LA8 9PL
Tel: 01539 821633

Living Art
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Larry Severeid’s American Tree Farm
Surgeon turns focus to healthier trees

Larry Severeid has switched patients, from
human beings to trees. The retired surgeon
purchased 147 acres near Rockland,

Wisconsin, where he has tenaciously worked to
cultivate species important to wildlife,
particularly Walnut, Butternut and American
Chestnut trees.
“When I moved to the La Crosse area I needed to

have some diversion from my practice of medicine, and
bought property as a retreat and later became interested
in planting trees as I became more knowledgeable
about the decline of our fine hardwoods,” Larry said.
“My wife would call it an obsession.”

Pushing the envelope
Today, the farm looks like a kind of laboratory in

experimental forestry. Larry implements tried-and-true
forestry practices, but constantly pushes the envelope
seeking answers to questions. What effect does
spacing have on the self-pruning and quality of Black
Walnut? How well and under what conditions do
Oaks compete in dense plantings of mixed

hardwoods? When might clustering of species in
separate groups make sense?
His vision has put him on the cutting edge of

forestry research in some cases. He’s in the thick of
the work to develop trees with genetic resistance to
Chestnut blight and Butternut canker.
“The American Chestnut is a spectacular tree,”

Larry says as he looks (left) at a 40 foot tall Chestnut
he planted 15 years ago. He explains that they grow
faster than any other hardwood, reaching to the sky
with trunks as clean and straight as a gun barrel. The
wood is strong and light and rot resistant. The nuts
are ideal food for turkey, squirrels, and other

Close-up of Chestnut female flowers and pollen.

Preparing a Chestnut for cross-pollination.
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wildlife, in addition to being a delicacy for human
consumption.
The Chestnut once covered more than 9 million

acres in the eastern US. The value of its wood and
nuts accounted for a huge part of the Appalachian
economy. A blight was first identified in 1904. By
1950, the Chestnut as a major forest tree in its native
eastern range was only a memory.
Larry is using US Forest Service research where

hybridized American Chestnut are crossed with
Chinese Chestnut (which are resistant to the blight)
and then “back crossing” it with desired strains of
Chestnuts to maintain blight resistance from
generation to generation. This infuses the genes from
the tree you want to keep, the American Chestnut,
while sorting out others.
He has a tree orchard with trees containing the

Chinese resistant gene.

Walnut Growing
He has been an active member of the Walnut

Council, including a term as president of the National
Walnut Council, which helps landowners learn about
silvicultural techniques to plant and grow trees.
Larry started planting a monoculture of trees, with

wide spaces between trees. But after visiting mixed
plantations and seeing Walnut, Ash and Oak
plantations that were beautiful he began to
intersperse his trees in closer spaces.

“We’ve learned about reforestation of fine
hardwoods, and rather than just plantations of
single species we’ve learned that creating a forest
condition, with different species, is the healthiest way
to grow hardwoods,” he said.“They grow straighter,
they enjoy company, and you get a better looking
Walnut if you mix it with other species.”
Larry used to plant trees 10 feet apart in rows

that were 12 feet apart, but is now planting trees

seven feet apart with rows seven feet apart (above).
He also likes to cluster trees within a plantation, so

that trees of the same species compete against
themselves.
“If I were to do it over again, I would plant

conifers and Walnut, to reduce the chances of frost
cracks,” Larry said. “My overall philosophy is that I
believe in mixed plantings, direct seeding and high
densities.”
If a person is worried about a disparity in the rate

of growth, because some trees grow faster than
others, the concept of clustering species in a mixed
forest is another way of assuring that you get a
mixed forest.

Crucial Site Selection

Larry’s advice to others who are interested in
managing their land is first to evaluate the site
and not plant the wrong tree. He learned by
planting Walnuts on south-facing sites that had
been heavily pastured and found it was a waste of

Excellent form of Black Walnut that was planted in a
high density 5ft by 5ft spacing.

Black Walnuts self-prune in this ultra high-density
planting in 2000.

Black Walnut grove planted at 10 by 12-ft spacing in
1989 – the old way.
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time. Had he planted Oak, conifers and Ash he
would have a more beautiful hillside of trees.
“You can’t hope to make a tree grow that is not

suited for that site,” Larry said. “And, I would
always plant a mixture of trees so the site allows
the species that do best to flourish there. A mixed
planting is not only more beautiful, but does
better than a monoculture which can be the victim
of disease.”

He added that those who aren’t willing to take
care of the site for at least three years shouldn’t
waste their time. With the high deer population
and invasive species, just planting the trees
won’t be enough.

Newly planted trees and shrubs need
protection from deer, and Larry has found
that using tin foil on the terminal bud, especially
of Oak, will often deter the deer.
Larry finds that his pace hasn’t slackened since

the days he treated patients at the clinic in La Crosse.
“At least the trees don’t call you at odd hours,”
he says.

S

View of Oak and Walnut planted in 1990.

An American Chestnut planted with Oak and
Walnut in 1991. This 15-year-old tree had a dbh of
11 inches.

LARRY SEVEREID’S
THOUGHTS ON

FUTURE
REFORESTATION

Ihave little confidence in the idea that we
can expect natural regeneration to supply
future generations with high-quality

hardwoods.
Excessive deer populations*, aggressive

shade-tolerant trees, invasive plants, and the
failure to establish large clearings in our
forests – all are preventing Oaks from
regenerating.
The idea of planting deciduous trees in

reforestation is only about 40 years old in
America.The Europeans have been doing it
for 200 years.
Some sceptics believe that plantation trees

will never match trees grown under natural
forest conditions. But I believe that you can
create a forest condition by planting mixed
species in high densities.
Direct seeding brings down the cost of high-

density planting. I plant germinated seed and
protect the seedlings with a tree cone that can
be recycled. I find that the survival rate beats
that of seedlings.
We suffer a long learning curve with

deciduous forestry. It may take 70 years to
prove a practice.

* Editor: and grey squirrels in the UK
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Ivy and Landscape Trees
by Vivienne McKenzie

Throughout the English countryside, and in
towns and villages, there are far too many trees
and shrubs now covered in ivy.

I do wonder when spring comes, how many people
notice Hawthorns that no longer flower because they
are smothered in ivy, and if they realise what this
implies? After all Hawthorns, like Oak, can live to be
a great age, but not if the shrub is unable to
photosynthesise because it is shaded out by ivy.
The rampant growth of ivy has taken off because

the last ten winters have been very mild [frost checks
its growth] and because ivy can benefit more than
any other evergreen in Europe from the increase of
CO2. [This was discovered by a German scientist.]
There is a general opinion that ivy does no harm

and only grows on trees that are sick. This is
obviously not true as you can see young vigorous
trees being climbed by ivy too.
The ivy vine can live to be a century plus. It has

two phases.
(1) where it just climbs
(2) where it puts on mature foliage, changing the
shape of its leaf, and putting out branches like a
tree on which it flowers and bares fruit.
With ivy in mind I am particularly interested in the

old hedgerow Oaks, the back bone of the English
countryside.
John Dryden wrote of the English Oak that it had

300 years of growing, 300 years of living and 300
years of dying.

When the trunk of the Oak reaches a massive size,
and the crown is beginning to diminish, it can no
longer sustain this bulk. The tree splits and hollows
out, so the tree can go on ticking over for years with
just the outer shell of the tree alive.
The Oak is relatively intolerant of shade. There are

many landscape Oaks that are probably in their living
stage of life that are now covered from head to foot
in ivy. They seem to be able to keep a few branches
above the ivy in order to photosynthesise, and just
keep alive. But for how many years? If an Oak is
losing more and more of its food making leaves
because they are shaded out by ivy, this must affect
the growth and health of the tree?
Many of the ivy vines are 40 to 50 years old and

still expanding, while the Oak is barely ticking over.
Or does the ivy reach a stage of ticking over to keep
in tune with the Oak?
Of course the Oak is a tough wood, and probably

even when dead can stand for many years covered
with ivy. I am told that the English Oak will suffer
with the warmer climate, with moulds affecting the
leaves reducing its ability to photosynthesise.
Two years ago when I became concerned about the

proliferation of the ivy I questioned a third generation
forester. He told me they did not become concerned
till the ivy got up into the crown of the tree. It does
no damage till then.
So what percentage of leaves does an Oak need to

keep it growing or even alive? Surely it would not be
difficult for a botanist or scientist to answer these
questions? More than sad to discover, in a decade,
thousands of landscape trees lost through apathy and
ignorance of what the ivy really does to its living
climbing frame. S

www.ivyhedera.org.uk
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Unlocking the below-ground secrets of trees
byTedWilson

One of the signature features in romantic
art is the image of a broken tree.
Sometimes the tree is silhouetted against

the sky with a prominent branch missing,
sometimes a greater catastrophe has taken
place and the tree is uprooted.
JMW Turner, CD Friedrich and many other painters

loved this metaphor. Trees have permanence in the
landscape and it is often shocking to see them
knocked and battered at the hand of some powerful
natural force. Such images ask us to recognise the
fragility of life and to remember that we play a small
part in the greater scheme of things.
Several years ago I was wandering through Naddle

Wood, an ancient Oakwood that hugs the slopes
above Haweswater, on the eastern extremity of the
Lake District. It is a fascinating place, dominated by
many characterful old trees, each with wide crowns
and heavy boughs that sweep low to the ground. It
now forms part of a RSPB reserve, although its
persistence is best explained by old charcoal
platforms, scattered here and there across the hillside,
telling us that this was for some time a working wood
of significant economic value.
High up above the lake I came across a tree that

had been felled in a recent storm. Blasted by a
mighty wind, it lay flattened and broken. The gaping
hole in the forest canopy was a graphic illustration of
the dominant position this specimen once held. It
was like stepping into a scene full of drama and
symbolism. Yet it was also a moment of discovery.
I was immediately struck by the size and sheer

spectacle of the massive uplifted root system. I sensed
that a great secret had been revealed – the mass and
tangle of woody roots that had been the anchor, the
thousands of fine roots that were responsible for the
uptake of nutrients and water.This is what had
enabled the tree to persist for perhaps two or three
centuries.
The fact that tree roots are hidden from view makes

it easy for us to forget their role in forest ecosystems.
For those of us engaged in planting trees, we know
that seedling roots are very delicate and that great
care is required to minimise damage. For those in
urban settings, we know not to plant trees too close
to buildings for fear of roots damaging the
foundations. However, in the wider scientific
community more attention has been paid to what
goes on above rather than below ground. As a result
we still have a relatively limited knowledge of the
many processes and ecological interactions that are
vital to the function of forests.
There are signs that research on tree roots is

starting to receive more attention. A pan-European
research consortium has been working for the past
five years on key questions related to tree roots and
the below-ground ecology of forests. Three research
themes dominate current endeavours, including
woody root processes, fine root dynamics and
mycorrhizal fungi associations. All, in one way or
another, are related to our concern about global
climate and environmental change. There is now wide
recognition that below ground processes in trees are
important for sustainability and fine-tuning our
understanding of the carbon cycle.
Factors influencing tree stability are a major priority.

The UK Forestry Commission has been a pioneer in
this area for at least 30 years, first with the
development of the windthrow hazard classification
and more recently with introduction of the “Forest
Gales” software package. Now the rest of Europe is
becoming interested. We are told that the latest
climate change models predict more extreme weather
events, and that it is likely we will see more storms,
like the famous one of 1987, in the course of the
present century. This could be disastrous from a
health and safety perspective, but may also have a
catastrophic impact on both economic forestry and
rare woodland habitats.
Research is focusing on the architecture of structural

roots across a range of soil types and ecosystems.
And in some quarters, old assumptions are being
questioned. For example, for years we have believed
that UK forests were more stable when managed
under even-aged systems. Now there is new interest
in alternative forest structures, such as Continuous
Cover Forests, and greater need for information
about individual tree stability. The evidence so far is
that under certain conditions such woodlands may be
equally or more resilient than some even-aged stands.

The tangle of roots on a fallen Sessile Oak (Quercus
petraea) at Naddle Wood, Cumbria.
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Fine roots are vital for the uptake of water and
nutrients. They are usually very delicate and persist
for a relatively short period of time. Exactly how long
they live is a matter of debate: some studies suggest a
few months to a year, while more recent research has
found fine roots living for up to four years. The
difference is important. If we are to understand how
trees sequester carbon from the atmosphere it is
clearly vital we appreciate how much carbon is
allocated below ground, and how long it is “locked”
in each component of the tree. Until we appreciate
the complexity of such below-ground processes it will
be difficult to validate many climate models.
Despite rapid turnover and high levels of

regeneration, there are usually insufficient fine roots
to meet all the needs of a growing tree. Mycorrhizal
fungi have evolved in close association with tree
roots and are known to be essential for nutrient and
water uptake. Recent studies suggest that over 95 %
of all tree species are dependent on symbiotic
partnerships with mycorrhizal fungi. The fine
filaments of fungal hyphae effectively increase the
root surface area by many times. In addition to
improved resource capture, many mycorrhizas protect
the host tree from infection by damaging bacteria and
other fungi. In return, trees provide the fungi with the
carbon needed for energy and growth. There is
emerging evidence that mycorrhizas can act to

transfer carbon from tree to tree through the roots – a
mechanism that is thought to allow saplings to grow
in the shade of their parents. But like many aspects
of root research, the details and implications still need
to be worked out.
What is clear is that much remains to be found out

about tree roots and their wider role in the
environment. Digging in the dirt may never have had
the appeal of aerial research, but modern techniques
and scanning equipment are enabling us to find new
insights.
Soon we will not need to uproot a tree to appreciate

some of its darkest secrets. But on this fragile earth I
hope we never lose sight of the wonder of trees – in all
their dramatic forms and stages of life.

Ted Wilson can be contacted at
ted.wilson@yahoo.co.uk S

www.gazeburvill.com   020 7471 8500   info@gazeburvill.com
Chelsea Flower Show  20th - 24th May 2008

Woodland Heritage is proud to announce this
unique three-day training course

Linking ‘tree growers with wood users’,
to broaden horizons and raise awareness by
educating participants from the forest through

to the workshop and beyond….

Our first groundbreaking course will take place
on

Tuesday 6th – Thursday 8th May 2008
at

Whitney Sawmill & JoineryWorkshop
Whitney-on-Wye, Herefordshire

Based in the woodland, sawmill, timber yard
and joinery workshop.

Numbers will be restricted to enable a ‘hands on’
and highly interactive approach, ensuring a
learning opportunity of enduring quality.

A second course will take place in Autumn 2008.

For further information please contact:
Woodland Heritage
Tel: 01428 652159

enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk

“The ultimate
course for those
who want to meet
and learn from the
real experts!”
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Letters to the Editor ...

West Yorkshire
Dear Lewis,
I read with interest and agreement the article by
Dr. Gabriel Hemery and Dr. Peter Savill, regarding
“The Right Tree in the Right Place for the Right
Reason”.
However, I believe they should have added a

fourth dimension – the right management. Without
this then the rest of the principles will not produce
the volume and quality of timber anticipated. Of
course in any system, neglected or under managed,
you will always get a number of trees which will
do well and produce viable timber. Sound
management is the grand essential for ensuring
larger volumes of quality stems.
Early formative pruning, thinning (degree and

intervals), crown size and shape, first lengths to be
determined (diameter rather than excessive length).
The nurturing of an understorey to filter CO2 from
the woodland floor into the crowns, rather than
having it blown away. The degree of understorey
in order to reduce wind speed and prevent undue
crown movement. On breezy days in the growing
season there is a greater uptake of nutrition, but if
there is excessive crown movement then the trees
tend to produce a tapered stem rather than a
cylindrical one which is far better.
To try to reach maximum diameter as soon as

possible in some species, crown size and
availability to sunlight over the whole of the crown
in light demanding species is essential. Shade
bearers will assimilate in partial shade so more
stems per ha. High pruning to the height of the first
length as soon as possible and the keeping of
records of work carried out. Also keep a check on
the yield class to help decide on thinning regimes.
Each specie to be treated on its own merits and

requirements, especially in mixed woodlands and
those of uneven age.
Woodland management is the ‘sine qua non’ of

assuring profitability and it should be remembered
that the harvesting costs are the same, even higher,
for marketing poor quality trees. It is all a matter of
putting the stems into a better value class.
So – the Right Tree, in the Right Place, for the

Right Reason and the Right Management ! These
comments are to be regarded as constructive, not
critical.
Sincerely
K L Rawling
(Forestry Consultant (retired))

Lincolnshire
Dear Lewis and Peter (not forgetting Belinda),
Thank you for yet another excellent Field
Weekend.
Your ability to locate and arrange access to

spectacular venues goes from strength to strength,
all enhanced by a learning experience and good
fellowship. Congratulations on the quality and
content of the magazine. Please find enclosed my
new standing order for my annual subscription.
Yours sincerely
Alan and Patricia Johnson

Leicestershire
Dear Peter,
You asked me for more information on my
beloved Red Lodge Wood. Here it is.
Right at the beginning of my woodland project

in 1988, I was full of ambition but sadly lacking in
knowledge of forestry.
I was lucky to have been put in touch with

Michael Spilsbury from the Oxford Forestry
Institute and Donald Hutchings, principal of
Loughborough College. They kindly agreed to
meet me on the site of my proposed Red Lodge
Wood.
So from the start, I was given the very best

advice and equally important, where to go to
obtain the necessary information to proceed with
the project. That is when Woodland Heritage
came into the picture with massive support.
I am so pleased, that 20 years later, I am now in

a position to offer the students of the local
Brooksbury Melton College the opportunity to
carry out the first thinnings in my plantations.
Their staff teach their students the art of tree
felling with chainsaws – the advantage being that
the trees are not more than 40 feet high – and
high pruning.
These logs are proving to be very popular and

it is planned to chip the brushwood using my
recently acquired chipper to provide a mulch for
the trees.
Yours sincerely
David Duxbury

Editor: See page 56 for the full story



Tbilisi, Georgia

Dear Belinda,
I wish you and other Woodland Heritage members
Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year of
2008! Hope this coming year will be the year of
further success of the WH and British forestry sector
in general.
I am very well, enjoying my work at the WWF

Caucasus Programme Office. I have news – in
September I got married!
Concerning the forestry situation in Georgia, now

we have four private forestry companies managing
state forest land on the basis of 20-year concessions.
About 90% of the state forest fund is still managed
by the state itself.
Our organisation is presently focusing on the

establishment of the FSC National Initiative in
Georgia. We hope that private companies will obtain
FSC certificate within the next few years. At present,
they demonstrate considerable interest towards
voluntary forest certification.
In addition, it is planned by the Government to

significantly expand protected forest area network.
Please, pass my very special Christmas and New

Year Greetings to Mr and Mrs Goodwin.
Best wishes
Ilia Osepashvili,
Senior Forest Officer,
WWF Caucasus Programme Office,
Tbilisi, Georgia

Dear Ilia,
It was great to hear from you again and to learn that
you are now a married man. Well done. Everyone at
Woodland Heritage wishes you both well and hopes
to see some photos of you and your wife together –
in the Forest, of course!
Your career moves are indeed impressive and it

sounds that – at long last – the message about
sustainable forest management is beginning to be
accepted by the forest companies in Georgia. Your
efforts in this direction are very praiseworthy.
Forestry in the UK seems to go from bad to worse!

Prices paid to the timber growers have definitely
improved over the past year, because China & India
were buying every log, everywhere. Then they
suddenly slowed up. Now the worldwide fear of
recession is causing a downturn in demand and
many British sawmills are now on short-time
working. This means that prices will fall again!
In addition, there is now a new law about

when tree felling can take place. The
environmentalists have forced The Wildlife and
Countryside people (I forget their proper name) to
demand that every felling operation should first be
subject to an environmental audit – to establish
whether nesting birds, dormice, bats and Great
Crested Newts are likely to have their habitat
threatened by logging at a particular time of year.
The penalty for causing damage to these habitats is
extremely severe!
No doubt this will cause further despondency and

uncertainty amongst Britain’s landowners who are
already faced with mountains of paperwork and
increasing costs.
I know that you believe passionately about

sustainable forestry – as do I and everyone at
Woodland Heritage – but sometimes FSC
certification can be heavy handed and actually very
expensive – especially when it comes to the vital
Chain of Custody. So I sincerely hope that the WWF
Caucasus Programmme is developed along sensible
lines so that foresters and forest owners are not
discouraged like the British.
Remember the Woodland Heritage message of

“Grow trees, use wood”. It is so much more
important to keep the growing cycle moving and to
readily use the most valuable product man has ever
known – TIMBER.
Ilia, please keep in touch and may you and your

family have a great new year.
Kindest regards
Peter Goodwin
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Letters to the Editor ...

Hereford
Dear Peter
First of all may I most warmly thank you and your
fellow Woodland Heritage Trustees for the truly
humbling award of the very first Peter Savill Award.
As I said at the rather wet but most enjoyable
presentation at Stourhead, Peter is a real hero of
forestry and to have recognition of my meagre
contribution in his name is an honour indeed.
Richard Chapman’s magnificent Sweet Chestnut

wassail bowl takes pride of place on the mantelpiece
here and will be much treasured. It was a pleasure
to meet him and to hear about its Sandringham
provenance. To know that the Queen Mother and I
shared a tree is quite something !
As for the generous cash prize, I thought you

might like to know that it is to be spent at West
Dean College in Sussex where I am attending an oil
painting course in October where my theme is to be
trees and wooded landscapes. I make no promises !
I thoroughly enjoyed the Stourhead visit, meeting

old friends and making new, and hope to be able to
be a regular attender at future meetings. In the
meantime, my thanks once again and best wishes for
the continuing success of Woodland Heritage.
Yours truly,
Susan Bell

February 2008, Greece
Hi Belinda,
I've just suggested to a former colleague of
mine that he should contact you regarding a
Woodland Heritage Travel Bursary, which has
prompted me (finally) to write to let you know
what I am doing.
I am now living permanently in Greece. My

husband is doing a PhD in Environmental
Economics at the University of Thessaly. I am
working for a Greek NGO called Biopolitics
International, which is run by a dynamic Greek
woman who is a biologist with a mission.
I was sent to Sri Lanka in September 2007 to run

an educational programme on sustainable re-
development in tsunami affected areas. The
country has many social and environmental
problems caused by the tsunami. The immediate
effect was the destruction of homes along the
coastal fringe leaving many survivors homeless.
Sea water washed inland causing salt
contamination of the soils, and the fishing fleets
were completely destroyed (you still see fishing
boats in the tops of trees). Sadly long term fish
stocks have been affected by “ghost” nets that
were washed out to sea and continue to trap fish.
I managed to get out just before the civil war

escalated. There was a bomb 100m from my hotel
and, as you can imagine, I am not too keen to go
back just yet!
Perhaps the most interesting thing about Sri

Lanka was the environmental education
programme that goes on in schools. Children are
taught to grow crops (vegetables, orchids, fruit,
and herbs for traditional medicines) and run a
small business, not only making horticultural
decisions, but also marketing decisions on selling
their produce. They then use the profits to
organise environmentally educational trips to see
things like rainforest protection schemes. The
school grounds have every tree labelled with their
botanical names. Very progressive I thought.
I am now doing something a little safer –

running a forestry education programme in the
wake of last summer’s forest fires, which as you
may know destroyed 10-25% or our forest reserve
(according to whose estimate you believe).
Hope all is well with you?

All the best
Charlotte Dawson

Warwickshire College
I had a wonderful time over the weekend and I
would like to say thank you to all the people
involved in the organising and presenting of the
weekend. It was very professional and to a very
high standard.
G Cavanagh

Wiltshire
Dear Lewis and Mrs Lewis (sorry I can’t remember
your name !)
We can’t thank you both enough for all your hard
work organising the weekend in Somerset and
Dorset. Such a treat to see such amazing forests
and woodland and to meet so many people with
the same love or trees and wood.
We are already looking forward to next year !

Yours sincerely.
Anthony and Jane Whinney



Norfolk
Once again a most enjoyable and memorable two
days – this time coupled with dangers and
excitements – the closing of the A303 for the
Solstice, backing cars up vertical hillsides in the rain
and the loss of half the convoy (lead by one PG!)
The two perfect estates were almost too good to

by true. I had a strong feeling at Melbury that we
were trespassing in a private Garden of Eden, and
felt positively guilty as we walked across the
immaculate lawn. How on earth did we get in ?
And we all emerged much better educated

especially with “Basal Area” now made clear to us
all. I have since tried out my new found
knowledge on Andrew Falcon who said that while
vitally important in Douglas plantations it would do
me no good to try it in my overgrown coppice
Chestnut. (Sally: thanks for briefing me).
I do congratulate those in charge of the

microphone for not being too obviously taken
aback by the enigmatic utterances of the “Sinister
Scotsman” in the yellow oilskin. Why indeed
should one not get rid of all one’s brash by setting
it alight ?
I confess to being pleased at Nick Hoare’s views

on pruning Cherries and Walnuts in June. Like me,
he found it wholly impractical and does it with
everything else in the winter months. I do exactly
the same thing, without any apparent evil
consequences. Cherries which ooze gunk do it
anyway in my view and mercifully then die early in
life.
Peter I do have a request, based on your

question as to how at Stourhead they actually
felled a tall Douglas. Could you, one day, arrange a
demo ? We once saw an Oak felled at Sennowe and
very satisfactory it was – but if one day, on a steep
slope, we could see a monster dropped, and later
in the day come back and see how little damage
has ensued it would be an eye opener for most of
us. Does it really do us damage ?
Goodness, it must take so much hard work, over

so long a time, to organise such a two day visit.
We members do owe so much to the hard work of
you and Belinda and Lewis. We ought to present
you with a Sweet Chestnut bowl at the end. Our
respective guests, who came for the day were both
amazed at the interest, scale and efficiency of the
days – and both thanked us profusely for asking
them along.
Rose sends here very best thanks alongside mine

for a wonderful weekend. How on earth do you
keep up such a record ?
Yours
Robin & Rose Carver
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West Sussex
Dear Peter,
A late thank-you for giving us all such an
excellent two days (I did not get to the Sunday at
Stourhead) with Woodland Heritage in the West
Country. Two of the most beautiful and important
forestry estates plus the world-renowned park at
Melbury.
You had a good and interested and

knowledgeable gathering who were entranced (is
the word) by Andy Poore. He really is a Polymath
and Renaissance man.
These events take a lot of organising, I know

from experience, and the best sign is that the day
runs smoothly – i.e. no one realises that it could
be any different !
CCF is clearly a good way forward for

silviculture in the 21st Century. It is not easy to
manage and it needs the right leaders and
continuity of management over centuries. There
lies the rule. Simplicity can be an advantage.
Thank you for leading us through two such

excellent days.
Yours sincerely
Tim Heyman
Ps. I was Agent at West Dean, not Forester – thank
you for the promotion !

Somerset
Dear Peter,
Just to thank you for two deeply interesting and
extremely well run days at Melbury and Stourhead.
My first outing with Woodland Heritage since I
joined.
I greatly admired your choices of venues and the

huge amount of work you must have put into the
visits.
Many thanks indeed.

Yours ever
Edward Clifton-Brown
Ps. I just wish I had come to hear of Woodland
Heritage earlier, while I was still actively engaged
in forestry.
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1996
Woodland
Heritage
intervene with
funding for the
vital formative
pruning by
experts from
Tilhill Forestry.

The first plantings.

2001 David (with his
Silky saw) wins the
Duke of Cornwall’s
Award for “Forestry
and Conservation”
from The Royal
Forestry Society.

Red LodgeWood
David Duxbury’s

1988 1992 Getting going!
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2007
Thanks to additional help by students from Brooksby Melton
College, a real woodland with trees of potential high value
has been created for future generations.

– Leicestershire
Retirement Refuge

2005

The year for
the vital high
pruning – in
order to
produce trees
of real value.
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The Sheet Mulcher
Designed by Andrew Falcon,Woodland Manager

The Sheet Mulcher was designed and built
by Andrew Falcon in an attempt to
mechanise an attractive and effective

system, but one that was impractical due to its
dependence on high levels of manual labour.
The machine lays the matting, with the mulch on
top simultaneously in a continuous strip, one
metre wide.

The combined function of the mat and mulch is to:
• Eliminate competition from weeds.
• Retain moisture.
• Control soil temperature.
• Release nutrients.
The matting currently being used is made from

thermo-degradeable polythene. This product does
exactly as its description suggests and disintegrates
over time in relation to how much heat it receives.
The formula is designed to give a working life of
three years.
The mulch that holds the matting in place is all

derived from composted green waste and is all PAS
100 approved.

Planting is very elementary and thus cheap.
The contractor simply walks down the treated strip,
planting through it as he/she goes. No lining out and
no screefing required.
Planters achieve 1000 trees per working man day as

a matter of course.
Removing the need for summer maintenance is of

great benefit to important ground nesting bird species
such as the woodlark, nightjar and grey partridge as
they are not disturbed and the partridges have proved
fond of dusting in the mulch.
This is a pre-planting, long-term treatment and can

thus be administered at any time of year and well in
advance of the planting itself. In this way, the best
can be made of ground conditions and where it is
applied directly on top of grass, the sward will have
‘died off’ completely before planting.
The system is extremely sound with regard to

the environment as it complies with principles
and criteria of FSC and UKWAS for sustainable
forest management with regard to the reduction
of the use of pesticides. The system creates an
outlet for a product that might otherwise be
sent to landfill and will soon be evaluated in
terms of carbon sequestration. The concept of
converting green garden waste into fine timber
is attractive.
The cost of the ‘one off’ treatment, supplied and

laid, varies from 60p - £1 per m2 or linear metre
depending on the size of the site.
Therefore the system is at its most economically

efficient when there is one tree per metre.
To achieve optimum economy at 2250 stems/Ha the

plants will be 1.1m apart in 4m rows.
Planting to this specification, and even 5m by 1.5m

under the old Woodland Grant Scheme, where the
the specification read “no fewer than 1100 or 2250
stems/Ha, evenly distributed”, has produced some

August 2006May 2005
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very impressive, productive and attractive young
woodland that is easy to manage.
Woods were first planted in Norfolk using the

thermo-degradeable matting in 2005 and results,
measured in both strike rate and growth rate
(below), have surpassed all expectations.The aim of
finding an alternative, competitive system to
mainstream practice has been achieved.

The Sheet Mulcher system has clearly been
compromised by the arrival of the England Woodland
Grant Scheme. However the benefits of its
employment, even in plantations of 3m by 1.5m
(£1.20/tree) in terms of survival rate, growth etc. still
outweigh the use of herbicide or, as is sadly too often
the case, no maintenance at all.

S

The BAGOMAT
This is a bag made from a degradeable substance

that is part filled with an ‘organic’ mulch.
When a location has been chosen to plant a tree

or shrub to nurture the current, wide-spaced
planting trends, the rectangular bag is slit on two
sides to form a flat square mat. The mulch is
spread on top to hold the mat in place.
The tree or shrub is then planted by making a

hole in the middle of the mat and mulch and into
the ground below. Within a finite period of time
(3 to 5 years) both the mat and mulch will degrade.
The BAGOMAT is currently available in one size

– 1 m2 and costs 80p plus delivery.

For further information please contact
Andrew Falcon, Bridge Farm, Reymerston,
Norwich, NR9 4QD. 01362 821082. Mobile
07774 694771 or andrewfalcon@gengard.net

“The first time I have
ever inspected a

plantation in year one
and immediately felt
that I was walking
through a wood”

FC District Officer
November 2007

CCFG International Study Tour 2008
ProSilva International Conference

Freudenstadt, Black Forest, Germany
Thursday 19 – Saturday 21 June 2008

Theme:“Natural forestry – guarantor of overall economic success!”
This major gathering of ProSilva Europe celebrates 175 years of the Freudenstadt Municipal Forest and 100 years
of “Natural Forestry”. The programme includes a series of lectures on the first day and a choice of field tours on
each of the other two days. The tours will give a comprehensive overview of CCF approaches in the Black Forest.
This will be the most important CCF event in Europe in 2008. We are planning to take a delegation from CCFG

as UK representatives.

The cost of the conference registration is €150. Accommodation and travel are additional costs (the closest airports
for budget flights are Strasbourg and Stuttgart). The deadline for booking with Pro Silva is June 1.

Check the CCFG website for downloads and booking information.
Contact TedWilson, CCFG Administrator. Email: ccfg.admin@gmail.com

CCFGWebsite: www.ccfg.org.uk
ProSilva EuropeWebsite: www.prosilvaeurope.org

Woodland Heritage would be pleased to consider applications from suitable candidates wishing to attend the above.
Please contact theWoodland Heritage office 01428 652159 enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk
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CCFG Technical Meeting
at Clocaenog Forest, North Wales

by Sharon Rodhouse

On Friday October 5th a group of
enthusiastic students from the National
School of Forestry set out for Clocaenog

Forest to attend a CCFG Technical Meeting jointly
hosted by Mark Yorke and Phillippe Morgan of
Continuous Cover Forestry Group, and Rachel
Chamberlain, Forest District Manager of Coed-y-
Gororau Forest District, Forestry Commission
Wales.

Travelling down from Cumbria, the event entailed
an overnight stop at Chester Youth Hostel. We would
all like to extend our thanks to Woodland
Heritage who very kindly provided funding to
cover our accommodation costs.
Clocaenog Forest comprises 4166 Ha dominated by

Sitka Spruce and with upper elevations to 470m. It is
noted for successful thinning operations in stands of
moderate to high wind hazard classification and is the
centre for a series of long-term studies and trials of

lower impact silvicultural systems (LISS). The
University of Wales, Bangor, Forest Research and
Forestry Commission Wales are leading this work.
Clocaenog has the largest remaining Red Squirrel
population in Wales with a preferred seed source
from Scots Pine and Norway Spruce. Sitka Spruce
regenerates well and has been used to restock
clearfell sites. A successful thinning history is also
attributable to closeness to markets, good ground
conditions and increasing stand stability by early
planting in mixtures with Pine.

Topics of discussion included:
• Transformation issues in mature stands
• Transformation in pre second thinning crops
• Use of uniform shelterwood as the main system
• Frame tree marking
• Harvesting in advance regeneration
• Issues affecting harvesting operations in areas

Another Woodland Heritage
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of advanced regeneration
• Effects on production forecasting
• Success of overstorey removal in shelterwood areas
• Underplanting mainly in gaps of Sitka Spruce

regeneration
• Respacing including when and how
• Possible simplification of FCIN45 monitoring

methods
• Training for forest district, operational and field

staff.
The day was very well attended and debate and

discussion were frank and lively. Consequently, this
was an extremely useful learning environment for us
provoking much discussion between ourselves. The
concept and application of continuous cover forestry
features increasingly in forestry in general, being
advocated by UKWAS. This is reflected in our
curriculum and has particular relevance for ourselves
as final year students, both to assist in our studies
and to prepare us for future careers in forestry. We
are extremely grateful to Woodland Heritage for
supporting us in this event. S

List of attenders
Tom Dutson - Lecturer; Matt Heybyrne; William
Wykes; Nick Fackrell; Jack Quest; Alex
Middleton; Matt Wilson; Jack Tiernan; Clive
King; Genevieve Stone; Sharon Rodhouse

Editor:
Sharon hopes to gain a First Class Honours
Degree in BSc Forestry & Woodland Management
from University of Cumbria, Newton Rigg in May
2008.
She has also recently been accepted onto a three-
week Agroforestry Event in Spain under the
Erasmus Programme in April 2008.

Interested in the countryside
and environment?

Writtle College provide full and part-time courses in
Countryside Management and the Environment, including

National Diplomas, NVQs and University of Essex Foundation
and Honours degrees as well as Postgraduate programmes.

For further information and for dates of forthcoming
information events, call 01245 424200 or

email countryside@writtle.ac.uk

Writtle College provide full and part-time courses in
Countryside Management and the Environment, including

National Diplomas, NVQs and University of Essex Foundation
and Honours degrees as well as Postgraduate programmes.

For further information and for dates of forthcoming
information events, call 01245 424200 or

email countryside@writtle.ac.uk

Weald WoodNet
training . education . information 

outreach . research & development

Helping people to understand and make best use of the diverse 
and extensive woodlands of South East England and the 
opportunities available for renewable timber production and use.

WoodNet is based at the award winning Woodland Enterprise 
Centre near Flimwell, East Sussex, and manages twenty hectares of 
demonstration woodland for research and education.

Find out more at: www.woodnet.org.uk & subscribe to
WoodLots, our free timber marketing newsletter

Tel: 01580 879552
Woodland Enterprise Centre, 
Hastings Road, Flimwell, 
Wadhurst, East Sussex
TN5 7PR

Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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“STAINED BURR MAPLE v BURR MULBERRY”
The Final Word!

(See the debate in WH Journals 2006 and 2007)

Peter Goodwin’s attempt to rehabilitate the
Mulberry as an historic furniture wood
seems to have raised a debate which, as a

furniture historian, I thought had been settled
by modern research. Apparently not, so here, for
what they’re worth, are some further thoughts
on the subject.

At the time of writing, not a single piece of so-
called ‘Burr Mulberry’ furniture of the type associated
with the Coxed and Woster workshop in the early
18th century has been confirmed by microscopic
analysis. Most of those tested have been either Burr
Maple or Sycamore (it is not always possible to
distinguish between these closely related species),
with Ash and Elm also occurring. In all cases the
wood is not in its natural state but has been altered
by chemical agents. There were various ways of
achieving the spectacular mottled or turtleshell effect
now mistaken for Burr Mulberry. The method
probably used by Coxed and Woster was described as
early as 1688 in Stalker and Parker’s Treatise on
Japanning and Varnishing.
The wood was washed over with aqua fortis (nitric

acid) and then heated to turn it bright yellow.The
acid also had the effect of raising the grain and
opening up the softer fibres, which increased the
penetration of varnish to the softer areas, enhancing
the light/dark contrast of the surface. For a really
dramatic effect the wood could be washed over with
a black stain, usually lampblack mixed with oil,
which penetrated into the soft grain.When the
surface was cut back the result was a brilliant
yellow/orange and black mottle, resembling marble
or perhaps turtleshell. If metal filings were added to
the aqua fortis, different hues of green, blue and grey
or silver could be produced.

On the Continent experiments with iron acetate
solutions have produced similar results, and scholars
have shown that these were used with a range of
burr timbers in the 17th and 18th centuries. When
furniture treated in this way is crudely ‘restored’ by
scraping or cutting back the surface, the effect is
weakened and, over time, can disappear altogether.

In support of his argument against Maple and for
Mulberry, Mr. Goodwin cites the scarcity of
indigenous Burr Maple. This is undoubtedly true now,
but three hundred years ago the situation was
different. The native Field Maple (Acer campestris) is,
as the name suggests, typically a tree of hedgerows
and field margins rather than woods, and its numbers
have been drastically reduced by the loss of

hedgerows to 20th century industrial farming. Even
where hedgerows survive, the modern mania for
tidiness and ruthless mechanical cutting has greatly
reduced the number of hedgerow trees. As a planted
tree it has been superseded by the Norway Maple
(Acer platanoides), whose numbers now far exceed
those of Field Maple.

Silvicultural authorities from John Evelyn (1664)
onwards attest to the regard in which Field Maple
timber was once held:

The timber is far superior to Beech, for all uses of
the turner… as the joiner for tables, inlayings, and for
the delicateness of the grain, when the knurs and
nodosities are rarely diapered, which does much
advance its price… But above all, notable for these
extravagant damaskings and character, is the Maple’.

Sixty years later, Batty Langley commented: ‘The
Timber of these Trees is of greater Value than Beech
or Elm to Joiners, for the inlayings of Floors,
Sounding-boards, Panelling, &c. And especially when
its knots are delicately diapered’. J. C. Loudon (1838)
and John Selby Prideaux (1842) also mention the high
repute of Burr Maple veneers among cabinet-makers.

Inventories and furniture-makers’ bills reveal that
Maple (stained or otherwise) played a small but
noteworthy role in late 17th and early 18th century
furniture making – some Maple pieces were even
supplied to the Royal Household in the 1690s.
However, in the early 19th century the indigenous
Maple was totally eclipsed by cheaper and more
plentiful Maple timber imported from North America
and, so far as burrs were concerned, by exotics such
as Amboyna (a burr form of Padouk). By the middle
of the 19th century indigenous Maple was very little
regarded, ‘except in rural districts’, and it languished
in obscurity until the late 20th century, when
contemporary furniture makers began once more to
appreciate its aesthetic and structural qualities.

In contrast to the wealth of historical material
concerning Maple, Mulberry was not recorded as a
fine furniture wood by any silviculural writer before
the second half of the 19th century. This not to say
that it was not used. Mulberry furniture does occur,
though it is rare. The few genuine specimens I have
analysed microscopically were all made in the solid.
One of these was a seventeenth-century table with a
single drawer whose top, made from five narrow
boards, demonstrated one of the main shortcomings
of Mulberry as a furniture wood – its lack of girth and
stature. The best known group of historic objects
made from Mulberry wood are those associated with
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the Mulberry tree in Shakespeare’s garden in Stratford
upon Avon, which was felled in 1758. A local joiner,
George Cooper (b 1720), cornered the market in
Shakespeare’s Mulberry wood souvenirs, and several
of his tea caddies are in the Shakespeare museum at
Stratford. Although the wood has a handsome bright
yellow or bronze appearance when fresh, these old
examples are a uniform dead brown. This, coupled
with small size and a coarse texture, will always limit
the wood’s appeal.

The mythology of Mulberry as a furniture wood
seems to have emerged in the latter part of the
nineteenth century, with a number of writers
suggesting that the wood of both M. Alba and
M. Nigra was used in cabinet work. It is difficult to
discover how this idea arose, for it is not supported
by any known body of extant Victorian Mulberry
wood furniture.

The association of Mulberry with early 18th century
cabinet-making, and specifically with the London firm
of Coxed and Woster (fl.1711-35), is a purely 20th
century phenomenon, however. It seems to have
arisen in the 1930s, and achieved pseudo-academic
credibility with publication in 1941 of J.D.U. Ward’s
article in Apollo, ‘The Work of Coxed and Woster in
Mulberry Wood and Burr Elm’. Since then the myth of
‘Mulberry wood’ has served the antiques trade well,
but in recent years responsible dealers and
auctioneers have begun to abandon the term in
favour of ‘stained Field Maple’. This is a step in the
direction of historical truth, but it covers a number of
different woods whose true identities we are only
beginning to discover. However, they all have at least
this in common – none of them is Burr Mulberry.

Adam Bowett
S

Alright, I admit defeat! It was fascinating to take advantage of the 1987 hurricane and to acquire and saw
many beautiful Mulberry trees. In fact, the majority were probably only 80-100 years old, which came as a
surprise to the owners who invariably thought that they were far older.

I had always been aware of the debate about the use of Mulberry in furniture and treen, so when I saw
tightly-burred timber appearing from the saw, I immediately thought that there was a similarity of grain
which I had seen on many fine antiques.

I bow to the amazing knowledge and scientific skills of Adam Bowett and promise not to stir up such a
debate again! Peter Goodwin

Mulberry Wood in Japan
by Dr Stephen Bowe

It is a relatively rare event to come across
Mulberry wood furniture in the United
Kingdom – particularly in the

last 100 years. Occasionally
contemporary pieces are made
using Mulberry veneer by
furniture designers/makers such
as Gordon Russell and John
Makepeace. This is not the case
in Japan where Mulberry wood
has been frequently used in
everyday and specialist pieces.
Not only is it commonly used
in furniture (both solid and
veneer) but is also very evident
as a material used for treen –
including tea ceremony items
and Go bowls.

In Japan there appears to be
a number of different Mulberry
wood types with the most revered being
Shimakuwa – which is used in traditional

furniture construction including sewing boxes
(hari-bako) and notably tea chests (cha-dansu).

These items are generally
expensive because of the
rarity of the wood and the
makers who use the wood are
termed Kuwamonoshi.
Shimakuwa comes from the
volcanic Izu Islands off the
coast of Tokyo and some of
the trees are thought to be
over 500 years old.

Interestingly, like the Coxed
& Woster pieces, the most
highly regarded Mulberry is that
which we could describe as
tortoiseshell. Often this is used
by craftspeople to create small
items of museum quality. An
example of which appeared in

the recent British Museum exhibition –
“Crafting Beauty in Modern Japan”. S
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ProSilva Ireland visit Mount Callan
Andy Poore reflects on a visit in 2006 to Robert Tottenham’s fine forestry estate in Ireland

This is the second time I have been to Robert
Tottenham’s woods at Mount Callan, near
Inagh in County Clare.

I operate in SW England in Norway Spruce,
Douglas Fir and Larch coniferous stands and native
Oak and Ash woods, but am also involved with the
management of a 670 Ha Sitka Spruce forest in Mid
Wales with Huw Denman and Phil Morgan, two
associates in SelectFor. Huw accompanied me on the
visit to Clare and Professor Schütz, Professor of
Silviculture at the forest sciences section of the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich University,
and currently President of ProSilva Europe, also
attended.

Robert Tottenham’s basic approach to applying
ProSilva Principles to his Sitka stands at Mount Callan
has involved a thinning regime that starts at year 12
and is maintained on a short felling cycle of around
three years. As thinning proceeds from various
patterns of line thinning to selective removals, stand
stocking begins to diverge from that encountered in
conventional plantations. In selective fellings the
average size removed is well above the average of
the stand before intervention. After-thinning, basal
areas in the 30 to 40 year old stands are reduced to
between 25 and 30 square metres per hectare.
Removals are generally made without regard to after
thinning spacing.
This approach is in line with the approach which

we have taken in mixed conifer stands under
transformation to permanently irregular, selection,
structures in lowland SW England, although our
lower yield classes compared with the prodigious
productivity at Mount Callan mean a somewhat
later onset of thinning and felling intervals of four
or five years rather than 3.However, no-one else has
tried to apply this to Sitka Spruce on more upland
sites and in fact the perceived difficulties in applying
such prescriptions have meant that there has been
uncertainty about whether anything other than
some sort of irregular shelterwood system could be
used with Sitka. In short it is not clear what the end
result of applying continuous cover management
principles to Sitka will be.

There are two major areas of uncertainty with
regard to developing permanently irregular structures
in Sitka: the current maximum saleable diameter of
around 60 cm for Spruce, and stability, particular with
regard to the concept of a terminal height beyond
which it is considered that the stands will inevitably
blow down.

A key element of the transformation process is the

length of time available to complete the
transformation of an even aged structure to an
irregular one: that is the period between the onset of
regeneration and the permanent establishment of two
or more distinct size/height classes in the stand.
During this period elements of the original stand
will have to be preserved and the question becomes:
have we got enough time before stability or do
marketing constraints mean that the current stand
will have to be removed?

Robert Tottenham’s approach at Mount Callan has
given him a fair chance that he will achieve a
reasonable degree of irregularity before the entire
current stand disappears. Early thinning and an active
draining programme, which continues where
necessary after thinning has commenced, has
improved long-term stability. The current stable
condition of the stands has also allowed him to begin
the removal of a proportion of larger trees at an early
stage and to keep doing this at each intervention.
This is crucial since it means that overall the number
of over-sized trees will be minimised; it also
maximises the overall production of sawlogs since the
consistent removal of larger trees allows the sub-
dominants to grow into sawlog size and increases his
average stem size of tree harvested.

In any case Robert is prepared to accept that some
trees per hectare will have to be retained so that a
proportion of the sawlog production will be above
60 cm in diameter. Robert is prepared to bet on the
future availability of a reasonable market for larger
butts. In any case given the past management the
overall proportion of sawlog production larger than
60 cm will be modest.

The question of whether there is a terminal height
at which these trees will inevitably blow down is
open to question. Our experience in Wales is that the
standard figures with regard to terminal height
underestimate the complexity of the relationship
between windblow and height. The lack of
experience with ‘well-thinned’ stands in the uplands
means that the benefits, and risks, of early and
repeated interventions are not well understood.
Clearly site and exposure does come into it, but it is
not uncommon for stands, on what conventionally
would be considered risky sites, to be standing
beyond their ‘terminal height’ if they have been well
managed. Robert’s stands are a case in point, certainly
with regard to the stands on the slightly lower
elevations that we visited.

Another aspect that was looked at on the visit was
the general lack of regeneration. In my opinion this is
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It is with a heavy
heart that I pass
on the sad news

of the passing of
Robert Tottenham
of Mount Callan,
County Clare,
Ireland on 12th
April 2007.

For Irish CCF
foresters he was a
champion of the
cause, always the
innovator and
always the
challenger.

I had been with Robert only days before he died,
walking across Mount Callan with Roland Susse
from the AFI, making a trial run for the ProSilva visit
in May. Robert the pioneer, always true to form,
was testing his arguments on someone new, looking
for different insights on how to move forward. It
was a great shame that he missed the visit for which
he had worked so hard and for so long, by only a
few days. It is a great credit to his wife Jane and to
his son Robin that they hosted the visit in his
absence.
Without Robert and without Mount Callan,

irregular forestry would not yet have started in
Ireland. It was a combination of circumstance,
gritty determination coupled with vision and risk
taking that made him plant his home and
agricultural holding in theWest of Ireland with
Sitka Spruce; this is the mark of a true pioneer not
knowing what the next step will bring. The
challenges of generating regular income from trees
only a few years old were a necessity and thinning

his crops was second nature to him. It was only
when he met Huw Denman on one of his visits to
Ireland that Robert heard about CCF and got in
touch with Hans-Jurgen Otto. He invited over Hans,
Huw, Andy Poore and me, and ProSilva Ireland was
launched at Spanish Point in June 2000. From that
time onwards he never tired of organising visits to
all parts of Europe where foresters were practicing
CCF while lobbying tirelessly for CCF at home.

He visited Wales many times because it was close
by and shared species, weather, forest history and
language, and because he felt that we were
exploring together. I organised the trip to Brittany
for him and went on the PSI tour to Romania.
Robert attended all the ProSilva Europe meetings
and made contacts wherever he went and then in
turn invited them over to Ireland to look at Irish
forests and to give advice on how to make them
more productive. He invited Hans-Jurgen Otto and
Talis Kalnars to Baronscourt in Northern Ireland,
thus making ProSilva Ireland one country and
confounding international boundaries.

He recently handed over the Chairmanship of PSI
to Robert Scott and concentrated on organising the
ProSilva tour to Ireland, making sure that what he
saw as the great icons of Irish naturalness were at
the forefront of the tour, The Burren, Killarney,
Derreen Estate and of course Mount Callan.
The ProSilva visit in May was a celebration of the

work Robert started in Ireland at Mount Callan
and it will undoubtedly be remembered as a
historic tour.Without Robert Tottenham, continuous
cover in Ireland would not be at the forefront of
Atlantic Spruce irregular silviculture.

Robert leaves a wife Jane and his sons Robin,
Fred and George. S

Philippe Morgan

largely related to the age of the stands; the prodigious
height growth makes the stands look ‘mature’ but in
fact they are all less than 45 years old and many are
in their 30s.

Now that stand stocking has been driven down
below 30 square metres per hectare, I would expect
regeneration to appear without the need to create
specific gaps over the next decade. It is worth
bearing in mind that if a permanent, irregular
structure is achieved then only sporadic patchy
regeneration will be required to sustain the stand.

One encouraging aspect of the visit was the
presence on the day of ProSilva Ireland members
who were harvesting contractors. There are major
advantages on large sites and where relatively low

value material is involved, if the harvester operator
can do the selection. Robert’s stands show that good
continuous cover thinning practice can be achieved
using well-briefed and well-supervised feller selection.

I suspect that Professor Schütz would have liked a
clearer vision of where the stands were going.
However, given that Robert’s stands are
undoubtedly the most developed continuous
cover structures in Sitka Spruce in Ireland, and
probably in the British Isles as well, he is
treading an untrodden path; we cannot know its
destination at this stage. My hunch is that his
brave pioneering venture at Mount Callan will be
a success.

S

Robert Tottenham Remembered
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The saying that England is rich in trees but
poor in forests is exemplified by the
countryside in mid Devon where I am

fortunate to operate a 20 acre holding. The
small fields are surrounded by hedgerows on
banks and are a valuable source of timber*, not
just for firewood but as raw materials for a
variety of woodcraft projects.

I endeavour to lay the
hedges, leaving Oak and
Ash at 30-40 feet apart
to grow on as high
pruned standard trees.

One day four years
ago, I shot some arrows
from one of my hand
crafted yew longbows
across a recently cleared
hayfield and one went
further than I expected
– landing in my
neighbour’s field.
Recovering the arrow,
I clambered up the
boundary bank by a
large Oak tree and noticed a fruiting body of the
parasitic bracket fungus Fomes at ground level. The
tree looked healthy, with little taper on the trunk up
to the first branch at 15 feet and with a heavy crown
of branches.
I had just learned the technique of traditional Oak
timber framing from Joe Thompson at theWeald
and Downland Open Air Museum in Sussex, and
was also inspired by the beautiful Garthwaite
memorial shelter (see WH Journal 2002) made by

Mike Abbott and his team at Castle Howard. So I
resolved to convert my tree into a similar structure
for use as a summerhouse before the rot spread.

The stump was five feet across. The six ton butt
was too large to move, so I hired a Lucas portable
bandmill, sawing it into 150 cubic feet of 14 feet long
beams and planks. The tree proved to be 120 years
old, and, sure enough, there was a central cone of

rotten wood, but only
extending two feet up
into the trunk.

I wanted to honour
the tree by finding a use
for every bit. The huge
crown provided two
large curved branches
for potential crucks,
many bends for braces
and much cleavable
material for chairs and
baskets. About half a
ton of small logs were
put aside and inoculated
with shiitake spawn to
provide variety in my

vegetable boxes. Five cords of firewood were sorted,
mainly from split branches. (Another time I would
take off the crown limbs before felling the tree to
avoid splitting). And there were many wheelbarrow
loads of saw chippings and bonfire ash for the
garden.

After much searching I managed to locate a nine
foot long pitsaw hidden in the loft of a remote farm
in Cornwall. This must have been at least 200 years
old. After sharpening the teeth, I made new handles

A Bow Maker takes a Bough
Peter Whiteman

The Garthwaite Shelter at Castle Howard.
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and hoisted the ¾ ton curved branch onto a trestle –
having first hewed it to a rectangular cross section of
16 inches by 10 inches.

It took nearly six months to divide both logs into
two pairs of matched crucks, mainly because of the
reluctance of people to volunteer for being bottom
dog! The saw progressed about 1/8 inch for each
downward stroke. The size and design of the
summerhouse were determined by the dimensions of
the available timbers.

Finally the day came when the frames were raised
and the mortice and tenon joints secured with one
inch Oak pegs. I bought a large 40 cubic feet
Chestnut log from the Stourhead Estate and
laboriously cleaved it up into 1200 shingles The walls
were wattled with Hazel and Oak, daubed with my

subsoil and finally rendered with lime mortar mixed
with hair from my daughter’s horse.

In deference to my wife’s concern about the
quality of the English summer, I glazed the sides and
doors and also installed a small woodburner, and
now it is very cosy, and can function as a spare
room when extra visitors come.
The tree has effectively been transplanted from

the hedgerow to the garden where it will endure
for generations. It has been a privilege and has
brought great pleasure and satisfaction to have
been able to do this. As I have benefited from
someone leaving this Oak in the hedgerow to
grow on as a tree, I have replanted with three
seedlings of Oak of elite stock for someone in a
future generation to benefit. S

Peter Whiteman

* Refer to an excellent article on the potential value
of hedgerows for timber by R.A. Plumptre (1983),
mimeographed paper, School of Forestry, University
of Oxford.

Peter Whiteman
Traditional Yew long bow maker

Lower Turley Farm
Cullompton, Devon EX15 1NA

Tel: 01884 32234

Editor’s Note:
It is always great to hear what our Members get
up to and of the amazing versatility of their skills.
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“Silviculture Rediscovered”
at the ICF National Field Tour

Andrew Leslie, Senior Lecturer, National School of Forestry at Newton Rigg

Iwas very fortunate to be sponsored by
Woodland Heritage to attend the Institute of
Chartered Foresters’ National Field Tour

entitled “Silviculture Rediscovered” in York.
The meeting was a great success, being attended by

57 people involved in the forestry sector and it
provided an excellent opportunity to expand one’s
knowledge of silviculture and to network. A topical
and engaging programme was put together by
Allison Locke of the ICF and Dr Bill Mason and
Dr Gary Kerr of Forest Research. However, the
success and efficient running of the event was due to
the efforts of many staff from FC England and Forest
Research who were involved in organising the
activities both indoors and within the forest.

Day 1 Presentations and Interactive Quiz
The first day comprised two afternoon sessions.

Dr Peter Savill introduced the first session of the
day, which was an overview of silviculture in three
countries. He also commented on the importance of a
meeting such as this, particularly in a political
environment where social sciences had come to
dominate research activity and funding in forestry and
where silviculture has been neglected. Presentations
on silviculture by three guest speakers followed;
Professor Julian Evans of Imperial College London,
Professor Kevin O’Hara of the University of California,
Berkeley, and Professor Jurgen Huss of the University
of Freiburg.

The first session: silviculture in three countries
Professor Julian Evans presented ten topics

which formed a history of silviculture in the UK,
tracing practices from the coppice woodlands that
provided material for the ‘sweet track’ through the
development of plantation high forests for material
for construction and ship building and the later
afforestation of the uplands, ending with an overview
of the multiple objective forestry which we
experience today.

Developments that were highlighted in the
presentation included the changes that have occurred
in society’s view of natural processes in forestry.
Professor Evans mentioned the publishing, in 1900 of
The New Forestry by John Simpson, where artificial
forestry practices in Europe were extolled and
practices in the UK, such as preserving veteran trees
were damned as being sentimental, wasteful and

unproductive. How times change! The application of
financial tools such as discounting to commercial
forestry was also discussed and the detrimental effect
it has had on good silviculture. While on a more
positive note the considerable benefits of the
introduction of exotic trees to Britain from the
colonies were described.

The second presentation was by Professor Kevin
O’Hara, an acknowledged expert in multi-aged
silviculture. An introduction to the broad forest types
found in the west and eastern USA was given as
background. Dr O’Hara noted that in terms of
management, by far the majority of American forest
management was environmentally sound and was
slowly moving also towards incorporating social
values. Using a time-line from 1900 to the present,
Dr O’Hara highlighted some of the important
developments in forestry in the USA; the formation of
the US Forest Service in 1905 as a custodian of the
forest through to the present day, where issues such
as certification have become important. Three broad
types of forestry were identified; tree crop forestry,
multiple benefit forestry and preservation forestry.
These are described below:

Tree crop forestry involves intensive silviculture and
advances in cultivation, fertiliser, herbicide and
genetic improvement have increased yields
dramatically. Recent developments include the use of
genetically modified trees.

Multiple benefit forestry has focussed on managing
multi-aged stands. The publishing of Oliver and
Larson’s book on forest stand dynamics in the 1990s
provided the basis for managing such stands. In
contrast to traditional European approaches, there has
been a move away from the use of the traditional
reverse-J curve in managing yield in uneven aged
stands. This is because it has become recognised that
the basal area in each size class is not even; seedlings
are over-represented. In addition there is a realisation
that there are many stand structures that are
sustainable.

Preservation forestry involved only limited
interventions, such as fire control and thinning. The
Smokey Bear campaign was described. This has been
enormously successful in reducing forest fires but in
turn this has led to the build up of woody fuel in
stands and increased the incidence of major fires.

The final presentation was by Professor Jurgen
Haas. Forests cover approximately a third of
Germany, with ownership being 44% private, 36%

Another Woodland Heritage
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state and 20% community. Recent developments in
silviculture in Germany include increased use of
nurse crops, natural regeneration and group planting.
Professor Haas described the silviculture of three
broad types of forests in Germany; conversion forests,
forests as a source of energy and raw materials and
protective forests. There is increasing competition
between these three broad uses of forests.
Beech would be the naturally dominant tree over
much of Germany.However, large areas were
replaced by conifers, with the aim of providing a
supply of industrial softwood. Conversion of these
conifer forests back to broadleaves is considered
desirable yet climate change predictions suggest
Beech will not be suited to areas in the east that are
part of its natural range.

Those forests managed for energy or the production
of other raw materials, comprise 80% conifer and 20%
broadleaves. Demand for forest products is increasing
and the general philosophy of management has been
to create forests that increase future options as the
future needs of society are not known. A recent
change in production forests has been the reduction
in rotation length to 50 – 70 years rather than the 100
years adopted in the 1990s.

On the protection of forests, recent research into
semi-natural Beech forest has shown that if they are
managed without intervention, only small canopy
gaps are created through single trees falling. Beech
predominates to the detriment of other trees and
species diversity in such forests is compromised.
Large canopy gaps need to be created and so some
forms of continuous cover forestry, such as single-tree
selections systems may not be appropriate.

The second session – interactive quiz and briefing on
NorthYork Moors

The second session of day one started with an
interactive silviculture competition. Participants were
divided into groups and their knowledge tested on

ground flora, soils, tree seedling identification and
natural regeneration. The tests has been devised by
Forestry Commission and Forest Research staff
(Alice Broome – ground flora, Soils – Bill Rayner,
Richard Jinks and Matt Parratt – seedling
identification, Ralph Harmer – natural regeneration)
and proved to be challenging and fun. New software,
an interactive key to identifying tree seedlings was
demonstrated by Matt Parratt of Forest Research and
should be available soon.

The final activity of the day was an introductory
presentation by Alan Eves, on the silviculture of the
forests of the North York Moors. This was to provide
a background to the field trip of the following day.
Alan explained that about 6% of the Yorkshire and
Humber Region was covered in forest, compared with
8.5% of England as a whole. Of this around 22% was
managed by the FC whose woodlands were all
covered by design plans and were certified.

In the area, recreation and archaeological sites are
important factors in influencing management.
Recreational uses include motor rallies and music
concerts and an environmentally friendly visitor
centre has recently been built. Another recent factor
influencing the management of the woodlands is a
combined heat and power plant at ICI’s Wilton Site
where the FC is contracted to supply 30,000 tons of
chip wood for ten years. The development of fuel
wood markets offers economic first thinning and
could encourage the return to management of small
woodlands.

Most of the area is coniferous forest, with the
majority being planted in the 1920s and about 10% is
Plantation on Ancient Woodland Sites. Within the
District are approximately 400 veteran trees between
400 and 600 years old and which are being released
from conifer competition where necessary. About 160
Ha is restocked by planting per year with a target
density of 2,800 stems per hectare in expectation of a
stocking of 2,500 stems per Ha at age five.

Day 2 Morning atWykeham
The day was divided into visits to two forests;

Wykeham and Dalby. First stop for my group was
Wykeham, where the focus of discussion and sites
was continuous cover forestry. Graham Jackson
provided an overview of the forests and their
importance for conservation was highlighted along
with the constraints posed by many archaeological
features. The first major planting in the area was
shelterbelts of Scots Pine in the 1900s followed by a
plantation programme in the 1920s after the Forestry
Commission was formed. Much of the area is
managed under continuous cover forestry (CCF) but
small clear fells are still practiced to provide suitable
habitats for nightjars.

First stop in the forest was at a soil pit, and as soon

Professors Jurgen Huss and Julian Evans (photo –
Allison Lock, ICF).

Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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as we had stopped, Bill Rayner (Forestry Commission
Soils) enthusiastically jumped in to describe the
profile. Traditional management of moor burning had
led to degradation of the soil, resulting in the podzol
that is present today. There was a discussion about
what the management objectives should be on the
site; retain a historic soil that reflects cultural history or
encourage development of more fertile soil types
through encouraging Birch, for example.

The next four stops were focused on issues
surrounding CCF. At the second stop, Dr Gary Kerr
described for the group a plot originally planted with
the objective of creating a stand with a diverse
composition, comprising around twenty tree species.
Natural regeneration took place in the stand and it
was converted in the 1990s into a CCF demonstration.
A discussion followed about the use of the reverse-J
curve in determining a normal age structure for an
uneven aged stand. Forestry Commission software
and advice uses this as a basis but there were
reservations about such an approach from Dr O’Hara.
Despite this being favoured in parts of continental
Europe it requires a disproportionately high number
of very small trees, compared with approaches that
aim to provide an equal basal area across size classes.
In North America much had been written on the
subject. For example, hardwood stands in the eastern
USA were found to follow a reverse-J curve
distribution yet were even aged. The different sizes of

trees in such stands reflected the variation in growth
rates of the various tree species. On a practical note,
it was agreed that unevenly aged systems needed
careful planning of harvesting and that a well-
organised network of racks was required.

The next stop focused on monitoring, which has
been undertaken across seventeen selected areas for
six years. The objective was to provide practical
advice for managing CCF, both even-aged and multi-
aged approaches and also yield some information on
costs. Basic monitoring of species and size
distribution of stems in stands was undertaken across
arrange of treatments and was considered to yield
important silvicultural and management information.
For example, on the site we visited, Birch had
regenerated profusely and this could have an
important impact on objectives. The Birch will
probably be removed for chip wood before it
suppresses too many of the conifers.

The penultimate stop provided a contrast between
simple (even-aged) stands and complex (multi-aged)
stands. The complex stand structure used 80 frame
trees per hectare, distributed in clumps, selected for
their wind-firmness and to provide a reasonably even
coverage for natural regeneration across the stand. In
the lowlands, quality of individual trees would be a
more obvious criteria for selection. Andrew Pryor, in
the woodlands he manages in Southern England, uses
around 40 – 80 frame trees per Ha, with the best kept
until last and left until they reach a target size. The
stand that was used as an example of simple stand
structure used 150 evenly distributed seed trees/Ha,
which were relatively small in size, creating an open
stand with low basal area to stimulate even and rapid
regeneration.

The final stop was in an area of CCF recently
harvested and where monitoring plots had been
established and measured before and after harvesting.
Damage was high, with 53% of saplings being

Bill Rayner – getting the low-down on forest soils
(photo – Andrew Weatherall).

Gary Kerr explaining the use of monitoring data in
managing stands under continuous cover forestry
(photo – Andrew Leslie)

Another Woodland Heritage
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damaged, although this included those destroyed
during the laying out of access tracks. When
managing stands under CCF an efficient network of
permanent racks is required if damage is to be
minimised and skilled machine operators are required.
There then followed a discussion on the problems of
yield forecasting at stand and district level if CCF was
to be widely adopted and even more so at a national
level if CCF was adopted widely in private woodlands.

Afternoon at Dalby
Following lunch the focus of the rest of the day

was on standard operations, in contrast to the CCF of
the morning. The session started with an overview of
Dalby Forest by John Bates. The forest extends to
about 3,600 ha and recreation is an important
objective, with 360,000 visitors last year and it is
hoped this will increase by around 10% per year.
Over the last three years £4.3 million has been spent
in improving the visitor experience, including
£600,000 on 50km of new mountain bike trails. It is
expected that within two years, the annual cost of
providing services for recreation will be met by
revenue. Production however remains important with
17,000 m3 being produced each year, of which 70% is
from clear fell and 30% from thinning.

The first stop was at a 2002 restock site of hybrid
Larch. There was a discussion that centred on the
planting density, the aim on this site being to achieve
2,500 stems/Ha at age five years. There was some
opinion that a wider spacing might be appropriate
for a species that grew rapidly in its early years and
it appears that Larch is planted at much wider
spacing in North America. The second stand we
visited was a fine 36 year old crop of Yield Class 22
Sitka Spruce. Average tree size was an impressive
0.6m3 Various management options were introduced;
the possibility of continuing the rotation a further 25
years for example, or of converting the stand to a
shelterwood. There was a concern that the tree size
might be too large to be easy to market and that it
was probably too late to use regeneration fellings to
create a shelterwood. Given the sheltered and fertile
nature of the site, several people in the group felt
that replanting with Douglas Fir would make sense
when the Spruce was felled.

Douglas Fir featured at the second site, where we
visited another impressive stand in a sheltered valley-
bottom location (WHC 1) planted in 1944. Natural
regeneration has already started at the top of the hill
and the intention was to create a shelterwood by
removing most of the overstorey rapidly. Some of the
larger trees would be left adjacent to a road for
amenity. It was noted that there was some
regeneration of Western Hemlock, which has a chip
wood market and so could be removed in early
thinnings.

The group was shown a very successfully restocked

site of Sitka Spruce, where improved planting stock
has been used. This stimulated some comment on
whether climate change had been considered.
Although not used on this site, of particular concern
was the use of vegetatively propagated Sitka Spruce
due to its narrow genetic base. Apart from no longer
planting Corsican Pine (due to the increased
prevalence of red band needle blight) there had been
no debate in the district about “future proofing” of
new plantings. Also given the good quality of the site
some wondered whether Douglas Fir would not have
been a more profitable option.

While at the site, the group examined the stand
above the restock site, which was a neglected Scots
Pine/Sitka Spruce mixture. Delayed thinning has
resulted in many dead trees within the stand, but
ironically this material, having a moisture content of
less than 30% had become relatively valuable as
biomass for fuel. Some participants reckoned that
mixed species stands may become more popular,
spreading the risk in times of climate change.

The final stop for the day was at a sub-
compartment of Sitka Spruce containing a number of
permanent sample plots (PSP). The theme of this stop
was production forecasting and yield modelling.
Robert Matthews gave a description of the PSP
network, while Miriam Baldwin introduced the new
interactive yield model for Sitka Spruce, to be
available shortly. This will allow forest managers to
test out the effects of different silvicultural
prescriptions.

In conclusion, the tour provided a good
opportunity for participants to rediscover silviculture
and bring up to date their knowledge on the subject.
The popularity of the meeting reflects the importance
of silviculture to anyone who has an interest in the
management of forests. The organisers intend that the
topics that were to be covered in the final day will be
at a future ICF event.

S

The Sitka Spruce restock site at Dalby (photo – Allison
Lock – ICF)
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The 2007 BIHIP tour of Danish broadleaved
forests was organised by the tree geneticist
Dr Hans Roulund, formerly of The Royal

Veterinary and Agricultural University,
Horsholm.

Having spent the bulk of his career studying
softwood improvement, his later interest in
commercial hardwood species, in particular
Sycamore, has enabled him to develop an intimate
knowledge of exemplar sites which demonstrate the
benefits of long-term tree selection and the most
effective silvicultural techniques. Coupled with his
deep knowledge and enthusiasm for his subject, as
well as his good humour and excellent
communication skills, not to mention that of the
forest owners and managers whom we met, the stage
was set for a fascinating introduction to Danish
broadleaved forestry.

For many this was the first experience of Denmark,
and it is to Hans' credit that he steered us through
not only the vagaries of currency, beer, public
transport, coach extraction (!) and all the other
cultural differences, but managed to keep us focused
on the issues at hand, namely silviculture, marketing
and, especially relevant to this group, genetic
improvement. From these points of view, the Danish
hardwood industry seems remarkably similar to that
of the UK and Ireland; indeed it perhaps gives us
something to aspire to, as it apparently has a longer
history of broadleaved management dedicated to
quality improvement than our own, and the results
were much in evidence during our visit. Although we
must bear in mind that we were being shown the
crème de la crème of Danish Woodlands! Indeed, our
entire visit took place in one small region of the
country, namely Seeland.

Day 1
On leaving Copenhagen central station, we were

driven to Dyrehaven, a picturesque estate complete
with quaint thatched cottages, magnificent tree lined
avenues and grand gateways redolent of a more
stately era.

After taking the opportunity for a group
photograph, we were shown a fine stand of P45
Sycamore, less than a hectare in area, which is one of
the stands selected by Hans for his Sycamore

breeding programme. 10 plus trees had been
identified, from which seed had been collected and
established in seed orchards along with material from
15 other selected stands, including German, British

and Czech provenances. This prompted some
discussion on the selection of “plus” trees and the
influence of stem form.

Our next stop was to look at an Oak provenance
trial at Borsted, where successive foresters have
planted 10 Ha a year for 60 years with the laudable
and visionary aim of producing a sustained yield. The
plots were planted in 1967 at approximately 5200
stems/Ha, with material from 25 seed sources. Hans
showed us how the original plots had been laid out,
and drew to our attention significant differences in
form, girth and height growth between them which
were clearly visible to the naked eye. A number of
selective thinnings had already been carried out.

Group photo at Dyrehaven forest

Danish Tour
Andrew Clark
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Stem form analysis had been carried out on the
basis of stem straightness, with the percentage of
trees of each seed source in the top two categories of
completely straight, or deviation in only one plane,
being recorded. When the data were compiled in
2001 the percentages for the different provenances
ranged from below 40% to over 75% for the top
three, showing clear statistical differences. Volume
production had also been assessed, in 1990 and 2000,
with the best plots achieving almost 40% more than
the mean production for the whole trial. Two seed
sources – Bidstrup and Pederstrup – were in the top
three for both stem form and volume production

Anyone with an interest in growing Beech would
have been fascinated by Sorø forest, where we were
shown around by the very efficient and
knowledgeable Jens Thomsen. Sorø Academy is an
ancient Danish institution, and the estate, including
an extensive area of broadleaved forest, is managed
primarily to generate income to maintain the thriving
school. Here we looked at the issues of natural
regeneration, which is used exclusively with Beech at
Sorø, since it is the most cost effective method and
the genetic quality of the parent trees is self-evident.
Everyone was impressed to see the density of
regeneration where the “snurrebassen”, a kind of
mechanised leaf rake, had been used to prepare the
soil prior to a mast year.The stand data for the first
stop were impressive – at age 106 years, mean dbh
60cm, height 33m and volume of 350m3/Ha.

Mr Thomsen spoke at length about the importance
of maximising the production of reasonable sized logs
(as opposed to smaller diameter material more suited
to low-price markets such as flooring), and felling
when the price is right. These are two of his most
important guiding principles in the management of his
woodlands. The long-term effect of this management
can be seen from the statistic that in 1914, 14% of
timber produced at Sorø was of logs, whereas in 1998
50% logs constituted 50% of production. As for prices,
the best quality large Beech logs (>50cm mid diameter)
can fetch over four times the price per cubic metre of
the poorest quality small logs (30-34cm mid diameter).
He warned, however, of the dangers of leaving Beech
too long with the risk of red discolouration having a
severe adverse impact on price.

He left us with the story of the Japanese buyer who
knew all there was to know about Beech, then went
to Ireland to buy mirrors for Yamaha vehicles. It
turned out he was not a timber expert – he just did
good preparation. The moral being, you cannot fool
the market: the customer is king!

Day 2
After a comfortable and quiet night in the town of

Sorø, we were collected by a slightly smaller and less
luxurious bus and taken to a small (40 Ha) private
plantation in Bøssevænget forest district.

The owner, Mr J Pallisgaard, is a jovial,
charismatic man whose passion for growing
Sycamore, as well as other species, is self-evident. His
opinions were presented in such as way that many
were left in doubt as to whether he held them as
strongly as he implied, or whether he was testing us
to see if anyone would argue with him and that he
would be open to alternative suggestions. In the
event, few challenged him and his ideas, and I
suspect he was disappointed in this! In truth, it was
hard to find fault with his mantra of focussing
absolutely on the quality of the timber; his ideas
about speaking to his trees (and listening to them)
some may have found harder to swallow! But all was
taken in exceptionally good humour, and some
interesting discussions resulted.

For most it was simply a pleasure to have the
opportunity to take a walk in such evidently well
managed woods, with such an enthusiastic guide.
Again, the high quality management spoke for itself,
with a number of outstanding Sycamore butts (the
best of which would fetch DKK6000, or £580/m3) and
an abundance of natural regeneration in waiting. The
management is very intensive, with trees being
treated as individuals, and is an excellent
demonstration of how continuous cover forestry can
succeed, given the right conditions.The Danes are
fortunate in not having grey squirrels in their
country !

Some members eyeing up an outstanding Sycamore.
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From private to state forestry next, with a visit to
Skjoldenæsholm, where the forest manager Paul
Norup showed us a mixed stand of Ash and small-
leaved Lime, after which we drove a short distance
through the forest to see a harvesting operation. The
first stand was small (0.55Ha) but exceptionally tall –
32m top height in a damp hollow ideally suited to Ash,
with some very fine stems.

The trees were generally defect free to a height of at
least 20m in some cases. It had been established in
1924 and underplanted with Lime in 1948, which had
also grown well and reached 24m. The second site
was an area of P24 and P37 Ash, apparently being
felled in small coupes, with some of the produce in
the form of small logs for flooring laid out at the

roadside in a very neat and well-organised extraction
operation.
Issues discussed included Ash crown dieback, a

problem evidently not confined to the British Isles, as
we could see it in the crowns of several of the trees in
the first stand. We were also given information on
the relative values of the different qualities of Ash
timber, which fetches between 1200-1800 DKK (~£120
to £150) in the white form, or 1000 DKK (~£100) if
brown (typically used for flooring). Typical mid-girths
for logs quoted were in the range 40-60 cm. The Lime
goes into the small carving market in Sweden.

Our final stop was at Tåstrup forest, to see a long
established seed stand. The area gave the appearance
of natural woodland, with a widely spaced overstorey
of fine, large Oaks – with large crowns ideal for seed
production – and a well-developed understorey of
Hazel, young Ash and other species.

However, I believe the records show that it was
planted in the 19th century with Oak of Dutch origin.
The quality of the Oaks was indisputable, and a
number of the group took the opportunity to collect
acorns, perhaps to plant their own trials at home!
For myself, I only made the connection between this
stand and the 1967 trial after re-reading the literature
in preparing this report – or I may have collected
some seed, for the stand produced one of the best
two performing provenances for both volume and
stem form from the 1967 trial seen on day one. S

Ash logs at Skjoldenæsholm

An outstanding Ash at Skjoldenæsholm Oak seed stand at Tåstrup forest
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How old is “Continuous Cover Forestry”?
Some facts from Professor Eberhard F Bruenig

Ifound the report by Rodhouse and
Pickup (WH Journal 2007, pages
72-77), fascinating for a number of

reasons. It is no mean achievement to
produce such an impressively
comprehensive and balanced
overview by spotlighting essential
points after a flying visit of only five
days.

It brought back some very relevant
memories from the beginning of my
forestry career as pre-university forest
apprentice in 1946/7 in the
Braunschweig Einheitsforstamt (unified
state-forest management, communal
forest supervision, private forest
guidance) Forstamt Schöningen on the eastern half of
the Elm “downs” (Chiltern-like low ridge) of shell-
limestone with variable loess cover.
To some degree, it exhibits the rather unfortunate,

but fashionable current new-world trend to prefer
everything to be new and, practically, to set the dawn
of the internet as the time of emergence of relevant
forestry science and “modern” forestry paradigms.

Oberforstmeister E. Dröge, my boss as head of the
Forstamt, and Professor W. Wittich, Pedology, Hann.-
Münden/Göttingen, introduced me to the site-
specificity of biodiversity, especially of the taxonomic
and architectural forest stand structure and their
crucial importance for silviculture, sustainable
management and economics, and to the basic
elements of near-nature silviculture as opposed to
“Holzacker” (high-yielding single-species, single-
purpose timber stands, usually planted).

Three adjacent tracts (Forstorte, each with several
compartments) of different stand types illustrated this
clearly. One was a Braunschweiger Mischung, Mixed
Forest on a well-drained gentle slope, about 200 Ha
and 70 – 80 years old, from assisted (incomplete)
natural regeneration of local Beech with possibly
planted or invading Cherry, Ash, Sycamore, Maple and
Field Maple, Hornbeam, European Larch (some giants
in the western part of the Forstamt, in 1948 over 54 m
top height, demonstrated the potential of this species),
some magnificent Black Walnut nearby the
potential of exotics, and some good-quality mature
Beech, planted about 1780 as two metre tall saplings
at wide spacing the width of choices). Norway Spruce
and Weymouth Pine were planted as an intermediate
crop in 1949, ready for harvest if needed.

The second stand of the same age was almost pure
Beech, practically a “Holzacker” from natural
regeneration, on almost flat ground, seasonally

waterlogged or dry, (ca. 100 Ha),
representing a type of “climax” forest
of Beech with few suppressed,
epicormic-rich Oaks. For centuries, the
status of Beech in forestry had
oscillated between undesirable weed
interfering in Oak pasture and Oak
timber management, and highly
favoured domestic and industrial
fuelwood species. During the 19th
century, the art of Beech natural
regeneration “in einem Guss” (pure,
dense and instantaneous) became the
pride of German foresters in Beech
areas.

The third stand was pure Norway
Spruce, a real “Holzacker”, on the same gentle slope
as the first stand (about 20 Ha), well-stocked, healthy
and very productive, maybe slightly younger than the
other two (around 1890, my grandfather proposed to
my grandmother on a ride in this Spruce stand and
remembered that it was a low pole stand then).

I learned that the first stand accorded to the
principles of ecology–based silviculture of the ancient
classics and the concept of Moeller’s “Dauerwald” –
since its inception in the 1920s, hotly disputed, much
ridiculed and often misunderstood – and even to the
ideas formulated in Goering’s statutory forest law
promoting near-nature forestry, practically CCF, in the
1930s. The Beech forest, I learned from my masters,
conforms to the role model Beech forest, but has an
since revealed its nature as ecological desert and
economic Pandora’s box. The Norway Spruce forest
represents the volume, profit or soil rent maximising
functions of the yield table, the gospel of the normal
forest, the Saxonian stand-management principle and
the Faustmann formula (Bodenreinertrag, soil net
rental) and Net Present Value criteria applied as
determinants, not indicators.

The Faustmann formula initiated formal long-term
business economics in the era of rising capitalism in
the 19th century, but in forestry this has been
misinterpreted and mistakenly applied as the principal
indicator of a doctrinal system rather than one among
many others in a holistically perceived adaptive
planning system.
Visiting Schöningen about 25 years later, I found

the Braunschweig Mixed Forest as healthy, bio-diverse
(minus Spruce and Pine), beautiful and productive
as ever.There was some well-advanced, structurally
diverse regeneration – a convincing demonstration of
Dauerwald or CCF principles and criteria.

The “climax” Beech had truly climaxed and entered
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Leibundgut’s “Zerfallphase” (disintegrating phase)
prematurely, probably due to poor the hydrological
conditions and root rot, collapsing in patches into a
succession of pioneer species. The Norway Spruce
stand had just been blown over and the timber was
being salvaged. The verdict of nature was clear
and convincing.
At that time in the 1970s, I was applying my early

Schöningen experience about site dependence of the
structure and functions of canopy and forest stand,
embellished by insights into Nature’s ways of
biodiversity management and conservation in
Bornean, Chinese and Amazonian tropical rainforests,
to the rehabilitation, restoration and transformation of
forests in north-west Germany.
Large areas of ecologically vulnerable Scots Pine

afforestation forests in the Lüneburg Heath had
matured by mid-20th century, had served their
purpose well and were ready to be replaced by a
more diverse and robust next-generation forest. The
Auermühle forest estate, owned by W. Beindorff,
Pelikan/Hannover, as many other private and some
state-owned forest estates, had been conducting
leisurely experiments in this direction since the 1930s.
A devastating freak gale on November 13th, 1972

turned the table in
Auermühle and eventually
proved a blessing in disguise.
We lost more than half the
growing stock by individual
break, patchy throw and
clear felling.The pattern of
damage clearly revealed
interdependent stability
indicators of trees shapes,
canopy structure and site
type.The scenario was ideal
in every respect for a case
study.
With the owner’s blessing

we set to work at the Chair for World Forestry,
University of Hamburg, supported by the Union of
German Forest Owner Associations (AGDW, President
Philip Freiherr von Boeselager) and cooperating with
the Commonwealth Forestry Institute, Oxford. After
intensive ground survey in NW Germany we designed
an altogether more functional, ecologically and
economically adaptive, high–performance, low–risk
(drought, storm, insects, game, market and global
climate changes), low–cost Sustainable Forest
Management System (SFMS), ergonomically optimised
to suit the capabilities and conditions of the local
farming environment, based on dynamic system
analysis, modelling and option simulation.
During the 1980s, we had the pleasure of being

visited by Dr. Peter Savill and his Oxford Continental
Postgraduate Tour and many other forestry tours.
The official forestry establishment was highly critical,

saw pre-programmed disaster especially in small
private ownerships, ridiculed and proclaimed us to be
the most irresponsible bunch, especially me, ever
seen in forestry.
Details of the SFMS and its Auermühler Produktions

Programme (APP) were recently published in English
in Scottish Forestry, vols. 2004 and 2005. Recent
development in the German timber market favours
high-quality medium-sized timber – exactly what we
had hoped for and the APP aims to supply, and the
concepts of the silvicultural transformation of the Pine
deserts in the New German States, Mecklenburg and
Brandenburg, are very similar to the APP approach.
Near-nature forestry, silviculture based on

ecological and social sciences, and adaptive
technology and management are surely not recent
trends of “modern”German forestry.The Dauerwald
or CCF concept is rooted in the classic traditions of
social forestry. Near–nature forestry is intrinsic in
Professor Pfeil’s famous dicta to “ask the trees for an
answer” and to cooperate with, not simply to follow
nature. These are based on A. v. Humboldt’s vision
of nature’s “unity in diversity” which he evolved in
his famous report on his South American journey two
centuries ago.
The Dauerwald concept, intellectually deeply rooted

in Moeller’s ecological research in South American
tropical rainforests is about 1880, went through a
tortuous evolution of sectarian ideas, not infrequently
ending in heated controversies on rather esoteric
principles and nitty-gritty irrelevance. Outstanding
examples are the infamous “Dauerwaldstreit” (CCF
quarrel) originating in the 1920s and the
contemporary notorious disputes about forest
management certification and conservation. The
northern regions of Germany were not spared, but
rather hotspots of this expression of intellectual
diversity. Therefore, by saying that the “adoption of
CCF systems right across Germany is considered a
new silvicultural paradigm”, Rodhouse and Pickup
(below) misinterpreted reality.
Even more misleading is the recent general statement

by Colak and Rotherham (2007) that “Approaches to
forestry and forest management have changed
dramatically in recent decades, with the emergence of

ideas and concepts of
‘sustainable forestry’.
Promoted by authors
such as Hart (1995),
Peterken (1996), and
Helliwell (1999) these
are increasingly applied,
though not everywhere”
(l.c. p. 642). Both
statements overlook
historical and recent
development and current
trends in continental

Spring 1973 after the
freak storm.
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Europe, especially in the northern regions of Germany.
To mention these failures is not to establish

priorities, but to point at some undesirable
consequences for forestry science and practice.
Forestry science is inherently committed to wide time
horizons and broad approaches. But in recent
decades it has become fashionable and probably
professionally more attractive to apply shorter time
horizons, re-invent the famous wheel and narrowly
focus on the marketable.
The crucially important principles of ecosystem

approach and networking are in danger of becoming
labels, interdisciplinarity becomes more agglomeration
than amalgamation. The danger is that important
stores of scientific and practical data and information
remain unopened and unused, and holistic
perspectives get lost. Even LÖWE (p 72) does not stand
isolated and alone. Its 13 principles (six cited on p 73)
express, and its scheme consciously integrates
traditional concepts of near-nature forest management
and conservation and amalgamates Dauerwald and
CCF. Its strategy applies knowledge and experience
accumulated in two centuries of research and practice
for the design of a silviculturally excellent and
administratively novel and practicable scheme.
A salient point is that the narrowly conceived

single-purpose maximising plantation systems are
either landscape rehabilitating afforestation (e.g.
19th century tree planting throughout northern and
eastern Germany), or soil rent and net present value
(NVS) maximising speculative investments, or
biomass or volume production maximising systems to
supply industrial needs (e.g. in northern Germany,
the state forests in the former German Democratic
Republic, DDR), or simply thoughtless application of
textbook recipes, especially in state-owned and small
private forests.
The change in the recent decades has not been of

fundamental paradigms, but of the very down-to-earth
situation in the labour and timber markets, plus the
growing of a large proportion of the afforested or
reforested plantations into a state of declining
stability, resistance and resilience, while climatic
conditions increased physical and biological risks.
Just as we, in Auermühle in 1972, increasingly more

private forest owners and eventually even the state
forest services (now government owned corporations,
not NGOs) realised that change was imminent and
adjustment unavoidable. One cannot help but wonder
whether the large tropical tree plantation programmes,
promoted among others by The World Bank and IMF,
are heading in the same direction.
A final warning of caution.The authors suggest

that “Plenterwald” or selection forest promises greater
harmony with nature, and therefore may be “ideal”.
Whether there is any, dynamic or homoeostatic,
harmony with or in nature or not, the viability (and
sustainability) of Plenterwald in pristine, including

tropical rainforests, or managed forests depends on
very exacting requirements for exceptionally
favourable hydrological and soil conditions.
One reason is that the great aerodynamic roughness

of the Plenterwald canopy causes low albedo, high
airflow turbulence and high evapo-transpiration rates.
Neither pristine nor managed Plenterwald is immune
against biological, climatic or man-made damaging
agents. This is particularly true in the quoted case of
man-made Plenterwald of pure Norway Spruce (p
75). Enrichment of Norway Spruce stands with Beech
(p 74), a species formerly assumed to be the
undisputed “mother of the forests” (stand, humus and
soil) until Wittich’s research, is also not the panacea
which some still believe.
For management for and with biodiversity, in

general, strategies of adaptive management and
conservation without silvicultural recipes and free in
the choice of tactics are essential for success. On
unfavourable soils and sites, such as the sandy
podzols in Auermühle, something like the APP may
offer solutions. On more favourable sites and brown-
forest soils, the Braunschweig Mixed Forest concept
may provide practicable answers. Under exceptionally
favourable conditions of natural and economic site
and ownership, the Plenterwald of a mixture of native
and introduced species, provenances and genotypes
may be the best choice. Silver Fir, Douglas Fir,
Norway Spruce and Beech may indeed be an ideal
mixture and even allow ecologically and
economically viable Plenterwald structures on sites
where natural and human resources are favourable.
However, I remain sceptical about the long-term

feasibility of single-species Plenterwald. Biodiversity
may be at least as much, if not more, determined by
architectural stand structure and less by tree species

mixture, but there are other aspects such as avoiding,
spreading and reducing natural, economic and social
risks, especially in the face of GCC, which should be
heeded as a warning against attempting a simplicity
which is not induced by site or successional dynamics.
I never saw successful examples of Norway Spruce

Plenterwald in the Harz Mountains but have seen
very convincing examples of Femelwald with
prolonged regeneration periods to promote
differentiation and growth of elite trees by very
gradual opening and removal of canopy.

S

The site-specific Dauerwald
prototype of robust, damage
resistant, healthy, vigorous and
squatty Scots Pine over the next
generation of thriving Oak, Beech,
Douglas Fir.
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The European Squirrel
Initiative (ESI) was formed
with the help ofWoodland

Heritage five years ago with the objective of
protecting red squirrels, birds and trees through the
control of the American grey squirrel in Britain.
It quickly became apparent however that long term,

the only way to protect biodiversity from this
destructive alien is to eradicate it.
This objective is to be achieved through the

development of a new method acceptable to the
public and by raising public awareness of the
squirrel issue.
The existence of grey squirrels in Ireland and Italy

makes this a European problem. Grey squirrels in
Italy threaten Europe and eventually, Asia.

The new weapon
Conventional methods of controlling grey squirrels

– trapping, poisoning, shooting and drey poking –
have failed to prevent the expansion of grey squirrels
across Britain and Ireland. However, recent
developments in Northumberland suggest that a
programme of strategic trapping, rigorously executed
and with public support, can turn the tide. But away
from red squirrel areas, public support for culling is
less certain. People don’t like killing animals.

ESI has therefore explored the possibility of
developing an oral contraceptive for grey
squirrels in areas distant from red squirrels.
Independent polling shows that over 60% of
the British population would support the
eradication of grey squirrels if the method
was non-lethal and the consequence was the
return of red squirrels to their former range.

Immuno-contraception is a method which uses the
body’s own immune system to prevent conception.
ESI’s Professor Andy Peters has with others designed
a programme to develop this technology. The
European Commission, concerned by grey squirrels
spreading out from Italy, has expressed interest in
funding the work.

Public awareness
ESI has successfully promoted the squirrel issue.

Squirrels now feature frequently in the British and
Irish Press and have been the subject of debate in
parliaments in Britain and at Strasbourg.

S
Miles Barne

We are a registered charity and receive no
public funding.
We are an independent body accountable to our

supporters who comprise conservationists,
landowners, foresters and charitable foundations.
Over the past five years, we have raised over

£500,000. in cash and pledges.This money has
been spent on research projects, publications and
the lobbying of politicians and other decision
makers in Britain, Ireland, France, Switzerland
and at Brussels.
Thanks to the voluntary efforts of committee

members and others, administrative costs are kept
to a minimum.Despite this, it still costs £50,000 a
year to conduct the media campaign, lobbying
and overheads.
If you would like to support our work, please

send your donation to Miles Barne, Estate Office,
Sotterley, Beccles, Suffolk NR34 7TY.
Supporters receive three issues of the newsletter

each year.
European Squirrel Initiative

Charity No 1105920
www.europeansquirrelinitiative.org

European Squirrel Initiative (ESI)

Devastating damage by grey squirrel.
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Woodland Heritage’s young
Oaks always find a home!

4,550 seeds. Quercus Robur seed from trees in
Compartment 4C Hindolveston Wood, Norfolk, were
grown in our polytunnel last winter.

The young plants “hardening off” outside in one litre pots.

In the winter of 2007/8 our Oaks have
been donated to and planted in projects in
Bedfordshire, Norfolk, Oxfordshire, Suffolk
and Essex.
Planting our high quality trees is a

continuous commitment of our trustees.

A young family enjoy an afternoon planting our Oaks in their new woodland “Old School Wood” keenly
supported by the villagers of Great Waldingfield near Sudbury in Suffolk. This community woodland was
another of the excellent projects financed by The Branchlines charity.
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The Foxley Estate use and sell the world’s finest pruning saws
to make pruning easy!

Silky Fox Saws
Foxley Estate Office, Mansel Lacy, Hereford HR4 7HQ
Tel: 01981 590224 Fax: 01981 590355 www.silkyfox.co.uk

Five massive English Oaks, planted in Oliver Cromwell’s time, were cut down at Foxley
recently and with their going Major J. L. Davenport’s estate is 90 tons lighter.

The wood was bought by W. W. Howard, Bros. and Co., Ltd., of London and
Southampton, and, surprisingly enough, it took five men only two days to fell the 90-ton giants,
using electric saws.

The largest of the Oaks was 76 high 15½ ft. in girth at breast height, and contained 690
cubic ft. of timber. Foxley will be rather naked without the Oaks—for they have been a local
landmark for well over 100 years. Our picture shows one of the giant trees being felled.

The Foxley Estate have always believed that high pruning
produces high quality timber.

1950


